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Foreword

I

n the Chauvet-Pont-d’Arc caves in France lies the remains of some of the
earliest prehistoric cave paintings ever discovered. Dating from as early as
37,000 years ago, these paintings from the Upper Paleolithic era contained
hundreds of depictions of animals; including lions, panthers, bears, hyenas
and rhinoceroses. What is missing are depictions of human figures—something
the art at Chauvet-Pont-d’Arc has in common with most other cave art of the
period.
From this, it would seem apparent that from the time the first people learned
to etch, sketch or draw, it was nature in its myriad forms—whether stylised or
literal—that most inspired human imagination.
In our new exhibition, The Secret Garden: Symbols of Nature in Wood, Silver
and Gold, highlights from our three permanent collections of Chinese antique
furniture; gold vanity cases; and silver from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries
are used to examine how artists, craftsmen and designers from different
continents and cultures depict nature.

In no other cultural tradition has nature played a more important role in the
arts than in China. Since the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), Chinese craftsmen
have used the most precious hardwoods, huanghuali and zitan, to furnish their
living spaces. Chinese furniture craftsmen embraced nature not only by turning
magnificent tree trunks into something people shared their day-to-day lives
with, but also by decorating them with emblems that celebrated or personifed
the natural world. An entire culture shared a visual vocabulary made up of
nature imagery, which was passed down from generation to generation. Bats,
for example, symbolise good fortune; while dragons and phoenixes represent
the male and female respectively. Many images have multiple connotations:
bamboo signifies uprightness, as well as longevity and vitality, and its
pronunciation in Chinese, zhu ( 覨 ), is a homophone for congratulations. One
of the oldest continuous civilisations in the world, this visual language is as
obvious to the Chinese people today as it was centuries ago.
Every culture has its own distinct visual vocabulary. In Europe, nature symbolism,
passed down from oral narratives, mythology and poetry, also finds itself
widely expressed in art. Neoclassical laurels, garlands, grapes and wreaths
make their appearance in every century, though the specifics of their appearance
differ according to prevailing styles. From the time of the medieval kings, silver
has traditionally been used to fashion many commemorative items in Europe,
and representing nature on these pieces was not only for decorative or aesthetic
purposes. Often, ornamentation also conveyed hidden or overt meanings the
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artist wanted to associate with the object or its owners.
In gold, we examine nature symbolism through the particularly narrow lens
of European and American vanity cases. Popular with aristocratic women
in Europe from the 1890s to the 1960s, this medium reflects perhaps most
strongly the influence of different art movements on how nature is depicted.
The literal, flowing and curving depictions of garlands in Art Nouveau; the
stylised floral patterns of Art Deco; the fertility and Venus-representing seashells
of the 1950s: all the prevailing artistic trends of the twentieth century were
aptly captured by master goldsmiths and jewellers of the time. Even today, it is
hard to see a bejewelled panther and not think of the great maison Cartier; or
a four-leaf clover and the iconic Van Cleef Alhambra.
Each of these materials from the museum’s three permanent collections
demonstrates how depictions of nature were more than merely decorative—
they were an integral part of a universal language understood by all of society.
Employed for different reasons, some were an overt and effective means of
establishing power, representing the taste and achievements of their owners.
Others represented hidden meanings that conveyed a desire for the good
things in life. A century ago linguists dreamt of Esperanto, but as these objects
and cave art dating all the way back to the Paleolithic show us, perhaps a
universal language existed long before.

Lynn Fung
Director, Liang Yi Museum
August, 2016
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Inspired by Nature: Decorative Symbolism
on Ming and Qing Dynasty Furniture

The Liang Yi Collection of Antique Furniture

W

ith one of the largest collections of Ming (1368–1644) and Qing
(1644–1912) dynasty furniture, Liang Yi Museum strives to display its

exhibits in an open and organic fashion. Since opening in 2014, on top of
displaying its own collection, the museum has also worked with internationally
renowned museums and collections to present four exhibitions of antique
furniture. However, unlike these previous exhibitions, where furniture was
arranged by material or function, the current exhibition takes an exciting new
approach, looking at furniture from the perspective of decorative symbols. It is
a bold experiment involving over seventy pieces of huanghuali (literally “yellow
flowering pear wood”) and zitan, both highly precious rosewoods.
The Secret Garden: Symbols of Nature in Wood, Silver and Gold offers
viewers who are new to antique Chinese furniture an opportunity to gain an
appreciation for elegant masterpieces of furniture from the last two imperial
dynasties of China. Through exploring the meanings and stories behind
symbols of nature, we hope that visitors will gain a deeper understanding of
the historic context in which these works were produced, and the manifold
ways artists found to express the world around them.
Since the 1980s, Chinese antique furniture—particularly pieces made of
huanghuali and zitan—has enjoyed increasing popularity amongst collectors,
reflected by rising market prices. However, Chinese collectors and museums
rarely include antique furniture in their exhibitions and displays.
This has made researching furniture a challenging proposition for art
historians. Wang Shixiang (1914–2009), a prominent Chinese art collector
and researcher, noted that research on the identification of the production
years of Ming and Qing furniture remained underdeveloped. Unlike
ceramicists, painters and other artists, Chinese furniture craftsmen—even those
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working for the royal court—seldom marked their works with their names and
the date of production. With no physical evidence of authorship, researchers
engage in comparative studies of contemporary materials in order to date and
attribute works, including architectural ornamentation and small decorative
objects such as jade, ceramics, gold and silverware, and books, paintings
and textiles. This physical material is then analysed in the context of perspectives
from various disciplines such as anthropology, art history and archaeobotany
in order to create a clearer picture of the chronological sequence of furniture
production. Decorative schemes are a particularly important part of this analysis,
as they may be specific to a certain area, or the reign of a particular emperor.
All of the examples of furniture included in this exhibition share one important
feature: they are all decorated with symbols inspired by nature. These include
patterns on marble that resemble Chinese landscape paintings; plants like pine,
bamboo and plum blossoms; bats; and mythological creatures like phoenixes
and dragons. Through their depictions in classical Chinese furniture, these
decorative symbols derived from nature offer a glimpse into traditional
Chinese culture and aesthetics and provide context for the conditions in which
these works were produced.
Painting Nature: Landscape Patterns in Marble
After the establishment of the imperial examination system in the Tang dynasty
(618–907), those who passed the exams and entered the imperial bureaucracy
were known as scholar-officials. These men (women were excluded from the
examinations) came to occupy a position of importance in Chinese society
second only to the imperial family. This continued well into the Ming and Qing
dynasties when China—with its vast territory and population—was still governed
almost exclusively by the scholar class, who were the tastemakers and
trendsetters of the time. This role is well-documented in an array of lifestyle
books written at the time, including Zhang Wu Zhi (“Treatise on Superfluous
Things”, Wen Zhenheng, 1621), Cha Pu (“Tea Manual”, Zhu Quan, 1440)
and various versions of Xiang Pu (“Perfumery Manual”).
Scholar-officials were instrumental in determining the interior design and
layout of traditional Chinese buildings, which continually evolved throughout
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the Ming and Qing dynasties—but which always retained elements of natural
landscape decoration. In the living room or study, one of the most eye-catching
objects would have been a wall-hanging depicting a landscape or other subjects
drawn from nature. In his book Zunsheng Bajian (“Eight Treatises on the
Nurturing of Life”), Ming-dynasty scholar Gao Lian (1573–1620) wrote: “There
should be a painting on the wall, and another one in the study. Landscape
paintings are the most ideal, while paintings of flowers and trees are second
best. Paintings of animals and people would not be appropriate.” This description
provides some insight into the aesthetics and taste favoured by scholars in the
late Ming dynasty.
The furniture used in these interiors consisted of either lavish lacquered pieces, or
those made of high-quality hardwoods, typically huanghuali or zitan, finished
with wax. This furniture, huanghuali in particular, was constructed in such a
way as to emphasise the natural patterns of the grain in a manner reminiscent
of Chinese landscape painting. In addition, inlays, which took advantage of
the contrast between different wood patterns and shapes, were a common
method of ornamentation; such as yingmu (burl) ornaments.
In the mid- and late Qing dynasty, Cantonese-style furniture gained popularity
as the supply of hardwoods dwindled due to overharvesting. Yunshi (a white
marble with black patterns, produced in Dali, Yunnan Province) was a
particularly popular alternative used to decorate such furniture, with natural,
simple black-and-white patterns that resembled the artistic style of landscape
painting, as seen on a screen from the Liang Yi Collection (cat. 001).
Plants Personified: The “Three Friends of Winter”
The “Three Cold-Weather Friends” or “Three Friends of Winter” is a common
name for a collection of motifs that depict pine, bamboo and plum blossoms
in Chinese art. One of the earliest written references to this grouping of motifs
dates to the Southern Song dynasty (1127–1279). In Wumei Yunshe Ji (“The
Record of the Five-cloud Plum Cottage”) Lin Jingxi (1242–1310) wrote: “For
his residence, earth was piled to form a hill and a hundred plum trees, which
along with lofty pines and tall bamboo comprise the friends of winter, were
planted.” As most plants start to wither in the cold weather of autumn and
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winter, these plants were admired for their ability to stay green and blossom,
and were used to symbolise resilience.
As with most images in Chinese art, the meanings of such symbols are multiple.
With its grand, towering stature unfazed by the wintry frost, pine is also seen
as the epitome of bravery. Its importance is expressed unambiguously in Sima
Qian’s Records of the Grand Historian, sometimes known as the Shijì (“The
Scribe’s Records”), in which pine is described as superior to all other trees. In
addition to pine, bamboo is another culturally significant plant—its fast growth
makes it an embodiment of perseverance, while its hollow stem symbolises a
humble attitude—both virtues of the ideal scholar-official. Plum blossoms bloom
in the coldest days of winter, and are associated with the qualities of integrity
and resilience. These three plants have been widely celebrated in China for
hundreds of years.
The “Three Friends of Winter” have been expressed not only in literature
and painting, but also in traditional Chinese architecture. During the Ming
and Qing dynasties, they were carved into bricks, as well as wood and
stone sculptures used to decorate buildings. This trend naturally extended to
furniture ornamentation and led to a few idiosyncratic furniture types, one
of which used precious hardwood materials to mimic the style of bamboo
furniture, as illustrated by (cat. 008) and (cat. 015). Lacquered furniture inlaid
with semi-precious stones, marble, mother-of-pearl and other materials also began
to incorporate images of the Three Friends during this period, as seen on two
exquisite works from the collection: (cat. 007) and (cat. 011).
Seeking Good Fortune
Decorative motifs and styles serve as a reflection of the times. Throughout the
Ming and Qing dynasties, China remained a fundamentally agriculture-driven
country despite significant strides towards the establishment of a commodity-based
economy. This relationship with the natural world helped shape many aspects
of Chinese culture—from its religious belief systems (Buddhism, Confucianism
and Taoism), to people’s daily routines and practices. Certain animals and
plants represent good fortune and prosperity in Chinese culture, making them
popular subjects in Chinese art.
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Naturally, such motifs can be found in antique furniture designs. On a huanghuali
horseshoe armchair (cat. 035) from the eighteenth century: the upper part
of the back is carved with chilong (a type of hornless dragon) and lotus
petals in high relief, symbolising purity and fortune; the lower part features plum
blossoms, lingzhi (a type of mushroom) and rocks, representing longevity. On
a pair of zitan southern official armchairs, so named for the backrest which
is reminiscent of hats worn by scholar-officials, (cat. 023), a vase, bats, fish
and an endless knot impart various related meanings. The bat is associated
with good luck; the endless knot is a Buddhist symbol for eternity; fish represent
abundance while the vase symbolises peace and safety. The combination of
these elements connotes good fortune and longevity. Understanding these
motifs requires knowledge of the symbolic meanings of the patterns of animals
and plants, as well as the combinations and styles of the patterns. They serve
as an important basis for researchers to determine the year of production of
the furniture.
Creatures from Mythology: Dragons and Phoenixes
The dragon and phoenix are mythological animals that are intrinsic to Chinese
visual culture. Both have undergone transformations throughout history, as a
result of social, cultural and political developments. Archaeological evidence
shows that the origin of the dragons in Chinese art can be traced back to the
Neolithic period. The dragon is generally understood to be a supernatural
creature which evolved out of a blend of various tribal totems imagined by humans in
this period. The character for “dragon” can be found on oracle bone inscriptions
from the Shang dynasty (around 1600 B.C.–1046 B.C.); where it appears to
have been worshipped as a deity and represented supreme power. The more
familiar concept of the dragon as it is understood by many Chinese today
however, has its origins in art from the Han dynasty (206 B.C.–220 A.D.). The
dragon in this form was one of a number of motifs from the existing artistic
repertoire that were adopted as imperial symbols of power, representing ideas
of superior wisdom, the cosmic force, earthly strength and eternal life.
By the Ming dynasty, the image of the dragon had become a general symbol
of prosperity and good fortune and was frequently used on various objects in
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different forms. On an extraordinary canopy bed in the collection, (cat. 056),
decoration arrives in the form of dragon patterns and shou (“longevity” in
Chinese) character patterns. On a zitan shrine from the reign of the Qianlong
Emperor (1735–96) (cat. 053), modelled after a typical Qing-dynasty palace,
similar symbols that reflect the strict social hierarchy in ancient China are
represented. The partition boards and side panels are all decorated with
cloud-and-dragon patterns in high-relief carving, while the dragons depicted
here are long (five-clawed dragons)—the highest-ranking dragon in Chinese
art that represented the Emperor. In addition, the shrine features the exact
style, structure, proportions and material of a Qing imperial building of the
highest level, further reinforcing its association with imperial power.
Like the dragon, the phoenix appears in the earliest Chinese art. This fictional bird
is described in Shan Hai Jing (“The Classic Mountains and Seas”, 210–221B.C.),
a Chinese classic text that combines various myths relating to geography and
flora and fauna, as “shaped like a rooster with colourful feathers”. As with the
dragon, its appearance has evolved over time. Referred to in classical texts as
“the King of Birds”, early representations from the period of the Warring
States (475–221 B.C.) of the phoenix are closely linked to peacocks. A more
distinct form of the creature emerged in the Song dynasty (960–1279), when
its crest began to resemble the shape of a lingzhi (mushroom); with a tail in
form of seaweed or another aquatic plant and a beak like that of a parrot.
This fixed formula remained in place throughout the Ming and Qing periods,
though it began to be portrayed more loosely in the Qing period in different
contexts. In the case of a small huanghuali table with distinct everted ends from
the eighteenth century, (cat. 060), the carving of the phoenix on the spandrels
depicts its head in the shape something akin to a crested passerine.
Nowhere is the exquisite use of these symbols in Chinese culture more apparent
than on a huanghuali cosmetics case from the eighteenth century (cat. 064).
Depicted in fine openwork and high relief carving, dragons and phoenixes,
widely believed in China to bring prosperity when displayed together,
demonstrate how symbols could be used as a way to represent power and
good fortune.
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In Chinese culture, wood is perhaps the most important medium used by
craftsmen to represent nature. For thousands of years, it has been used to create a
myriad of objects ranging from houses to small scholarly objects, fully utilising the
characteristics of the material. As elaborate heavily patterned chairs, tables
and screens from the late Qing dynasty demonstrate, it could be carved with
great complexity to demonstrate the virtuosity of the craftsmen involved. But
even the simplest works exhibit a sense of balance and elegance that would
have given a wealthy scholar-official or imperial prince cause to pause and
quietly reflect on the beauty of the natural world.

Angela Zhu
Collections Manager, Liang Yi Museum
June, 2016
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魍蛼桰癩㘿艊訵跼壽姪䯖䇑桬㻳䇦䪴跜︒䆥忩嶗滮椢艍砏犛䇦脹䈃䪴跜䯖䪴艊嫮媀砏桭䗮訵跼
艊澐䉳鲕穒䪴跜䯖畝㱚諦斾訃慚䪼艊嫮壽︒蹗沷︒瀷籌︒㮅棞䯖曧玜魍呭媀婠謜桭䗮訵跼艊㬃
倉穼浧矇䯖艎滺艊䗪絊︑
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䠏讜䪴酽浫熱靕囑僔鳏黽䕆惡髭䯖曧霣㬬熱衝艊蜶䠁䯖︹嘪犦軂〃俋駈㒂軂︺抰㫼䯤︿謾筄偧䇯䯖
鲕㳕鍖旝﹀︑呅艊暆梕㬬矇鞁厽䇑䃬澱哣賽 ) 鮪徾霽︒蠉畂朌梕艊耣絹蓴︒罁耾︒売耣嶗甉鏍
醢艊䠏跜䯖鰍鏖厽䇑㬬矇 *︑勢鑫呚嶗暺魍䯖䠏跜桹㨎砏躉呯艊嫮㝧䯤獰薟䉙顡嫮䯥喿薟夝筄
徏烐馾筄䯥鐒備䤶䡽䯥踹䠏菋慘砏酽袀跐呯隊彾艊浧媀牐結醣衝︑暺魍艊䠏䠁跜呝瑪曧酽袀躉
呯浧媀䯖䉙顡筄獰︒䤶䡽鐒︒踹䠏菋︑靧玜梒䯖慘砏諮蝁窹䉯夠牐 䯖鲱㬾駱酽訃靕羾舿挃艊
䆟瀇䯖偧䧪颭櫉啢錺䌿橉 )dbu/!171*䯖窛檽醢犛䇦䠏跜䯖䠏䌿墱軂㚐耰砏䠁艊嫮㝧︑

鮪跤霽䯖䪴魍 翇屟䯖鍖䠏魍 偔屟䯖碼賜鶜艊䧪颭櫉鲕嗢㻰詬 )dbu/!175* 澐澐䃱㫼︿䪴䠏薟
蝁﹀㬥酽跤霽鳏鎍祾镾㕶艊諮蝁㖢䯖跆 駱鳏幹艊羠牆︑

蹗㖢䯤

梣棞啟昺跤霽鳏衝㘡䯖雩㔴曧鞁俋靕磢瑺㬦桭㳛㒄艊酽袀剓鞯窹㟰︑妬轅妘衝䯖跤霽鳏羮梣棞
鐵㬬熱磄旇艊窹閔䯖鲱啗㬥袀棞㟰艊竑屟舿挃勢氂靪䯖飨諤袀嫮帓鞁跤霽鳏梒侲荁飽 - 俋靧応
嗙䯖啢靧橉䌿玜粬䯖謾菎侸⻒䐓觻麏廹嶗熱昺靕磢䯖鍖剴癇嬔䇂駱靕磢艊結躌羠牆躐㭠︑

梲剮
碼賜鶜贜窹䐽!鶜閔軂絔
3127 妘 7 桸
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112!
Standing screen
踕渓抴嗢媀姫嗢䎼
Zitan and marble
Early 19th century
140 x 93 x 210cm
Large screens were usually placed in the living
rooms of scholar-officials and wealthy merchants
to reflect the owner’s wealth and social status.
This example is made of zitan, a tropical hardwood
that ranges from dark brown to almost purple
in tone, and is profusely decorated with dragon
and floral motifs. At the centre, a marble panel
with striking dark veins against a white background
evokes the landscapes depicted in ink paintings.
The apron and panels on the base are decorated
with a pair of peaches and bats, which symbolise
longevity and good fortune, as well as Western
decorative motifs in the form of scrolling florals
and acanthus designs. Their inclusion reflects the
rich artistic exchange between East and West
that occurred during the Qing dynasty.
踕渓嶗俋絔蓴
鴛謦跫跈設梕
䂇 251!y!姫唥 :4!y!䗮 321 駡鰓
俋抴嗢㬦夠䆄燒昺暺玜朌梕俋忈鳏咲艊婘⊕瀕鉝䯖
曧㞧哱嶗鰱瀕艊曑礣︑!抴嗢姌姫飨踕渓斾梣⻲慘䯖
跆飨䦛䲠︒惵厸䪴︒㒂媀颭願飨倀籾繤砏䇦䐓䍞棞︑
!
踕渓砏酽袀禘夝薴梣䯖䍡頥羾獿㐑頥靧踕頥醭訵︑
嗢宆砏俋絔蓴䯖跤霽結躌嘪烐耣䎼樴䯖嬇備䈃䂣
嘪㜽︑!!迣繤椢艊跤宆曧酽啟侁橁䯖鍖頌嬤碼䉳艊
恊烐窛艊跤宆爍飨䦛䲠⻒䐓䯖哻嶯︿螆侁䇪靧﹀︑
過嬱燍嶯艊曧踽䗪䇦䐓艊侳齔鰍扚羮㒂昷䎼樴艊
魤熕跜倀颭願⻒䐓䯖儂曑僔昺鴛馬跫跈

諦㒂昷

⻒䐓廬踃艊玜魍醬錨⻒䐓䎼樴︑

22
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113!
Table screen
踕渓垷俋絔蓴啢抴嗢
Zitan and marble

踕渓嶗俋絔蓴

19th century

鴛馬跫跈

53 x 17.5 x 50cm

䂇 64!y!唥 28/6!y!䗮 61 駡鰓

The smooth zitan frame of this small screen,

啢抴嗢嘡昺橉䌿擨㔰︑踕渓⻲慘艊侳橅㑱怐俋絔

intended for display on a table, stands in

蓴嗢宆䯖謾惉㝧艊獿頥跜絔魑鳏鏫嶎勢桚熴徏嘪

elegant juxtaposition to the white marble panel,

烐耣䯖䎼樴詁涍旝䇖︑

which features abstract dark veins reminiscent of
calligraphic or landscape ink paintings.

0300-p1-51-bs.indd 23
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114!
Chair with marble panel
踕渓垷俋絔蓴玜媀䂇歈
Zitan and marble

踕渓嶗俋絔蓴

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

101 × 55 × 93.5cm

䂇 212!y!唥 66!y!䗮 :4/6 駡鰓

The backrest of this wide, throne-like chair

䂇歈䉱鑨椢跤宆砏俋絔蓴椢䯖偧嘪䈸逘轑䂣艊杛

features a marble panel with forms reminiscent

靪︑姫䉳昷嫮齔厸䯖醣桹棴隂䯖䨺隡嫼窛䓁㥋嫮㢹䯖

of mountain peaks and misty clouds. The chair

窛厸䇦䐓俋梸脹䈃跜䯖跤䂣贖熱㶔㸱︑忟妕筄艊

is supported by bowed legs. The side-rails

恇忲爍曧鴛謦靧鲈鴛跫跈婄媀跒梣醬錨艊竑頥䯖

are fitted with flattened armrests, a common

讜潎䂇歈夠羮椑攢鲦䍰備踕渓貶賂癄嶗梣跜衂㭩

characteristic found in nineteenth and twentieth

艊跒梣⻲慘䯖鍖梪籌砏踕渓梣䯖唚砏鈱桹︑

century furniture from Canton (Guangzhou) and
surrounding areas, usually made of hongmu — a
Southeast Asian hardwood, also referred to as
blackwood, that resembles zitan but lacks that
wood’s lustrous surface and unusual grain. This
piece is a rare example made with zitan.

24
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115!
Pair of low-backed armchairs
踕渓垷俋絔蓴玜媀恇忲歈酽啟
Zitan and marble

踕渓嶗俋絔蓴

18th century

鴛謦跫跈

63 × 49 × 92cm

䂇 74!y!唥 5:!y!䗮 :3 駡鰓

This pair of low-backed armchairs are a typical

澑啟恇忲歈嗴絊朷玜婄媀恇忲歈艊鉚矇沷㬬䯖姫

representation of late Qing Cantonese-style

䉳砏鶵轀㧪嘂䯖桹棴隂︑濱䉱鑨恇忲歈艊沷㬬䍰

furniture. Low-backed armchairs are constructed

備昷勸︑醑䉳齔厸諤⻒桹嘪烐跜絔艊俋絔蓴椢䯖

in such a way as to resemble large stools with

鰍飨蓤嫮㬛賂垷椢齔遫䯖!齔厸艊㮗橅沷鬣︒姫䉳

short railings attached above. The railings

侳濟︒飨倀蠐㢹䯖鰍曧怇畆䉳跆㡽僡㓕輬︑

feature marble panels with mountainscape-like
veins, each framed by panels with pierced
rectangular openings. The railings and the base
are uniformly shaped with concave surfaces and
indented corner mouldings.

0300-p1-51-bs.indd 25
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116!
Pair of stools
踕渓垷俋絔蓴勸酽啟
Zitan and marble

踕渓嶗俋絔蓴

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

49 × 37 × 48cm

䂇 5:!y!唥 48!y!䗮 59!駡鰓

These stools are part of a furniture set that

澑啟脹桚媀勸鞁踕渓垷俋絔蓴馣竊唚砏彾倧醬錨

also includes a zitan table with marble inlay.

艊酽㯵鰓䯖斾訃㬬矇㫝備竊䍰䯖斾䗪㬬矇嶗⻒䐓

The form and decorative style of the stools are

䎼樴鞁耾朌婄椑鰱馭茊

typical of furniture produced in Guangdong

㩘︑勸䉳醣碼濟䂛賂飨褀夝㬯繤⻒䐓䯖酽濟窛檽

during late nineteenth century. The carving on

㼺︿椑囈﹀䯒駡廬頌 881Ⅸ332 妘䯓艊詁㸱鎢㚐

one of the aprons depicts ancient coins from the

䗪艊偧嶯䈃䌿䯖鍖媽嫎隡爍羮犛䇦欫嫮颭跜⻒䐓䯖

Eastern Zhou dynasty (770–221 B.C.) and ruyi;

跤㒂蹗諦䯥詆酽濟窛檽爍㼺桹︿婄彾䆗騖唸墔㮅﹀䯖

while the apron on the reverse is inscribed with

撠榺䯖婄彾䆗曧玜梩靧炓霽朌梕婄墕醣謦㣵㒂衝

艊鉚矇㲆楈醬錨偧熱酽

the characters for ”guang cheng long tang baochuan

設鰱酽䂣熱謖艊醬錨 䯖騖唸墔曧謾姎椑︑醬錨

xuan”. The legs are decorated with Western

鉣謖䯖幫㔋曧糴耾朌㒂昷閔窅嶯㙞艊嬁䌐䯖酽敘

style floral patterns. Guang Cheng Long was a

跤霽醬錨蹝啨魖潎鉣謖艊結躌︑梪籌㠂靕炓霽朌

famous furniture shop during the late Qing period

梕婄椑鰱馭魳謖㧗䂵䯖鮪 2:42 妘彾砏婄椑荎

owned by Tang Baochuan. The practice of

敤䂇呭隊袇︿攢俍粀﹀䆄皪欑䯒29:1Ⅸ2:65 妘䯓

inscribing shop names onto furniture pieces was

咲晜艊嬤鳏︑

adopted from Europe during the Qing dynasty.
This pair of stools was previously owned by the
descendants of Chen Jitang (1890–1954), who
became chairman of Guangdong Province in
1931.
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117!
Square table
砽梣㾁俋絔蓴䉳昷橎
Ebony and marble

砽梣嶗俋絔蓴

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

82 × 82 × 86cm

䂇 93!y!唥 93!y!䗮 97 駡鰓

This unique ebony square table is fitted with

橎䉳垷俋絔蓴䯖擄甁靕磢嘪烐䎼樴︑隡㢹︒茻欅

a marble panel on top, while the legs are

倀蓫鍈鰍僡㓕怇畆䉳︑砽梣壽啢鬣㨎侸䯖俋矇醬

constructed with slight concave edges. Costly

錨跆醭侸㒎䯖罌澑梪籌㨎砏鈱㒎︑

and hard to source, ebony was rarely used to
produce large pieces of furniture.

28
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118!
Table with shelf
踕渓垷艁唸夝嘂椢妕䌿橉
Zitan and semi-precious stones

踕渓嶗約唸蓴

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

75 x 38 x 78cm

䂇 86!y!唥 49!y!䗮 89 駡鰓

This table was most likely made in Suzhou and

踕渓壽艊夝嘂椢妕䌿橉氂砏啨㒎䯖鍖橎䉳垷艁唸

constructed in the Ming-style. The tabletop inlay

艊桖曧鈱桹︑澑鬣醬錨詵镾熱靕鷡墕髠炐咲晜嬤

depicts a branch of flowering plum blossoms

鳏︑橎䉳飨艁唸墡鶬垷酽楈檚颭䯖斾䗪㬬矇讑轓

in a painterly manner using a variety of semi-

鍖踚轛䯖茖䎁鷡媀醬錨艊結躌︑︿澣哹醑傖﹀慇

precious stones. One of the so-called “Three

椡︒覨︒檚醑袀歓窹䯖鮪哹鷗⻖䂛颭艊檚颭桹︿玜

Friends of Winter” along with bamboo and pine,

娞疐艀﹀艊嶯銸︑

because they flower in the coldest days of winter,
plum blossoms represent resilience and integrity.

0300-p1-51-bs.indd 29
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119!
Side table
踕渓覨謋媀㮗橎
Zitan

踕渓

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

147 x 54 x 85cm

䂇 258!y!唥 65!y!䗮 96 駡鰓

With a frame carved to mimic bamboo, this

㮗橎飨覨謋跜媀⻒䐓䯖薟絊㨠苢鉚䇖艊䎼樴䯖磄

zitan table exhibits a light and elegant style that

聧曧鏖覨醬錨跤艊赗閔︑覨厸鮪嵸無艊繤乵醣鞣

belies its solid construction. In Chinese culture,

詵墮慁蠐叝夠軖䯖罌澑昺跤霽旝誼跤㝧孡䂇侁︒

bamboo symbolises longevity, perseverance and

宧鍜︒〞慁嶗㘟麊︑荁惡摵桹澑覨謋㮗橎艊踽鳏

durability because it can survive the harshest

嬟洤嶯摵桹晼

natural conditions and still remain green all year

厸慘砏䐓跜︑

㭡麊彋餄㜽鹾荁啟醭俒暪㞺艊覨

round. As a relatively inexpensive material, it
also represents humility—a quality the wealthy
owner of this table would have been pleased to
be associated with.
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11:!
Square table
踕渓磄棴隂鉽㹚欅昷橎
Zitan

踕渓

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

76.5 × 76.5 × 85.5cm

䂇 87/6!y!唥 87/6!y!䗮 96/6 駡鰓

Like the longer table on the previous page

鞁酽鞶昷橎荁瀷䯖澑橎営唺耚啢䯖鞁頌䌒䂇潎覨

(cat. 008), the structure of this table was inspired

謋媀㮗橎䍰備 )dbu/!119*䯖鰍曧鏖覨䎼樴⻲慘︑䎼

by bamboo. Despite its relatively small size, it may

樴旝䇖㨠苢䯖聧會桚橎羮㬠︑!!

have been used as a writing table.
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121!
Pair of armchairs
踕渓櫕鑨恇忲歈酽啟
Zitan

踕渓

Late 18th century or early 19th century

鴛馬跫跈朷梕徏鴛謦跫跈設梕

56 × 42 × 91cm

䂇 67!y!唥 53!y!䗮 :2 駡鰓

Undulating backrests and curved armrests give

澑啟䉱鑨歈艊䉱鑨哣䇗艊漗檽飨媄嫮薟絊䯖碼濟

these armchairs a sense of balance and fluidity.

恇忲漗檽鲱讜浫飨媄嫮漗檽踾彾︑歈䉳㧪嘂鶵轀䯖

Decorative oval-shaped struts are fitted between

醣砏鉽㹚欅鎢則厸颭䯖㤕隇欅醣㔰踃窛檽︑䉱鑨︒

the stretchers. The joints of the armrests, backrests,

恇忲︒姫䉳倀㤕隇欅沷鬣蹗諦麁鰍昻㶔誮鎢躉䯖

seat frames, lower stretchers and feet are all

蠐㢹鲱藥㶔倧︑櫕鑨歈艊羾衝鲱曧覨⻲醬錨䯖㬬

reinforced with plain metal straps. Like the side

矇輬檽牐枾䯖荁䆥鴛妬妘鰓勝駱鶜碼賜鶜贜窹䐽䯖

table (cat. 008) and square table (cat. 009),

詵㘆蹼勝㳛㬮︑

their overall form was inspired by bamboo.
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122!
Nested trays
踕渓垷艁唸怐茝倧踾
Zitan, jichi wood, agate, ivory, coral and motherof-pearl
17th century
12.7 x 7 x 1.3cm
15 x 10 x 2cm
Each of these trays was crafted from single
piece of zitan and is decorated with incised
huiwen (keyfret) borders on the rims. Inlays of
mother-of-pearl, ivory, coral and jichi wood
depict auspicious plum blossoms. Jichi wood is
sometimes called “chicken wing wood” after the
finely patterned, high contrast grain that evokes
bird feathers.
On the undersides of each, a seal inscription
inlaid with gold wire reads Wumen Zhou Zhu — a
reference to the legendary sixteenth century
inlay artist Zhou Zhu of Suzhou. This attribution
indicates that the work was executed in a style
similar to Zhou Zhu, not that it was produced by
him personally.
踕渓︒䇯鋡梣︒緺線︒㝧窛︒糥緛嶗糪紒瀭
鴛酴跫跈
䂇 23/8!y!唥 8!y!䗮 2/4 駡鰓
䂇 26!y!唥 21!y!䗮 3 駡鰓
㬥倧怐茝飨酽斾梣會熱犦欑媀㬬矇䯖觶訥贖桹螻
跜䐓㮗︑茝媽飨㝧窛︒糥緛︒䇯鋡梣䯒桹︿W﹀叄
嫮颭跜䯖備䇯鋗灀艊梣棞䯓訵垷鬣沷彾酽夿檚︒
覨鲮㸾艊耣䉳︑怐茝姌鑨桹㸾㳟躎棧䯤
︿蓯䂐囈槉﹀䯖
枩慇澑窹熱靕鴛嗎跫跈結倇鳏窹鷡墕垷艁唸䌓跼
墡鷹囈槉躐忲䯖嬤跫侸桹怐謾謖䌿鏖⻲鍎︑
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123!
Brush pots
踕渓夝姫䇦澣哹醑傖訰詂 ] 踕渓䇦贖啢訰詂
Zitan

踕渓

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

Diameter 9cm x height 13cm

茻嬩 :!y!䗮 24 駡鰓

Diameter 10cm x height 12cm

茻嬩 21!y!䗮 23 駡鰓

These small pots were used to hold ink painting

澑啟訰詂夠羮慘灀訰詂︑詂㦳⿷熱涏妠筄鏍嫮䯖

brushes. Modelled after tree-trunks, their surfaces

䉳犛䇦︿澣哹醑傖﹀䯤椡︒覨︒檚䯖罌㬥醑袀

are carved in high relief with branches of pine,

歓窹鮪哹鷗朌謋鞣詵墮慁䌢媭艊羠噯撾鍖嬱謖䯖曧

bamboo and plum blossoms. When depicted

跤霽䗮啹閔樴艊㝧孡︑謾䇦贖敱楇備㟂䐓䇦贖︑夝

together in art these plants are known as the

姌姫訰詂艊姌姫桹醑㢹䯖醢贖馾魤跜㬬矇︑!碼鬣

“Three Friends of Winter”, referring to their ability

訰詂嗴絊熱朷暺靧暆玜朌梕艊䇦贖䎼樴︑!

to thrive during the cold winter months. The
smaller brush pot is fitted with a base, which
is finely carved in a foliate shape and rests on
three cloud-shaped feet.

34
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124!
Scroll pot
鏖椡俋㨃詂
Coniferous softwood and hardwood

䇭梣

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

35 x 28 x 38cm

茻嬩 46!y!唥 39!y!䗮 49 駡鰓

The surface of this large tree-trunk-shaped scroll

澑㨃詂

pot, used to hold documents, is worked to resemble

懮㨃︑訥熕㾁㮗飨畆䉳繤嫮⻒䐓䯖詂㦳跡駱贖颭

the knobby bark of a pine tree. A molded rim

缾桹棴隂姌姫䯖醣昷砏䓁㥋㢹︑

䉳嫮備侸膕椡涏艊涏芕䯖羮昺擨敡桚耣

of hardwood frames the opening at the top. The
pot sits on a separately worked softwood base,
which is supported by hooved feet.
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125!
Painting table
䧪颭櫉俻䌿耣橉
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

210 x 66 x 85cm

䂇 321!y!唥 77!y!䗮 96 駡鰓

This long painting table is made of huanghuali

耣橉㓕窛醢玍䇦偧嶯嶗脹馾跜︑偧嶯曧跤霽諮蝁

(literally “yellow flowering pear wood”), a

黽橉躐酽䯖哻︿偧鳏嶯﹀䯖榊覜㬦夠桹䉙顡徏䈃

valuable hardwood. It is ornamented with spandrels

梸嫮曧諮蝁艊㝧孡︑隡㢹䂣艊䂛賂撉椢浧鏖覨壽

decorated in low relief with ruyi designs and

醬錨艊會熴䯖斾鬣醬錨䎼樴裶䉙㨠苢︑!

bamboo-like inner frames. One of the most
complex motifs in Chinese art, ruyi (meaning “as
you wish”), are a type of sceptre with a head
modelled after a lingzhi mushroom or cloud.
Often given as gifts among scholars, they are a
token of good fortune.

36
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126!
Slide table
䧪颭櫉鏖覨㮗橎
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

91 x 57 x 87cm

䂇 :2!y!唥 68!y!䗮 98 駡鰓

The round-leg bamboo-style construction of this

橎䉳繫㮗䯖⻮隡齬棞䯖隡䂣鉽㹚欅鎢䇪㬯繤則厸颭︑

side table was popular during the early Qing

䇪㬯繤㝧孧烔岕䯖曧暆梕䇦⿷慚絹艊忲慁熴鏍躐

period in the seventeenth century. This example

酽䯖玜魍朌彾砏哻嶯諮蝁艊⻒䐓黽橉䯖⺖婄熼㭘

is fitted with decorative double-circle struts. The

羮鮪婠謜嶗醬錨醢︑

double-circle motif, lianhuan, which symbolises
eternity, is also one of the many images found in
early Buddhist sculpture that are thought to ward
against evil. By the Qing dynasty, it had become
part of a common language of auspicious decorative
motifs, symbolising the wish for continuous
prosperity.
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127!
Pair of southern official armchair
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸攢呭夬歈酽啟
Huanghuali and semi-precious stones

䧪颭櫉嶗約唸蓴

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

61.5 × 44 × 121cm

䂇 72/6!y!唥 55!y!䗮 232 駡鰓

The backrests of this pair of this pair of southern

澑啟䗮鑨攢呭夬歈艊䉱鑨椢㾁垷艁唸䯖歈䉳㧪嘂

official armchairs are elegantly decorated with

鶵轀䯖醣㦳桹踃窛檽︑!跤霽艊鶬〿旝誼觻麏桹㔴

semi-precious stone inlays. One chair features

侸㝧孧嶯銸䯖偧酽媫䉱鑨椢艊艁唸㾁垷砏輟䢎檚

birds and plum blossoms flowering on branches,

颭䯖哻嶯︿輟醢荢櫂﹀䯖詆酽媫砏蓴沊︒輟䢎倀

while the other depicts birds and pomegranates.

犦欑颭䯖哻嶯︿厸吀甁⊕﹀︑

The meanings of symbols in Chinese art are
multiple—while a plum blossom on its own
symbolises durability and longevity, when
depicted accompanied by birds, it represents
happiness. Likewise, when shown together
pomegranates and birds have a very specific
association; with good wishes for a family with
many children.

38
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128!
Bookcase
䧪颭櫉醑嘑斔楯樴
Huanghuali
18th century
113 x 43 x 165cm
This bamboo-like bookcase exhibits a light and
open construction. The structure is tightly integrated
with balustrades composed of ring motifs that
encircle each shelf. The base is connected with
four humpback stretchers on each side. Unusually,
there is no “open” side of the shelf without
balustrades, suggesting that it may have been
intended to display objects worth viewing from
every direction such as bronzes or ceramics.
䧪颭櫉
鴛馬跫跈
唥 224!y!獿 54!y!䗮 276 駡鰓
澑醑嘑斔樴楯鲱鏖覨壽醬錨䎼樴䯖蠐㢹躐䂣羮蠐
㭠淭䌗欅鏫扟︑醢嘑姌嘑滮棎飨觶繤蓫鍈繤遫蠐
囈䯖跤䂣嘑爍飨槉嫮蓫鍈鎢犦欑嫮則厸颭艊⻒䐓䯖
姌嘑醣㔰鉽㹚嫮淭欅醢鎢槉嫮蓫鍈︑樴楯碼覜扚
羮䂛敡媀䯖魑勢詵嬼麇駁㓕姪㓃㟤勢擨敡艊窹鬣︑
斾鬣斔樴楯㬬矇㨠苢赗墣䯖鍺剴〞唚窰躉䯖曧䇴
嬱艊赗閔︑
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129!
Brush pot
䧪颭櫉鏖鶵轀訰詂
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

Diameter 18cm x height 17cm

茻嬩 29!y!䗮 28 駡鰓

The use of precious materials to imitate less

梪鬣鏖鶵轀䧪颭櫉訰詂飨謖㞺棞旿鏖⻲啛夠棞旿

valuable materials was extremely popular

艊窹鬣䯖澑䎼痐鮪銎䆗朌梕䯒2822Ⅸ28:: 妘䯓

during the Qianlong period (1711–99), a

㭡勢裶頌艊䨵茊︑訰詂

phenomenon that is exhibited in this “basket

桹姃艊轀遖跜絔︑

䉳飨䇦贖忲熴嗴絊鲚磢

weave” style brush pot made with huanghuali,
The entire surface is patterned with relief and
incised carvings to simulate woven reeds.

40
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12:!
Pine tree brush pot
䧪颭櫉鏖椡訰詂
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

Diameter 18.5cm x height 19.5cm

茻嬩 29/6!y!䗮 2:/6 駡鰓

The natural colour of the wood coupled with the

梪鬣訰詂鏍㦳驟唚䯖墣傉濕羮梣棞梪㦳艊靕磢頥

sophisticated carving on this brush pot creates

癄䯖飨䇦贖忲熴⿷㬬熱酽徳鯹餡艊詁椡涏妠䯖備

the impression of a weathered pine tree. The

㟰涍俍磢︑墡鷹㮑濕羮梣棞梪㦳艊緐肹䯖墣屒呏

craftsman purposely higlighted a small patch of

戹椡涏涏妠 䉳蹗胔艊敱楇︑

ingrown sapwood in order to imitate the scarred
inner tissue of an aged tree.
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131!
Pine tree brush pot
䧪颭櫉鏖椡訰詂
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

Diameter 24cm x height 19.5cm

茻嬩 35!y!䗮 2:/6 駡鰓

This large brush pot is similarly carved to resemble

㬥鬣俋訰詂鏖餄酽䍘椡涏涏妠艊䇦⿷閔䯖姌㯵垷

the rough, natural surface of a pine tree trunk,

樮宆齬丠穻︑

the emulation is further enhanced by the natural
coffee-brown colour of the timber.

42
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132!
Brush pot with inscription
䧪颭櫉︿惙颭酽觛羠﹀訰詂
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

Diameter 12.4cm x height 14.4cm

茻嬩 23/5!y!䗮!25/5 駡鰓

Lightly engraved with plum blossoms, this brush

澑鬣訰詂鏍㦳玍贖酽楈檚颭䯖跆䍞贖䇉桚䯒徾霽

pot features poetic inscriptions in the clerical

朌梕甡㚐鍖彾艊酽袀跤霽桚熴嫮媀䯓
︿叞嘪穻籾﹀䯖

script, an archaic style of Chinese calligraphy

魖潎砏馾桚︿惙颭酽觛羠唡﹀䯖盤玜籾疐艊檚颭

that evolved in the Warring States period

曧旝応羮錨艊㳛㒄⻒䐓踽䍞︑

(475–221 B.C.), and cursive script. When translated
into English, the inscription in the clerical script
reads “a piece of beautiful jade found on a lone
mountain”, while the cursive script reads “smile
while holding a flower”.
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133!
Side table
踕渓俻䌿妕䌿橉
Zitan

踕渓

Early 19th century

鴛謦跫跈設梕

177 x 45.5 x 87cm

䂇 288!y!唥 56/6!y!䗮 98 駡鰓

The craftsman who made this table created a

澑妕䌿橉橎䉳涍唚磄髠䯖醣飨俋㓕窛僉魍䂇窛檽︑

striking contrast between the plain tabletop and

隡㢹䂣撉椢媽桹㻳贖偧嶯䈃䌿䯖飨倀蠐䇌䦛䲠齔

intricately carved spandrels and end panels.

遫跤䂣酽䇌俋䦛䲠䯖哻嶯︿鲕螆靑䂐﹀)!䂇侁︒哱

The end panels are carved and pierced with

㞺︒姾唜︒偡孭︒櫞踻䯓䯖醣砏螆嘪侁犦︑隡㢹

five bats flying among the clouds above the Isle

䉳醢㡽䙲䂐爗嫮輬䯖醣㔰怐燊䯖醢玍䇦偧嶯脹䈃跜︑

of Immortals, said to be the home of the Eight

澑橎艊墡鶬忲熴備熱靕玜咞㬬㪲麁︑

Immortals (Taoist deities or saints). When shown
together in Chinese art, five bats represent the
five blessings: longevity, wealth, health, love of
virtue and a peaceful death. The high quality
of materials and carving indicate that this side
table was produced at the imperial workshops
in Beijing.
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134!
Pair of southern official armchairs
踕渓攢呭夬歈酽啟
Zitan

踕渓

Late 18th or early 19th century

鴛馬跫跈朷梕徏鴛謦跫跈設梕

59.5 × 45.8 × 99.5cm

䂇 6:/6!y!唥 56/9!y!䗮 ::/6 駡鰓

Chairs in this shape are referred to as nan

呭夬歈飨謾㬬矇㲅備詁魍呭潿艊夬鍖嬱謾謖︑澑

guanmaoyi, or southern official armchairs, after

啟攢呭夬歈羮旿珱驟䯖㬬矇桏輬牐㩔䌗枾䯖䇦贖

the distinctive shape of their backrest, which

赗頠︑䉱鑨艊捵陯備鉽㹚欅䆗㡽䯖䉱鑨椢飨夝脹

resembles the hat of a scholar-official. This pair

䈃跜姌姫艊颭罝薟絊䯖颭罝跤䂣飨㻮鰱犛䇦䇦熱

feature backrests in the shape of a meiping vase

䦛䲠䯖跆㶫扟茝䂇䯖醣亯䇪䙲︑䦛䲠哻嶯妟螆䯥

on a stand. Carved on the vase-shaped backrest

茝䂇曧慚斊跤艊馬唸躐酽䯖哻嶯諮蝁䂇蹼㬯輀䯥

is a pendant suspended from a bat, an endless

䇪䙲爍哻嶯哱⻉桹䐭䯥颭罝魍

knot and a pair of fish. When together, these

踾諦艊哻嶯曧︿螆侁桹䐭䯖妕呏諮蝁﹀︑澑啟歈

objects symbolise longevity and peace.

蹼勝㳛㬮䯖鰓䆥鴛妬妘忴䆉郒敒駱碼賜鶜贜窹䐽︑

0300-p1-51-bs.indd 45
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135!
Pair of high stands
踕渓桹棴隂昷嫮颭竊酽啟
Zitan

踕渓

Early 19th century

鴛謦跫跈設梕

45 x 45 x 89cm

䂇 56!y!唥 56!y!䗮 9: 駡鰓

This pair of high stands were designed with a

竊䉳㡽攓烐輬䯖䗮棴隂媽㬛䇦偧嶯䈃䌿䯖螻跜

small “drip edge” groove, to prevent water from

䓁㥋㢹茻魖怐燊醢䯖隡㢹倀窛檽㡽䆎輬䯖窛檽

dripping off the tabletop. The high waists are

醣犛䇦鲕䲠鋾䈃跜㓕窛䯖㝧孧螆侁諮蝁︑訰茻

carved and pierced with scrolling cloud designs,

艊隡飨螻跜㢹慘踻䯖怐燊砏嬤㱚︑澑啟竊儂曑

and the aprons below are intricately carved

玜魍跤朷梕踕渓醬錨艊⻒䐓䎼樴︑

in relief with five bats flying among scrolling
clouds, symbolising longevity and blessings. The
straight legs terminate in hooved feet and stand
on replaced floor stretchers.
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136!
Ceremonial lampstand
踕渓䧪殾梣禷靰
Zitan and boxwood
18th century
Height 178cm
This elaborately carved lampstand would have
been used by scholar-officials or members of
the aristocracy during important ceremonies. Its
base is crafted from boxwood and is shaped
as three elephant heads supporting a lotus leaf
and pod, wherein the zitan post is inserted. The
boxwood top is also carved as three elephant
heads supporting a sacred alms bowl carved in
relief with swirling clouds.
The lotus is one of the “Eight Auspicious Symbols”
of Buddhism (others include the treasure vase,
dharma wheel, conch shell, parasol, victory banner,
pair of goldfish and eternal knot), reflecting the
possibility that it was used within a Buddhist
ceremonial context.
踕渓嶗䧪殾梣
鴛馬跫跈
䗮 289 駡鰓
薟絊鑫䗮㢋墡鶬烐瑱艊禷靰詵镾桪軂辭䗮跼呭潿
懲羮︑▕姫跤䂣姌砏㒉鱁䯖醢砏⻒䐓髠䦾艊醑訃
㝧䌿䯖㝧䌿䌓趕㒉鱁魤䯖鱁魤醢砏鱁颭嶗鱁鰿䯖
鱁鰿跤宆抴駱酽踕渓齬槉︑䌓覜秶靰姫鲱曧醑㝧
䌿䯖㝧䩢脹彾偧嶯䈃䌿筄跆潳媫︑㝧䌿醢醣砏髭
㒉鱁缾䯖鱁缾姌飨唸罝筄沷鬣鞁踕渓槉㬯扟︑忞
桹⻒䐓艊竑孧鰍慇謭慚斊䯖罌㝧︒鱁颭︒唸罝鰍
砏慚斊艊馬唸䯖罌澑扢珘㕵鬣禷靰詵镾囑砏慚咲
羮閔︑鱁颭魍

跮疐嶗璉㫶䯥唸罝

㨵㝧孡揤㮷䎁澐䯥唸

蛵㞧哱䯥熴

結㭫慚蜫屒嶎䯥唸餞墮餅

妕呏䯥艀鰌嶯嚌㓦闒礧嶌䯖嬱勢㒽崟䯥㳟䙲哻嶯
凗儢妟螆䯥茝䂇魍 妟螆諮蝁輀婜醭昲︑
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137!
Cabinet
踕渓啢昷㓕湹
Zitan and baitong

踕渓嶗艀㶔

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

57.5 x 34.5 x 69cm

唥 68/6!y!獿 45/6!y!䗮 7: 駡鰓

The door panels on this small cabinet are carved

澑鬣啢昷㓕湹會墡赗踚䯖䂐椢犛䇦䠏齲︒窯踹︒

in relief with patterns of phoenixes, peonies

蓴沊訵︑䠏齲窯踹跜鮪玜魍曧酽袀婄熼㭘羮艊⻒

and pomegranates. These decorative patterns

䐓䍞棞䯖窯踹㝧孧哱㞺䯖䠏齲曧諮蝁躐䠁䯖蓴沊

were widely used during the Qing dynasty, with

爍哻嶯侸厸︑湹䂐醣昷窛檽㬛䇦脹鱁跜䯖湹碼濟

peonies symbolising wealth, virtue and honour;

窛檽爍犛䇦颭願︑

phoenixes representing good fortune; and
pomegranates denoting fertility. The apron
is pierced with scrolling lotus and ruyi. The
drawers inside are also carved in relief with
auspicious flowers.
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138!
Table screen with mirror
踕渓㟂芕嶗跒梣抴嗢㻰厸姫嗢
Zitan veneer, hongmu and glass
19th century
41.5 x 28 x 74cm
This table screen is both decorative and
functional, with one side featuring a lacquered
panel while the other is fitted with a detachable
mirror. The black lacquered panel is painted
with gold peaches, bats, peonies and shoushan
stone carvings, which symbolise longevity, good
fortune and happiness. The other side is cleverly
designed with an opening on the top and a
concealed removable cap, allowing for easy
installation or replacement of the mirror. The
carvings on the frame, spandrels and base are
similar to the jade carvings that became popular
during the reign of the Qianlong Emperor.
踕渓㟂芕︒跒梣嶗㻰厸
鴛謦跫跈
䂇 52/6!y!姫唥 39!y!䗮 85 駡鰓
梪鬣姫嗢晼詵慘砏䆄㔰䯖鲱桹懲羮嗚镾︑嗢宆酽
䉳曧㻰䯖酽䉳爍曧甉䉳䯖飨㳟甉抰耣髅橁︒䦛䲠︒
窯踹飨倀侁嘪蓴䯖哻嶯︿螆侁䇪瑪﹀︑㻰䉳嗢宆
酽濟㔰㔋墣傉䯖會彾詵惖⻒艊牆缾飨⻒㔰徏桖拋
㻰穻︑迣繤椢㬛䇦脹鱁跜︑嗢宆侳橅︒襽窛︒恊
烐窛厸倀仏厸艊䇦䐓鰍鏖籾鏍艊䇦䐓䎼樴䯖曧玜
銎䆗䂛僔牐 艊䎼痐︑
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139!
Table screen
踕渓罞耣抴嗢
Zitan and porcelain
18th century
Frame: 44 × 67cm
Plaque: 38 x 51cm
This table screen features a beautiful contrast
between the elegant yet unadorned frame and
the colourful and vibrant porcelain panel at
the centre. The panel depicts a pair of Chinese
bulbul birds resting on a tree branch amongst
blooming peonies, begonias and chrysanthemums.
The pair of birds surrounded by auspicious
foliage represents a blessing for the owners to
grow old together with an abundance of wealth.
踕渓嶗䆇罞
鴛謦跫跈
嗢橅䯤唥 55!y!䗮 78!駡鰓
嗢宆䯤唥 49!y!䗮 62!駡鰓
澑鬣抴嗢飨踃䇖磄髠艊橅楯衝儂㑱頥嫷邭跾艊嗢
宆︑嗢宆曧頥㗃臨䇖艊罞耣椢䯖酽啟艀䌿鋛襽襫
楈䌿䯖桹茊䂛艊窯踹︒犦欑︒骎颭訵䯖哻嶯︿艀
䌿謊鍈䯖哱㞺甁⊕﹀︑
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13:!
Ruyi sceptre
踕渓偧嶯
Zitan and lacquer

踕渓嶗甉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

Length 48cm

䂇 59 駡鰓

Ruyi are complex objects, with poorly understood

諤䍰棞㟰艊偧嶯茊

origins. They may have originated as ceremonial

唚羮嗚镾䯖鍖誆辭䆄㔰徏㟤粬︑呅詵镾㡽瑧昺棧

sceptres used by Buddhist monks in India, who

姪慚斊羮閔䯖謾嬤澑㬬矇結駱勢跤霽徏慘砏︿臽

later brought the form to China, or perhaps as

臽搯﹀︑鮪暺梒䯖偧嶯桹跮贙艊㓃㟤嗚镾︑

昺玜魍䯖俋㯵鰓闒䇳囑桹艊

backstratchers. By the Ming dynasty, they appear
to have had a purely ornamental function, and

澑鬣踕渓偧嶯⻒䐓踽䍞砏瀝︒㳙䯖㭠醑咲艊蹗諦䯖

could be made of a variety of materials.

砏鉚矇玜魍跤朷梕䎼樴︑偧嶯䒫㾁垷駱㳟甉鰱甉
穻䯖醢玍䇦慚斊馬唸䯖跤䂣俋㝧鑨䓆唸罝䯖齔遫

This example is decorated with Confucian,

唸餞︒㳟䙲︒唸 ︒茝䂇︒艀鰌︑偧嶯榊跤㯵備

Buddhist and Taoist imagery which was typical

酽颭罝䯖醢醣䇦飨螻跜嶗髭㒉鱁缾䯖跤䂣㶧贖俒

during the late Qing dynasty. The head of

氂㬥酽瑧靕㭠斊艊觻麏︑鮪跤霽屨吪跤䯖魍

the ruyi is inlaid with gold lacquer and is

䆁䆎妕

carved with the “Eight Auspicious Symbols” of

儂曑鑫荁鲒鏫邌嶗賜叅艊靕磢跫翨︑榊喿爍曧䦛

Buddhism: an elephant carrying a treasure vase

䲠齔遫侁叄艊㚐䗪䯖哻嶯︿螆侁䇪瑪﹀︑澑鬣偧

surrounded by the victory banner, a pair of

嶯會墡赗墣䯖輬檽牐枾䯖桪砏粀跫㑅魯羠䯒2:25.!

goldfish, conch shell, eternal knot and parasol.

311: 妘䯓鞄鶜︑

鑫

艊俒氂黽䗪絊鑫荁儂鍺剴鲒⻑艊撾䯖鲱

The middle section of the ruyi is shaped as a
vase with taijitu, a band of key-fret patterns and
lotus petals. The taijitu symbol is a traditional
Taoist symbol which represents the balance
between yin and yang. In Chinese philosophy,
yin and yang exemplify how opposite forces
are actually complementary, interconnected and
interdependent in the natural world. The bottom
of the ruyi terminates with bats surrounding
a shou symbol, representing happiness and
longevity. It previously belonged to the late
Wang Shixiang, a noted Chinese art collector,
calligrapher and poet.
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141!
Brush pot
踕渓垷艁唸訰詂
Zitan, bone, coral, dyed stones and mother-of-pearl

踕渓︒䖾旿︒跒糥緛︒榟頥蓴嶗糪紒瀭

Early 19th century

鴛謦跫跈設梕

Diameter 13cm x height 14cm

茻嬩 24!y!䗮 25 駡鰓

The inlay on this brush pot depicts a pair of quail

澑鬣訰詂飨艁唸㾁垷墡鶬沷耣熱酽謄赗轛鍖諮蝁

playfully resting amongst plants, flowers and wild

艊耣䉳︑酽啟䢆䢥鮪颭梣䂣匢忀䯖䐒甁艊袕袹濱

grass. The scene symbolises peace all year round.

睏䯖哻嶯︿澣澣妕呏﹀︑垷鬣艊棞旿砏榟軖艊䖾旿︒

The materials used for the inlay include bone, red

跒糥緛︒榟頥蓴倀 㵎︑

coral, dyed stones and mother-of-pearl.
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142!
Case
踕渓垷艁唸瑩
Huanghuali, coral, mother-of-pearl, turquoise,
malachite and bone

踕渓︒糥緛︒糪紒瀭︒軖椡蓴︒厽䇑蓴嶗窛䖾

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

26.5 x 16 x 9.5cm

䂇 37/6!y!唥 27!y!䗮 :/6 駡鰓

Various images symbolising longevity adorn

㬥鬣鰌瑩艊鰌䉳㡽輬䯖⻒䐓踽䍞砏︿蜵侁﹀䯖飨

this small case, including cranes, pine trees

跒糥緛︒軖椡蓴︒厽䇑蓴倀榟軖艊窛䖾䯖艀頥糪

and lingzhi mushrooms. The use of the crane,

紒瀭訵㾁垷熱䉣錎艊椡涏嶗䏘㭄艊髅䣐䯖茊䂛艊

which is regarded as the highest ranking bird

窯踹︒顡馾倀踙踙艊椡楇訵䯖哻嶯︿椡䣐婜妘䯖

in the imperial heirarchy and represents high

螆侁䇪瑪﹀︑䠁䍰跤訵跼桭䗮艊䣐鮪艎咇跤桹魳

status, indicate that it was owned by someone

嬟䗮鰱瀕䯖罌澑詵飨扢珘澑苵桪軂⺖滺㞺鳏佖摵

of importance.

桹︑
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143!
Serving tray
踕渓魿髽魤嫮怐茝
Zitan

踕渓

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

53 x 37 x 5cm

䂇 64!y!唥 48!y!䗮 6 駡鰓

This zitan serving tray is carved in the shape

梪鬣怐茝飨踕渓䇦贖熱駻魤跜絔䯖郖遫魿髽踟倀

of a large leaf, probably a lotus. The surface is

脹䘸䯖飨倀䇂鶜鮪脹魤儂悈麁

decorated with intertwining grapes, tendrils, as

斾訃㬬矇㢩嚌鍖羠鋅︑䩇鮪鴛鲈羠鐞跤砏︿厸﹀䯖

well as squirrels hiding in the curled edges of the

鍖魿髽彾踟剴侸楇唚䯖嶯砏︿侸﹀䯖碼鍎蹗諦澐曧︿侸

tray. Squirrels and grapes (imported to China

厸侸螆!﹀艊銊偡蜐䍪︑椡䩇魿髽跜䍞棞鮪玜魍罞

from Central Asia via the Silk Road) shown

鏍⻒䐓跤夠㒎︑

漻鋅艊啢椡䩇䯖

together symbolise an abundance of fortune and
offspring, though they are more commonly found
together on ceramics.
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144!
Table
䧪颭櫉桚橎
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

62 × 130 × 81.5cm

䂇 73!y!唥 241!y!䗮 92/6 駡鰓

The spandrel-like side stretchers of this table are

橎䉳扚羮蠐䉳妕艊昷媀䯖鉽㹚欅艊碼濟彾偧嶯脹

shaped as scrolling clouds. Ruyi-shaped struts

䈃筄︑欅醢艊則厸颭鲱攰彾偧嶯筄︑蠐隡䂣飨淭

are positioned along the stretchers on the front

欅嶗浵㝔棞踾彾酽訃樴椢䯖醭競鎢躉橎㦳鲱亱鎢

and back. A lattice panel, framed with four

鑫䍟侳艊領叅裶䂣︑撠茩頌艊棞旿衝荱䯖澑䍰橎

stretchers, is formed at the bottom which serves

艊嫮壽鮪玜魍忴熱絊︑

to strengthen the structure and adds additional
storage space to the desk.
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145!
Square table
䧪颭櫉桹棴隂鉽㹚欅昷橎
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

94 x 94 x 85cm

䂇 :5!y!!唥 :5!y!䗮 96 駡鰓

The table top is carved with a small “drip edge”

澑橎橎䉳㮗橅桹攓烐輬䯖桹棴隂︑鉽㹚欅醢鎢䉙

groove, to prevent water from dripping off the

顡跜則厸颭︑窛檽嶗隡㢹熕㮗㡽輬䯖飨啢䓁㥋㢹

tabletop. Each side of the table has two lingzhi

敒喿︑

struts between the apron and the humpback
stretcher. The legs terminate in low hooved feet.
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146!
Horseshoe armchair
䧪颭櫉觶歈
Huanghuali
18th century

䧪颭櫉

59 × 44.5 × 98cm

鴛馬跫跈
䂇 6:!y!唥 55/6!y!䗮 :9 駡鰓

This horseshoe armchair, named for the distinctive
curve of the rail that also forms the armrests,

䉱鑨椢飨醑瀇梣椢攰扟䯖醢徳砏玾鰱犛䇦佺䂐嫮

exhibits a light and elegant style. The backrest

䂛賂媽䇪

is carved to appear as if constructed of three

檚颭䯖罝⻒顡馾飨倀倇蓴苚杛䯖哻嶯︿顡蓴婜侁﹀︑

panels. The central panel is decorated with a

澑媫觶歈㬬矇㨠苢臨䇖︑!瀯酽鬣窹閔醢艊颭跜啟

blossoming plum sprig, a ruyi in a vase and

踽鳏㰊桹竑濇艊㝧孡嶯銸䯖偧獿糴呭潿㼧嶿艊䉙

a lingbi stone on a stand, while the top panel

繘蓴︑䉙繘蓴瑪㟺俋靕磢艊䙓昘蜶墡怇㬬熱鐞嫮

is decorated with a further stylised ruyi. Each

筄杛䯖蜶䌌羠鋅︑

鱁跜䯖鱁跜哻嶯諮蝁䯥跤徳犛䇦旇楈

object would have been of symbolic significance
to the owner of the chair, likely a scholarofficial, particularly the lingbi stone. Lingbi were
commonly used as “scholar’s rocks”–naturally
occurring or shaped rocks that were visual aids
to contemplation.
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147!
High stand
䧪颭櫉蠐㢹桹棴隂昷䒮竊
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

Late 17th century or early 18th century

鴛酴跫跈朷梕徏鴛馬跫跈設梕

41 x 41 x 87cm

䂇 52!y!唥 52!y!䗮 98 駡鰓

This stool exhibits an elegantly curving structure.

竊砏蓫棴隂鞁犛䇦脹馾跜艊窛椢荁扟䯖窛厸鞁隡

The waist is connected to the apron with relief

㢹飨抴鐻汷荁扟䯖鐻㯵䇂㡽偧嶯跜偡備㳟嘡鬣䯖

carvings of scrolling cloud patterns. The corners

㬥曧飨玍犛䇦艊忲熴衝浧鏖㶔︒㽄⻮魤艊㬬熴︑

of the aprons are carved with ruyi patterns,

澑鬣醬錨桭竑勝麁曧蠐㢹鮪鐻㯵飨醣鉽㹚欅醢懮

reminiscent of those used on metal objects from

㡽颭隇︑醑嫎隡㢹㢹覜媽懮彾偧嶯嫮敒喿䯖醣桹

the same period. The feet of the legs are also

昷嫮啢㢹︑澑鬣醬錨輬檽冹㩔牐枾䯖㬬矇臨銊︑

shaped into ruyi.
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148!
Bookcase
䧪颭櫉楯樴
Huanghuali and baitong
Late 18th century
110 x 51.5 x 175cm
This bookcase unit exhibits minimal construction,
with a single shelf at the base and a central
drawer unit. The openwork railing around the
shelf with drawers is carved with ruyi and flowers,
paying subtle homage to nature.
䧪颭櫉嶗艀㶔
鴛馬跫跈朷梕
唥 221!y!獿 62/6!y!䗮 286 駡鰓
梪鬣䧪颭櫉楯樴㬬矇讑跐䯖邁碼嘑︑醢嘑樴椢醑䉳
飨偧嶯颭跜鞁茻漗檽蹗諦踾諦彾滮棎䯖醣呏惉嘂碼
錨䯖懲嬱囑梪侳㓃涍踃艊楯樴䌤朌傉㢩淭羠︑醣嘑
樴椢醣醑䉳呏踃窛檽︑澑楯樴㨎聥梋䯖鍖樴椢鲱賅
鵀䯖備䆄鉝㓃㟤閔瀷〡聠黽桚桖砏㭶呴︑
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149!
Dressing case
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸呭芕諪
Huanghuali, tieli, ivory, mother-of-pearl and

䧪颭櫉︒㽄撾︒㝧窛︒糪紒瀭嶗䉣㳟蓴

lapis lazuli

鴛馬跫跈

18th century

䂇 47!y!唥 37!y!䗮 47 駡鰓

36 x 26 x 36cm
澑呭芕諪飨艁唸㾁垷熱諤袀諮蝁⻒䐓︑諪䌓砏蓴
This dressing case features auspicious

沊嶗犦欑颭䯖哻嶯︿厸吀甁⊕﹀︑䂐椢飨諤䍰唸

inlaid decoration. The top of the case is

蓴㾁垷彾艁厸匢忀黽䯖畝絊熱颭齦跤艊覎厸幹忲

decorated with birds, butterflies, dragonflies,

慁艀鰌︒偧嶯︒鱁颭︒

pomegranates—and flowers. Butterflies

颭䂣匢忀艊﹕杛︑諪䗪酽濟砏慚忲︒

symbolise longevity, joy and warmth, whereas

嶗窯踹䯖詆酽濟砏窯踹嶗

dragonflies represent purity because the

窛︒䉣㳟蓴︒ 㵎︒籾蓴訵垷鬣︑

first character in dragonfly, qingting, is a

寚洤嶗璑枦䯥⺪﨔艊︿⺪﹀鞁︿玜﹀讜䌄䯖罌澑

homophone for the word for “pure”. The door

㝧孡跮疐︑暺梒茊

panels feature designs of “One Hundred Boys”

㡽瑧昺呚梒䯒:71Ⅸ2381 妘䯓䯖抰邉鑫緑吀甁⊕

with auspicious objects including a parasol,

艊銊偡䍪杛䯖諮蝁哻嶯慇蛵熱澑鬣呭芕諪絹䂸応

plum blossoms, ruyi, crabs and lanterns. The

忞桹䯖詵镾砏傎偄躐窹︑

訵諮蝁窹鮪軖覨鞁檚
︒颭䠁

︑㬦䗪懲羮榟頥㝧
㝧孡䂇侁︒

耣魳菎侸啢叾艊︹艁厸黽︺

“One Hundred Boys” theme, in which various
children are shown playing and celebrating,
first appeared during the Song dynasty (960–
1270) and became a popular motif during the
Ming. Their use on this woman’s dressing case
likely made it an ideal gift for a dowry, with the
playing children suggesting good wishes for the
creation of a large and joyous family.
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14:!
Lidded chest
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸諪
Huanghuali and semi-precious stones

䧪颭櫉嶗約唸蓴

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

37 x 20.5 x 14cm

䂇 48!y!唥 31/6!y!䗮 25 駡鰓

The five sides of this chest are applied with

鰌䌓艊鲕䉳鰍飨嫷蓴㾁垷熱諮蝁跜䐓䯤䪴︒䠏︒綖︒

semi-precious stones in the form of auspicious

虩︒昷續︒廬唸︒鮋鷠嶗偧嶯︑諪䗪蠐䉳爍曧䯤馣颭︒

patterns. The lid is decorated with a dragon

鱁颭︒籾鸐︒烐髅︒骎颭訵︑袀䍰逫侸艊颭願㝧

phoenix and precious treasures including a

孡銊䦾嶗䂇侁︑䂇昷嫮艊啢諪㬦夠羮衝叅敡旝鬣

gourd and ruyi. The front is decorated with

豊銘徏糪㞺踚㧪訵窹䯖撠粀跫㑅魯羠︹暺媀醬錨︺

cherry blossoms and tea flowers; the sides with

酽桚跤抲勢䯤︿譯昷炓䂣䯖喒謾曧螻晜咲姲䯖夠

lotus and magnolias; the back with narcissus,

羮呅㞵敡凨偔⻒䐓羮艊蹻躝颭䯖敭剴桹颭瑩躐袇﹀︑

chrysanthemums and antiquities. The various flowers

䯒粀跫㑅䯤︹暺媀醬錨︺䯖羠牆〃㚆桚〃昦蓜醑

symbolise beauty and longevity. Such chests

鏫桚姎䯖3118 妘 2 桸譯鲷訅 2 穼䯓澑諪㭚䐓颭願䯖

were used by people from the North, especially

徏㔴砏︿颭瑩﹀嗚镾︑

the Hui ethnic group, to keep artificial flowers
made of fine woven silk and are sometimes called
“flower chests”.
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151!
Lidded sutra chest
䧪颭櫉郖楈鱁颭慚軂諪
Huanghuali, nanmu and brass

䧪颭櫉!︒毥梣嶗䧪㶔

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

43 x 24 x 23.5cm

䂇 54!y!唥 35!y!䗮 34/6 駡鰓

This lidded chest would have been used to hold

澑諪澐䉳犛䇦桹燆脹郖輀艊郖楈鱁跜䯖哻嶯跮疐

sacred texts called sutras, which were important to

艊鱁颭曧慚斊馬唸躐酽䯖鲱曧慚斊︒棧姪斊嶗鍏

the Buddhist, Hindu and Jain faiths. It is appropriately

㮰斊艊㳛㒄旝誼㝧孡︑㶔㱚鬣鲱讜浫贖桹荁讜颭

decorated with lotus leaves and tendrils. The

跜慘斾䗪捵㱚䯖碼濟䉳呏㔰抲繤︑鱁颭曧慚斊馬

lotus, one of the “Eight Auspicious Symbols” of

袀諮蝁窹躐酽䯖魍

Buddhism, represents purity.

倊艊暺玜碼魍䯖讜䍰⻒䐓䍞棞鮪諤䍰鶬〿閔耾跤

鏀疐艊閔屟︑鮪慚斊婄糴惡

夠㒎䯖偧䉣颭罞︑
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152!
Inbox
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸惡瑩
Huanghuali, bone, mother-of-pearl and copper

䧪颭櫉!︒䖾旿︒糪紒瀭嶗㶔

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

16 x 33 x 5cm

䂇 27!y!唥 44!y!!䗮 6 駡鰓

The cover of this inbox is decorated with semi-

澑惡瑩䅵鰌䌓謾䐭踃䉳䯖鰌䉳︒鰌訥嶗瑩訥㡽輬︑

precious stone inlay, framed by a border of

瑩鰌鞁㦳蠐㓕羮㶔魤藥⻮䯖羮䂇昷嫮魤厸䯖偧嶯

bone inlay. The cover of the box is lavishly

䈃䌿嫮惤厸︑⻒䐓桭髠䦾艊曧鰌䌓䯤飨糪紒瀭︒

decorated, with semi-precious stones and coloured

榟頥䖾旿訵㾁垷熱酽誆艀䌿鋛襽襫楈䌿䯖醢醣鰍

bone inlay depicting a Chinese bulbul bird

蹗甁踙踙慚忲艊耣䉳䯖哻嶯︿螆侁䇪瑪﹀䯖侳橅

standing on a branch, with “Buddha’s hand”

飨䖾旿㾁熱䯖偧讜耣橅︑

fruits in the background, symbolising happiness
and longevity.
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153!
Case
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸瑩
Huanghuali, mother-of-pearl, agate and jasper

䧪颭櫉︒糪紒瀭︒緺線嶗蘊籾

18th or 19th century

鴛馬徏鴛謦跫跈

24 x 14.5 x 8.5cm

䂇 35!y!唥 25/6!y!䗮 9/6 駡鰓

The top of this case is decorated with swimming

瑩鰌飨艁唸垷墡鶬⻒䐓桹珪婻艊㳟䙲䯖茊䂛艊犦

goldfish, blooming begonias, a spray of pomegranates

欑䯖䐒甁艊蓴沊楇䯖飨倀烐馾︑㗫䌄哻嶯砏︿㳟

and aquatic plants. Goldfish symbolise gold in

籾甁⊕﹀︒︿厸吀甁⊕﹀︑

abundance and pomegranates, rich with seeds,
represent fertility and abundance.
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154!
Cosmetics case, mirror stand and screen
䧪颭櫉唸姫媀㻰靰
Huanghuali and baitong
Late 16th or early 17th century
39 x 22 x 48cm
This cosmetics case features an elaborately
carved back panel decorated with lotus flowers
and tendrils, flanked on both sides by four-clawed
dragons (mang) chasing a flaming pearl. The
side panels are pierced wtih tiger-like creatures, a
variant from of mythical qilin—hooved creatures
often depicted as fully or partially scaled with the
body of a tiger, ox, deer or horse. They are a
good omen and represent prosperity and serenity
as they are said to appear during the reign of a
virtuous ruler. The mirror rest support at the bottom
is sculpted like a lotus leaf. Three drawers below
are carved with plum blossoms and dragons.
There are traces of the importance of the “sacred
pearl” of wisdom, or yang energy, in early Taoism,
but it is expressed more clearly in Buddhism as a
jewel that grants all wishes. It is often viewed as a
metaphor for wisdom, enlightenment and spiritual
essence. Dragons are usually depicted in pursuit,
reaching out to clutch at the elusive object.
䧪颭櫉嶗㶔
鴛嗎跫跈朷梕徏鴛酴跫跈設梕
䂇 4:!y!唥 33!y!䗮 59 駡鰓
澑㻰靰砏唸姫㬬矇䯖㔰醑錨惉嘂䯖惉嘂㬯犛䇦悈楈
檚颭嶗䇪䪴︑碼濟妉椢贖桹攣跜嶗䉙顡︑嬤鑨椢犛
䇦鬶叄跜䯒閲䯓︑靰姫醢艊嬤鑨捵陯跤䂣愭㡽䯖跤
䂣䇦穼⻒䐓鱁颭駻魤䯖㬛䇦艊䇪䪴忀紒藥齔䇦穼︑
碼濟恇忲㺹㻳䦹䧆︑䦹䧆曧跤霽詁魍蜶㕴結㖮跤艊
蜶籢䯖屟嵔璑嶗䯖㝧孡蝁緤䯖䒫備䪴䯖嫮偧䓁䯖筄
瀷䦤䯖喿餄窡喿︑忲恦醢艊妦䪴螻䌿菈梐嬤鑨椢醢
艊彾䪴︑㻰靰䉳䆗㡽約穻駻魤砏擙㻰躐麁䯖讜嬤鑨
椢艊䇦穼艊踽䍞荁廹彾㢩︑䪴紒鮪暆梕艊㭠咲跤魍
杶幋嶗䆎炰䯖鮪慚斊艊鱁颭跤鲱曧恔㨔銊偡䍪梐
艊唸蓴䯖呅嬔嬔⺖㒙砏杶幋︒璉㫶嶗圷䗮艊赗蜶艊
誼㦳︑䇪䪴忀紒鮪炓䂣哻嶯︿輟幥㝖敒︒蜐烢諮蝁﹀
艊銊偡䍪梐︑
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155!
Brush pot
䧪颭櫉颭缾媀訥熕䇦颭訰詂
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

Diameter 21.5cm x height 20cm

茻嬩 32/6!y!䗮 31 駡鰓

The body of this brush pot is carved with petals

澑鬣訰詂艊訥熕䇦㻳彾颭缾筄䯖偡備酽梸塒飹漻

framing images of blossoming magnolias that

敡艊颭鴸䯖鍖鏍㦳飨犛䇦艊忲熴甁辯籾鸐颭䯖輬

grow from rocky outcrops. Magnolias symbolise

檽牐枾䯖樴㗃㢩䇖︑㕵朌梕艊訰詂醢夠䐓桹籾鸐颭䯖

purity and are called “jade orchids” (yulan in

罌㝧孡跮疐艊籾鸐颭剴謖︿梣訰颭﹀䯖澐枩諦訰

Chinese).

詂艊嗚镾︑

66
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156!
Tray
舘梣怐茝
Burl

舘梣

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

16 x 18.5 x 2cm

䂇 27!y!唥 29/6!y!䗮 3 駡鰓

This lotus-shaped tray combines the techniques

澑鬣怐茝䗮犛䇦嶗玍犛䇦蹗諦䯖薟絊熱酽穻樖樖

of high relief and low relief carving. To create it,

偧羠艊駻魤䯖㮗輷脹迶鹾濕羮梣棞梪㦳鈇䆈翽桹

the craftsman utilised a combination of high and

蕚爗艊㔰㔋桖玏羠㢩䯖耰夠唡唚艊酽鬣慘閔︑

low relief carving techniques. The natural flaws
in the wood were highlighted to give the tray a
more natural and realistic appearance.
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157!
Kang table
踕渓䗮棴隂矐橎
Zitan

踕渓

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

101 x 65.5 x 27.5cm

䂇 212!y!唥 76/6!y!䗮 38/6 駡鰓

Kang tables are small, low tables that were

︿矐﹀剴袇︿瞐矐﹀䯖跤霽譯昷罌鷗叝畑䂇鍖哹頻䯖

placed on kang, which are heated platforms

嗋咲夠㔰艊酽袀飨虊蓴婠謜艊僉枦㔰昻䯖醣秌槒

usually made of brick found in northern China.

徏矹訵飨辭枦︑矐醢夠擨敡矐橎䯖飨辭暀夠㡽嗋
躐羮︑!澑矐橎䅵棴隂犛䇦脹鱁跜倀侁叄䯖㩔㓕麁

The narrow waist panels on this example feature

㔰犛䇦

scrolling lotuses and shou (“longevity”) characters;

呅幹㰊桹磄襅艊镾㳝䯓蓪槉︑怐隀唥鍖驟䯖佺䂐

short struts carved with chilong (hornless dragons),

窛檽醢犛䇦酽啟

frame the corners. The aprons are carved in relief

籢穒悁絑醢︑

䪴䯒酽袀夠鞁䦹䧆玈猺艊磄㓕䪴䯖結㖮
跜嶗㚐䗪侁跜︑醑嫎隡㢹襫昺

with more chilong and shou characters. The
joints of the legs are sculpted with monstrous
heads, sometimes called sichituntou (“fourfanged swallowing heads”) and terminate with
clawed feet.

68
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158!
High stand
踕渓桹棴隂颭妬
Zitan and boxwood

踕渓嶗䧪殾梣

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

45 x 45 x 89.5cm

䂇 56!y!唥 56!y!䗮 9:/6 駡鰓

With drip-edge groove on four sides, the high

妬䉳㡽攓烐輬䯖䗮棴隂媽犛䇦偧嶯脹䈃︑螻跜䓁

waist is carved with scrolling clouds, and below,

㥋㢹茻魖怐燊醢䯖隡㢹倀窛檽㡽䆎輬䯖窛檽醣呏

each apron is carved with two inlaid boxwood

䧪殾梣㾁踕渓䇪䪴忀紒㓕窛䯖飨䧪殾梣贖熱䇪䪴

dragons fighting over a flaming pearl among

嶗瞐紒䯖飨踕渓贖熱偧嶯脹䈃䯖濕羮碼袀梣棞艊

scrolling clouds carved from zitan.

頥墬啟瀷䯖懲嬱斾鬣醬錨㨨礃偅茩︑
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159!
Set of four lowback armchairs
踕渓玜媀恇忲歈蠐媫
Zitan

踕渓

Late 18th or early 19th century

鴛馬跫跈朷梕徏鴛謦跫跈設梕

60.5 × 46.5 × 91.5cm

䂇 71/6!y!唥 57/6!y!䗮 :2/6 駡鰓

Dragons are the dominant motif on this set of

澑踾恇忲歈酽媀蠐媫䯖椢姫嘂䯖桹棴隂䯖㬬矇䎼

lowback armchairs. The central panels of the

樴嶗蹗沷嘡鉚矇艊玜媀恇忲歈︑䉱鑨椢跤宆䇦椢

backrests each depict a five-clawed dragon

艊犛䇦澐䉳鲕穒䪴鮪偧嶯脹䈃跤餄䇂餄絊䯖醣砏

rising from the waves amongst billowing clouds,

螆嘪侁犦䯖炰絢䉯欽艊⻒䐓踽䍞嶗赗頠艊墡鶬䯖

in pursuit of a large flaming pearl. The armrest

哻蛵魳恇忲歈幹衝靕艎咇︑䇦椢碼晄倀碼濟恇忲︒

railings, aprons and foot rests are decorated

窛檽醣蠐䉳㓕窛鰍攰扟惵厸跜︑

with cloud motifs.
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15:!
Square table
昷橎
Zitan

踕渓

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

91.5 x 91.5 x 87cm

䂇 :2/6!y!唥 :2/6!y!䗮 98 駡鰓

The angular scrolled pattern of the apron-stretchers

澑橎桹棴隂䯖蠐䉳淭欅飨淭㝔棞攰扟熱惵厸跜䯖

and carved medallions of this table are shaped

跤䂣⻒㬛䇦侱䪴跜則厸颭䯖蠐㢹砏䓁㥋嫮㢹䯖澑

as coiled dragons to enhance the otherwise

橎䇧輬檽沷㬬耚砏觽愄䯖貶㮅棞赗頠䯖嘡婄媀䎼

plain structure. The table appears to be in a

樴醬錨︑

regional style that developed in Guangdong
characterised by an uncompromising use of
material and a sense of mass.
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161!
Standing screen
踕渓抴嗢媀㬛䇦俋姫嗢
Zitan
18th century
135 x 65 x 206cm
The exquisite craftsmanship of this large
standing screen suggests the work of the Qing
imperial workshops in Beijing. Such screens
traditionally displayed paintings, calligraphy,
decorative stones like marble or mirrors. The
thick base is decorated with four lions playing
with embroidered balls, one on each corner.
Panels on the base are decorated with scenes
depicting dragons chasing pearls, surrounded
by patterns of lotus, lingzhi, chrysanthemums,
peonies and other auspicious floral motifs. The
outermost columns are incised with a stripe of
interlocking swastika designs with a lotus-budshaped finial.
The outer frame of the display area is carved
with auspicious cranes amid clouds, with six
openwork panels depicting dragons and florals
around the inner frame.
踕渓
鴛馬跫跈
䂇 246!y!姫唥 76!y!䗮 317 駡鰓
踕渓俋抴嗢艊摵桹鍎㬦夠䉯哱爍㞺䯖梪鬣抴嗢艊
赗琗會墡鲱茖䎁哱㞺︑嗢姌姫羮驟梣䇦熱涷嫮仏䯖
碼䌿曧齬䇦簛厸悹遰絑䯖墢諢啟梐︑襫槉䂣⻒淭
欅醑檽䯖飨蓪槉䂣䆥䯖⻒桹碼嘑迣繤椢䯖醢犛䇦
桹䇪䪴忀紒︒郖楈鱁跜︒䉙顡︒骎颭︒窯踹訵諮
蝁颭願︑淭欅鞁蓪槉醢鰍贖㬯輀閲叄跜︑恊烐窛
醢犛䇦窯踹颭︑醢醣墢諢垷⻒迣繤椢䯖墢諢碼⿰
㬛䇦䪴跜䯖鍖醢醣蠐⿰爍砏䉙顡︒鱁跜︒窯踹訵
颭願︑俋橅醢贖髅䣐脹䈃跜䯖厸橅醢爍贖郖楈鱁跜︑
嗢宆墱俢䯖結躌飨叄耣︒書遰︒俋絔蓴徏㻰衝會
嗢宆︑澑鬣俋抴嗢會墡耰夠赗銊䯖詵镾熱靕咞婝
慘鯿︑
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162!
Pair of cabinets
踕渓昷㓕湹酽啟
Zitan, huanghuali, nanmu, copper and baitong

踕渓︒䧪颭櫉︒毥梣︒㶔嶗艀㶔

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

95 x 53.5 x 177.5cm

唥 :6!y!獿 64/6!y!䗮 288/6 駡鰓

This pair of zitan cabinets features doors and

㮗橅㡽畆䉳䯖湹䂐砏嗎惃蹗沷䯖醢跤醣醑惃艊迣

side panels subdivided into three taohuan (a

繤椢犛䇦䇪䪴䯖鏖籾鏍艊䇦贖䎼樴䯥謾䐭碼惃砏

Chinese term for narrow, usually horizontally

俋穻踕渓䉳椢䯖妕斾賂踃䯖擾䎁踕渓艊跜絔賂癄︑

oriented, decorative panels) carved in relief

㕵榬艊㳟嘡㱚鬣鰍砏囑㱚䯖䂐醢艊怬窅垷俒氂黽

with a pair of confronting dragons that resemble

橉䯖䉯夠赗轛䯖哻嶯︿䆁䆎荁諦﹀䯖鲱曧跤霽結

ancient jade carvings. The large and smooth

躌諮蝁跜䐓︑湹媽砏楯樴鞁惉嘂踾諦䯖飨䧪颭櫉

panels highlight the lustrous and glossy quality of

嶗毥梣⻲慘︑

the wood. The escutcheons, door pulls and hinges
are the original metalware. The door pulls are
inlaid with taijitu (yin/yang symbols) in copper
and baitong, a copper alloy with nickel and
zinc that has an appearance similar to silver.
The interior shelves and drawers are made with
huanghuali and nanmu, the latter a durable
softwood with a pleasant aroma.
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163!
Pair of ceremonial lampstands
踕渓禷靰酽啟
Zitan
18th century
50 x 50 x 163 cm
These lampstands are solidly constructed.
The square platform at the top is shaped with
indented corners and its edge is molded to a
half-round profile. Four hanging spandrels are
carved in relief with scrolled chilong. The vertical
post is in square form, and rests on a disk at
the base. The large standing spandrels are
also carved in relief with scrolled chilong. Such
lampstands were once commonly used in grand
households as well as the Imperial Palace.
踕渓
鴛馬跫跈
姫䂇 61!y!姫唥 61!y!䗮 274 駡鰓
澑啟禷靰▕姫飨碼訃仏厸鴛叄荁鲮慘砏鰩仏䯖襽
窛蠐䉳犛䇦

䪴跜䯖澐跤砏昷嫮禷檒︑禷靰䌓覜

砏昷嫮僡㓕妕靰䯖醢醣㮗熕㡽輬䯖醣桹蠐啢襽窛
犛䇦

䪴跜䯖鞁姌姫囁廹︑禷靰曧俋呉姛㯅夠㒎

艊鏍窹䯖鮪暺玜叄耣桚豜跤夠夠熱絊䯖貶結跫赗
閔醭侸䯖澑啟禷靰砏謾跤艊魍 躐酽︑
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164!
Shrine
踕渓慚䪼
Zitan
Qianlong era, around 1769
54 x 63 x 109cm
Altar shrines are widely used in Chinese households.
They come in different variations, such as this Buddhist
altar shrine modelled after Qing-style architecture
with a roof that resembles the Hall of Preservation of
Harmony (Baohedian, one of the three grand halls in the
Forbidden City). Imperial decorations in keeping with
its design source include dragons amidst clouds and
stylised lotus scrolls – both images associated with
the imperial family.
An inscription is engraved at the back of the shrine
in Manchurian, Chinese, Mongolian and Tibetan
scripts, stating that starting from 1769 the shrine
was used to worship Manjushri, a bodhisattva. This
means that the construction of the shrine was also
completed in the same year. Emperor Qianlong was
a devotee of Tibetan Buddhism and became student
of the famous Buddhist master Zhang Jia in 1745.
踕渓
玜銎䆗醑鴛蠐妘䯒287: 妘!*
䂇 65!y!唥 74!y!䗮 21: 駡鰓
蜶䪼︒慚䪼訵鮪跤霽婄熼懲羮䯖媀浫逫侸䯖鍖梪籌嘡
昺婠謜浧矇媀慚䪼︑扚羮㳛谽潛嘪䌓䯖鞁敭咞醑俋瀖
艊墮嶗瀖䌓㯵荁讜䯖䉳䃚醑䂣䯖㬾獿酽䂣䯖砏玜魍呭
媀婠謜跤桭䗮訵跼躐酽︑嗎惃䆥忩︒䏰谽︒旽愭︒滮棎︒
䌙嫋姫訵㯵鬣酽廹錨瑪䯖諤婠謜沷鬣偧贎椱︒䇑桬︒
滮椢訵訵艍犛䇦脹䈃䪴跜︒郖楈鱁颭訵諤袀䎁蛵艎咲
㦳麋艊⻒䐓跜浫︑
鍖慚䪼艊鑨嬤飨甁︒畂︒鯆︒鶜蠐袀贖潎旝叄䯤︿銎
䆗醑鴛蠐妘醑桸設鲈暀潌噯覈鈷钘鮃陸黽㖐荱辭倊濕
苩昦㬬旝濇髙鵰耡袇髙鵰耡袇鈷袣拃玜袇㔨鷡鑃嶗䆗
㰏惐鵰鯆詁袇桞紒昻瀠﹀︑旝叄跤慇熱㕵慚䪼昺玜銎
䆗醑鴛蠐妘䯒287: 妘䯓䯖䂛僔辭倊旝濇髙鵰䯖謾壽㬬
妘魍桭㭿鮪㬥酽妘︑銎䆗艎壵圷惡鶜結慚斊䯖昺銎䆗
鴛妘䯒2856 妘䯓愊覈鈷霽夊砏夊︑澑慚䪼廹熱靕玜魍
咞婝艊㬬㪲麁墡鷹䯖砏讜䍰矇鏍窹艊䌓跼躐慘︑
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165!
Small case
踕渓垷

㵎䇦䪴瑩

Zitan and mother-of-pearl

踕渓嶗糪紒瀭

19th century

鴛謦跫跈

11 x 11 x 6cm

䂇 22!y!唥 22!y!䗮 7 駡鰓

The lid of this small case is decorated with

澑鬣踕渓垷糪紒瀭昷瑩赗墡踚慘䯖瑩鰌耚薟茍媀

mother-of-pearl inlay depicting a front-facing five-

䌓䯖飨糪紒瀭㾁垷熱鲕穒䪴

clawed dragon amid clouds. During the Ming

鮪暺玜碼魍軂夠慘砏諮蝁窹熱絊鮪醬錨艊⻒䐓醢䯖

and Qing dynasties, dragons were a common

貶澐䉳䪴爍㬦夠嘡艎咇窹閔艊啘濕鍖鮪炓䂣⺖蝫

motif used to adorn furniture; however, the use

羮︑

䈃謫紒艊耣䉳︑䪴

of five-clawed dragons was strictly limited to the
imperial court.
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166!
Brush pot
踕渓䇦䪴訰詂
Zitan

踕渓

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

Diameter 15cm x height 15.5cm

茻嬩 26!y!䗮 26/6 駡鰓

This intricately carved brush pot depicts a five-

㬥鬣訰詂嗴蛵鑫䗮㢋艊犛䇦墡鶬䯖酽檽鏍呍㧜暪

clawed dragon looming over the Isle of Immortals

艊鲕穒䪴澐謫熱唸紒跆嗋昺澐跤䯖䪴㦳鮪犦烐跤

while chasing a flaming pearl. Dragons to

餄䇂餄絊䯖碼濟珪䪴爍酽醢酽醣鮪燆犗跤疢珪䯖

either side are swimming among the waves and

䪴艊醣昷爍絊螆嘪侁犦䯖訥熕㻳飨螻跜︑梪籌艊

clouds. The intricacy of the carving and the use

赗琗墡鶬倀⻒䐓踽䍞䎁蛵詵镾熱靕咞婝︑

of the imperial front-facing dragon suggest that
it was made for use by a member of the court.
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167!
Canopy bed
䧪颭櫉嗎槉楯厸妽
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

227 × 157 × 221cm

䂇 338!y!唥 268!y!䗮 332 駡鰓

This bed, probably owned by the wife of a

澑鬣䧪颭櫉楯厸妽砏嗎槉楯厸妽䯖蠐㓕襫槉搩㡽

wealthy merchant or scholar-official, is supported

䌓鰌䯖䌓醣蠐齔桹扏渵䯖㬛䇦

by six square posts with rounded corners.

鞁㓕槉艊齔椢㬛䇦

The corner posts provide support for the open

齔滮鰓醢跤醣醑嘑䯖醢嘑砏㬛䇦

framework over which silk curtains were draped

厸颭䯥跤嘑砏㬛䇦囈齔

for privacy as well as to provide insulation in

嘑㔰㬛䇦 跜艊迣繤椢︑妽㦳䗮棴隂䯖醢犛䇦 跜䯥

draughty rooms. The frieze of narrow panels

窛檽䇦

and spandrels surrounding the top is pierced

昺籢穒悁絑醢䯖羮棞驟唚︑澑妽䗪矇䗮俋䯖㭘羮

with chilong and shou characters. Below, the

犛䇦︒㬛䇦訵䇦䐓忲熴䯖茖䎁㝰髠哱䦾艊炰牋︑

跜嶗侁叄︑䂐槉

跜︒㚐䗪螆侁叄浫︑詆醑䉳
跜嶗侁叄艊則

跜跤䂣螆叄徏侁叄䯥醣

跜嶗郖楈偧嶯跜䯥䇦籢䉳艊醑嫎隡㢹襫

railings and waist panels display dragons and
more auspicious wealth and longevity characters.
The stout cabriole legs are carved with animal
masks and end in clawed feet.
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168!
Daybed
䧪颭櫉㾁㝧窛沖
Huanghuali and ivory

䧪颭櫉嶗㝧窛!

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

137 × 225 × 51cm

䂇 248!y!唥 336!y!䗮 62 駡鰓

Daybeds could be places in bedrooms, studies

沖艊懲羮瀕鉝醭躉呯䯖醭酽呯敡鮪靎咇䯖鲱夠呏

or pavilions based on the owner’s preference.

㔰昺桚䩲鲺決䯖詵辭鳏䆹朌鼷廆︑梪鬣沖艊會墡

The soft rattan mat is woven with subtle swastika

耰夠鍊裮髠䦾䯖鶵轀㧪嘂跤䇂䇂絊熱閲叄跜︑棴

symbols. Bamboo-like short struts are carved

隂䂣桹覨謋筄蓪槉䯖醣桹怐隀︑窛檽㡽佺䂐嫮輬䯖

along the waist, while the apron is decorated

飨㝧窛㾁垷䪴︒瞐紒嶗䈃跜䯥鍖䇦籢䉳艊醑嫎隡

with a pair of inlaid ivory dragons circling a

㢹鲱羮㝧窛㾁熱窛䩹嶗濕穒䯖懲嬱籢䉳羠鋅䉙絊︑

flaming pearl among scrolling clouds. The joints
of the cabriole legs are carved with animal
masks with inlaid ivory paws and teeth.
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169!
Kang table
䧪颭櫉垷艁唸桹棴隂醑嫎隡昷矐橎
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉!

17th century

鴛酴跫跈

94 x 62.5 x 28xm

䂇 :5!y!唥 73/6!y!䗮 39 駡鰓

This high-wasted kang table is supported by

澑矐橎桹䗮棴隂䯖蠐㓕㔰蓪槉䯖迣繤椢醢艁唸垷

scrolled legs. The waist, apron and legs are

桹旝応羮閔︒䇪鏫繤︒慚忲訵諮蝁窹︑醣桹怐隀䯖

decorated with auspicious symbols including

窛檽跤䂣㻳彾偧嶯䈃䌿䯖鐻㯵玍犛䇦偧嶯䈃䌿鏖

double-circle patterns and bergamot oranges. A

㶔鬣㬬矇︑醑嫎隡脹紒㢹䯖醢鲱羮艁唸墡垷颭願

ruyi is carved in the centre of each apron.

⻒䐓︑澑鬣醬錨㬬矇䌨桹詁嶯︑
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16:!
Formal side table
䧪颭櫉俻䌿錺䌿橉
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

Late 17th or early 18th century

鴛酴跫跈朷梕徏鴛馬跫跈設梕

199.5 x 36 x 91cm

䂇 2::/6!y!唥 47!y!䗮 :2 駡鰓

The ends of this huanghuali altar table are

澑錺䌿橉碼濟錺䌿轁轁緣㡽䯖輬檽臨銊︑窛䌿嶗

fitted with gently upturned flanges. The apron

窛檽犛䇦

is elaborately carved in relief with chilong and

跜茖䎁哱䦾逫迍艊⻒䐓䎼樴︑

跜鞁侁叄︑碼濟撉椢飨㬛䇦䦹䧆鞁

the end panels are pierced and carved with
dragons and qilin.
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171!
Formal side table
䧪颭櫉啢錺䌿橉
Huanghuali

䧪颭櫉

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

145 x 38 x 84cm

䂇 256!y!唥 49!y!䗮 95 駡鰓

This altar side table displays elegant proportions,

澑橉窛䌿犛䇦䠏䠁嶗䈃跜䯖橉隡⻒䐓爍桹偧嶯跜︑

refined workmanship and auspicious decoration.

澑鬣啢錺䌿橉嫮壽啢墣䯖瀷籌臨銊鴦袇︑

Spandrels decorated with ruyi designs, birds
and clouds ornament the sides of the table.
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172!
Cabinet
䧪颭櫉毥梣齬㓕湹
Huanghuali, nanmu, zitan and brass
19th century
45 x 84 x 125cm
The frame of the cabinet is made with huanghuali,
supplemented by nanmu cabinet top and doors.
Each door panel is divided into three parts,
each decorated with zitan inlay: the upper part
with patterns of dragon and lingzhi mushrooms;
the middle part with interlocking chains and taijitu;
the bottom with dragon and shou character
motifs.
䧪颭櫉䯖毥梣䯖踕渓嶗䧪㶔!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
鴛謦跫跈!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
䂇 56!y!唥 95!y!䗮 236 駡鰓!!!!!
!!
澑齬㓕湹橅楯羮䧪颭櫉⻲慘䯖湹䌓倀䇪䂐爍砏㳟
躎毥梣䯖桹䂐䂒︑蠐惃啗湹䂐鰓彾醑瀇䯖飨踕渓
梣㾁垷⻒䐓䯖靕醢鍖醣䯖訅酽瀇
瀇㬯繤怬鞁俒氂䯖訅醑瀇

跜䉙顡䯖訅鲈

跜懠侁叄︑湹媽桹嘂

椢酽嘑嶗呏桹碼訃惉嘂艊惉嘂楯䯖啗媽㯵裶䂣鰓
彾醑嘑︑踃窛䌿䯖磄湹雚︑
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173!
Six-panel screen
䧪颭櫉嗎忩㬛䇦齔嗢
Huanghuali and brass

䧪颭櫉嶗䧪㶔!

18th century

跤霽譯昷䯖鴛馬跫跈

Each panel: 54.5 x 210cm

瀯䉳䂇 65/6!y!䗮 321 駡鰓

Each panel of this screen is decorated with dragons

齔嗢侸忩䯖詵惖趙䯖㬦夠砏䇪旇䯖徏蠐︒嗎︒馬

and shou characters. Screens were usually used as

蹰靧鴛鲈忩䯖㡽䂣䆥裶䂣艊嗚镾䯖鮪暺玜鳏耣跤

decorative backdrops, sometimes decorated with

夠桹抰邉︑梪籌砏呝斾艊嗎忩齔嗢䯖嘡鈱桹︑嗢

paintings or marble panels, and were placed

忩艊嗢宆︒迣繤椢︒⻎椢鰍䇪䉳㬛䇦侁叄嶗 跜︑

against a wall. This screen however, is carved
on both sides which suggests that it was most
likely used a room divider.
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174!
Cosmetics case, mirror stand and screen
䧪颭櫉鲕嗢䎼媀㻰靰
Huanghuali and baitong

䧪颭櫉嶗艀㶔

18th century

鴛酴跫跈

70 x 36 x 100cm

䂇 81!y!唥 47!y!䗮 211 駡鰓

The lower part of the cosmetics case is fitted

靰姫碼䂛䂐䯖!䂐椢㬛䇦䇪䪴忀烐䯖窛檽㡽佺䂐嫮

with two doors, both decorated with openwork

輬䯖醢犛䇦

panels of a pair of flying dragons. The apron is

䗮姪墢諢㭫玾︑捵陯䇦䪴䌿䯖迣繤椢瑪㯵㬛䇦蠐

formed into a traditional kunmen-shape profile

穒䪴跜嶗脹䈃䯖醣犛䇦螆嘪侁犦︑靰姫醢呏㔰滮

with dragons carved in relief. The mirror stand

棎䯖荱䉳鲱呏㔰㬛䇦䪴跜艊滮椢︑澑㻰靰墡鶬赗琗䯖

comprises five panels which are pierced with

廹嘡艎咇羮閔︑

跜︑靰姫醢呏鲕嗢䎼䯖跤忩桭䗮䯖

dragon heads, four-clawed dragons amidst
scrolling clouds and the Isle of the Immortals.
The quality of the craftsmanship and elaborate
design point to its origin in the imperial workshops
of Beijing.
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175!
Cosmetics case, mirror stand and screen
䧪颭櫉鲕嗢㻰詬
Huanghuali and baitong

䧪颭櫉嶗艀㶔

18th century

鴛馬跫跈

56 x 33.5 x 79cm

䂇!67!y!唥 44/6!y!䗮 8: 駡鰓

The most noteworthy natural motifs featured on

澑㻰詬捵陯桭䗮麁砏䪴䒫䯖碼濟砏䠏䒫︑鮪跤霽

this cosmetic case are the dragon and phoenix

旝誼喒謾曧㭠斊跤䯖䪴桹䆎瑣蜶撾䯖䠏桹䆁榠躐

heads. In Chinese culture, especially in Taoism,

銊䯖魍

dragons represent yang energy and phoenixes

醣瀇㬛䇦䯖跤䂣酽穻醢徳砏髅偔夝醜偔襫昺䈃覜䯖

represent yin energy, both are needed to balance

醣徳砏酽髅鳏襫昺䪴䒫䯖備昺酽䠏齲匢忀䯥碼濟

each other. The top of each screen panel is finely

爍鰓勝砏椡覨䉙顡︒骎颭︒窯踹︒檚颭訵諮蝁颭願︑

carved in relief with cranes flying among the

詬姫醢呏㔰滮棎䯖荱䉳滮椢贖桹䦤鞁䉙顡䯖㝧孧

clouds. The centre panel is pierced with a scene

螆蝩︑

䆁䆎嶗㗫︑嗢䎼醢瀇砏犛䇦髅䣐犛䈃䯖

illustrating a scholar rising from the sea on the
head of a dragon meeting a phoenix. The side
panels feature auspicious flora, such as bamboo,
lingzhi, chrysanthemums, peonies and plum
blossoms. The front panels of the balustrade are
carved with deer and lingzhi.
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Transforming the world: European silver
from the 17th to 20th century

Remaking Europe

S

ilver has always occupied a position of prominence in the decorative arts.
Its lustre and preciousness distinguish it from other materials like ceramics,

wood and glass, which have little intrinsic value beyond the aesthetic. As a
result, objects made in silver usually have more than just a utilitarian purpose.
They are signifiers of wealth and status, decorated with iconography and
symbolism intended to reflect the status and achievements of their owners.
Durable and beautiful, silver objects could be handed down through the
generations as family heirlooms; equally, they could be easily melted down
as a source for quick revenue, or refashioned to suit current styles. Every
major European artistic movement since the sixteenth century has been widely
represented in silver, from the severe ornamentation of the Italian Baroque
and late Renaissance to the minimal designs of Scandinavian goldsmiths
like Georg Jensen in the early twentieth century. Many of these styles find
expression in the diverse silver collections of Liang Yi Museum, built up over
the course of thirty years.
Supplied by mines in Anatolia (modern day Turkey) from as early as 3000
B.C., European craftsmen have been making elaborate decorative objects in
silver since antiquity. But it was events in the sixteenth century that dramatically
transformed the manufacture and consumption of silver in Europe, creating the
right conditions for the production of the objects illustrated over the following
pages. Never before had Europeans had access to the vast silver deposits of
New Spain and Peru, made available to them through the Spanish conquest of
the Americas. Ships laden with silver began arriving in Western Europe from
around 1550, rapidly increasing the amount in circulation. This made silver
more readily available to craftsmen, but because it was used for coinage it
also caused inflation and extreme rises in prices for food and manufactured
goods. Referred to by historians as the “price revolution”, this had significant
implications for the manufacturing industries. The countries through which
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silver flowed (Spain and Portugal) did not have significantly developed
manufacturing industries to supply trading goods and supplies for their new
colonies. Over the next two centuries England, France and the Netherlands
developed the facilities and infrastructure to provide these goods, becoming
centres of industrial and financial power in the process.
These changes transformed the work of silver- and goldsmiths. Along with the
traditional hand-wrought objets d’art that had always been made as special
commissions for an elite clientele, production broadened to include ordinary
dinner services, tea sets and domestic implements such as light fixtures and
Gjh/!2;!Qpsusbju!pg!Hfpshf!ef!Mjhof!

writing tools. As these cities took on greater political and financial authority,

Hsfhpsz!)2851Ⅸ2933*/!Kpio!

the middle classes—made up of artisans, bankers and merchants—took on

Svttfmm-!S/B/!)Csjujti-!2856Ⅸ2917*/!

more substantial roles in commerce with their greater wealth and independence.

28:4/!Qbtufm!po!qbqfs-!mbje!po!
dbowbt/!86/:!々!74/3!dn/!Uif!K/!

Along with this prosperity, particularly marked in Italy, an increased number

Qbvm!Hfuuz!Nvtfvn-!Mpt!Bohfmft/

of palaces and mansions were constructed, creating a greater demand for

Kpio!Svttfmm(t!fohbhjoh!qpsusbju!

extravagant furniture and domestic art, both for established aristocratic patrons

pg!Hfpshf!ef!Mjhof!Hsfhpsz!

and the newly wealthy. Geared towards the emerging middle-class, by the

xbt!mjlfmz!qbjoufe!up!dfmfcsbuf!

late seventeenth century these goods were often made using industrial methods

Hsfhpsz(t!bqqpjounfou!bt!Ijhi!

in set patterns, though fine, hand-wrought pieces like a lavish sideboard dish

Tifsjgg!pg!Opuujohibntijsf!jo!

made for George de Ligne Gregory, the High Sheriff of Nottingham, were still

28:4/
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being produced in artist workshops (cat. 069). There was also a large output
of comparatively modest small wares such as bouquet holders, spoons and
other flatware, bells, pens, baby rattles, brush backs and other dressing table
equipment, small picture frames, dolls’ tea sets, book markers and hundreds
more types of objects that were within the means of all but the very poor.
London was one of the most important of these centres and attracted silversmiths
and other craftsmen from the United Kingdom and Europe, particularly after
the Edict of Fontainebleau of 1685 revoked laws protecting the Huguenots
(French Protestants) from religious persecution in France. Many Huguenots
were skilled craftsmen who set up profitable workshops after emigrating,
including the family of one of London’s most well-known silversmiths; Paul de
Lamerie (1688–1751). The French style and unrivalled technical skills these
immigrant craftsmen brought with them changed British silversmithing, and
made London into one of the most innovative centres of art in silver (fig. 2). In
England only Birmingham saw more silver wares produced—though this was
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not until the nineteenth century, and most of it, such as a letter knife made by
Samuel Walton Smith in 1890, still made its way to London for sale.
Paris was another important centre, drawing goldsmiths from across the French
provinces, the Low Countries and the areas across the Rhine. In Germany,
Cologne and Augsburg acted as magnets for German goldsmiths—the former
was notable for sending itinerant smiths all over Europe, from the Iberian Peninsula to
the Baltic. German smiths were particularly numerous in France, the Netherlands
and Italy, the latter of which had an enclave of foreign goldsmiths in the city
of Venice. In the East, St. Petersburg and Moscow were the important Russian
metalworking hubs, the former best known through the works of the Fabergé
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family, who like many Huguenots who emigrated, can be traced back to seventeenth
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century France, then under the name Favri.
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Masters and Apprentices
By the sixteenth century strict guild systems were in place across Europe that
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nurtured the development of skilled craftsmen and helped ensure that only the
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highest quality of silver was used. In France, a prospective silversmith usually
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served an eight-year apprenticeship, and then spent two to three years as a
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journeyman. To be recognised as a master, the journeyman then submitted a
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trial work—his “masterpiece”—which was used to judge his proficiency. It was
only after acceptance of this object by the guild, and after an examination,
that the status of master was obtained.
The guild’s marking system ensured the quality of the metal itself. As silver in
its pure state was too soft to form a durable object, a small amount of copper
was added to the silver when in its molten state to provide additional strength.
It is the addition of copper to silver, together with the process of fashioning
and aging, that gives silver its fine light-blue patina. Different countries had
various standards of purity that were allowed to be used for silver objects:
from 1543, the French silver standard required that around 958 parts out of a
thousand must be pure silver.
Unfortunately, because of the value of silver as a raw material, various fiscal
crises of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had a negative
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impact on silver works from France. Both Louis XIV (1638–1715) and Louis
XV (1710–74) issued edicts demanding that silver be brought to the mint for
melting, with the resulting material then used to replenish depleted state
treasuries. Consequently, silver from the seventeenth and first half of the
eighteenth centuries survives in relatively small quantities. The best-known
objects made during the reign of Louis XIV were the pieces of silver furniture—
consoles, mirrors and the like—made for Versailles. These pieces were melted
down in the late seventeenth century as a result of Louis XIV’s own edict, but
domestic silver survives from the last decades of Louis’s reign, albeit in small
quantities. Much surviving French silver was produced after 1797, when a
new marking system was implemented that included the maker’s mark, and a
silver standard guarantee mark in the form of the head of Minerva, or a rooster.
Silversmiths outside of France underwent less rigorous training. In Britain,
smiths were required to serve an apprenticeship of seven years to learn the
craft, at the end of which they had to pass a proficiency examination before
they could be employed as a worker in the trade and a full member of the
Guild of Goldsmiths. As in France, the English hallmarking system introduced
in the fourteenth century guaranteed the quality of the silver with a number
of marks, the issuing of which has been controlled by Goldsmiths’ Company
since it received its first Royal Charter in 1327. Every British-made silver
object offered for sale was required to bear four marks struck into the metal in
a conspicuous place. One, the sterling mark, showed that the piece had been
tested at the assay office with 925 parts of a thousand of pure silver. In London,
Birmingham and Sheffield, the three busiest assay-office towns, this mark was
the “lion passant”—a lion in left profile walking to the left. Smaller centres
used other sterling marks, such as a castle in Edinburgh and a crowned harp
in Dublin. Similar systems were employed in Germany and the Scandinavian
countries, while Italy, for centuries a chaotic assemblage of kingdoms,
principalities, duchies and republics, employed a diverse system of hallmarks
that was as varied and complex as the power struggles of the ruling classes.
A uniform standard for silver marking was not implemented there until the
completion of the Risorgimento (“Italian unification”) in 1871.
Russia is unique in Europe in that no guilds or equivalent craftsmen’s associations
developed during the Middle Ages. A comparable system would only emerge
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shortly after Tsar Peter I (1672–1725) ascended the throne in 1682, at which
point he sent emissaries throughout Europe to search for people who had the
scientific, technical and craft skills that were lacking in his agrarian country.
The Tsar established a comprehensive education and training system for fields
like silver- and goldsmithing, but the population showed little interest in sending
their children to these schools, so he passed strict laws to enforce vocational
education and training. The Tsar also reformed the Russian monetary system,
and fixed the production of silver to four standard purities: 96, 90, 84 and
62 zolotniks (an obsolete Russian weight measure). 96 zolotniks was roughly
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comparable to pure silver. Peter’s other reforms stipulated that all gold and
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silver marks must be registered with a master or maker’s mark, an assayer’s
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mark, a standard mark and a town mark, bringing silver production in line
with systems used elsewhere in Europe.
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These hallmarks are valuable historical records in that they make it possible to
identify the maker and the place and date of manufacture of works, although
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their original purpose was to protect the silver coinage from being converted
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by goldsmiths and silversmiths into the raw material for their products. The
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marks are an interesting study in themselves; on many later works they are
generally evenly struck, legible and have not become eroded from years of
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domestic use and polishing.
Form and Function
Whatever the circumstances of their creation, silver objects were produced in
an astonishing variety of shapes and sizes, reflecting the array of influences
that artisans translated into functional and decorative forms. While silver had
long been associated with ceremony and achievement, during the sixteenth
century the preponderance of presentation vessels in particular became even
greater—perhaps because of the increased availability of silver. Political and
civic successes were celebrated with monumental gifts of silver, as were childbirth
and marriage, with a number of silver objects made in honour of these rituals.
Christening cups and other objects like trays fulfilled both utilitarian as well as
celebratory roles in commemorating a child’s birth (fig. 3). Pride of ownership
on such objects was expressed not only in the display of such silver but also in
the coats of arms, monograms and inscriptions with which they were engraved.
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They were often commissions, which came from a variety of sources—from
individuals and churches to government agencies and corporations.
The way these commemorative objects looked was determined by a range of
economic and social factors. Dominated by monarchies, European silver styles
often reflected the policies and aesthetic preferences of the sovereign. In England
for example, silver forms expressed the conservatism of James I (1566–1625)
in a period of high immigration of Protestants from the Continent, which eventually
evolved into the delicate and refined aesthetic sense of Charles I (1600–1649).
Then came the puritanical attitudes of Cromwell (1599–1658); the extravagance
of Charles II (1630–85), the classicism of James II (1633–1701), followed
by Dutch styles that arrived with Mary II (1662–94); and periods of alternating
prosperity and scarcity under George I (1660–1727), II (1683–1760) and III
(1738–1820).
These styles developed in similar forms across Europe, and made their way
over borders through the movement of itinerant craftsmen, trade goods, and
diplomatic gifts. The elegant mid-nineteenth century Neoclassical designs of
Paul Storr (1771–1844) for example, a London-based silversmith who led
one of the most successful silver factories of the time (cat. 065)—found similar
expression in the works of Maison Odiot (French for “the House of Odiot”) in
France, whose Neoclassical and Orientalist themes appealed to Napoléon I
(1769–1821), fresh from his conquests in North Africa (cat. 071). Even Russia
exchanged designs and ideas with countries thousands of miles away. When
Peter the Great established St. Petersburg as the Russian capital, local silversmiths
combined their own repertoire of traditional Russian forms and techniques
with the international styles of western Europe. Trade between Russia and
Scandinavia, and the migration of Scandinavian goldsmiths to Russia from the
early eighteenth century, resulted in significant exchanges of designs and
ornament. They brought designs and models with them which influenced Russian
workshops, although sometimes forms came into fashion in Russia long after
they had fallen out of vogue in western Europe.
Just as sophisticated commemorative works that reflected changing fashions
were produced for the court and upper classes, silver continued to be made
for people in ordinary walks of life in styles that changed only slowly, represented
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by items such as tankards, mugs and candle-holders. The design of these items
remained fairly conservative. Old styles were revisited, or used with small
changes to make them look modern. Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo and
Neoclassical motifs were common. After the Industrial Revolution in the late
eighteenth century, manufacturers tended to order designs from one source
and have them made up in their factories, although some employed artists to
produce designs, introducing figural and animal sculptures and panels into
their mass-produced commercial offerings. Some factories established art studios
beginning in the late nineteenth century to produce hand-wrought pieces in
advanced designs. It was through this practice, along with the survival of small
workshops, that hand processes were preserved and new styles found expression in
the medium of silver. These included, most notably, Arts and Crafts, Japonisme
and Art Nouveau—the latter exhibited most famously in the serene flowing
forms and distinctive lines of Georg Jensen (1866–1935), a Danish silversmith
who founded Georg Jensen A/S. All of these styles were eventually absorbed
into the production of industrialised makers, some more quickly in different regions.
The most common source of decorative inspiration for silver, used in every style
and period albeit in different forms, was nature. Images of plants, flowers and animals
were used as a visual accompaniment to devotional icons of saints and figures
from mythology, or to ornament and decorate functional items. The use of botanical
imagery, often in the form of large blooms entwined with foliage, was one of
the most popular ornaments throughout Europe in the seventeenth century.
Leading artists published single prints or pattern books of their designs, which
aided in disseminating fashionable styles during the Baroque period. In
Europe from the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries in particular, this preference
developed significantly as artists became increasingly interested in the realistic
depiction of the natural world. This imagery had multiple purposes. Beyond
their decorative properties, plants and flowers usually had a symbolic association
that often related to the function of an object, or to an attribute associated with
its owner. Because of the wealth and variety of source materials, a single plant
often had various and sometimes conflicting meanings ascribed to it. The laurel,
for example, found on a pair of early twentieth century candelabra from Italy,
(cat. 081) was an attribute of Apollo, who pursued the nymph Daphne until
she turned into a laurel tree, but it was also consecrated to the Vestal Virgins
because of its evergreen properties, perceived as purity uncorrupted by decay.
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European silver- and goldsmiths drew on botanical imagery from three main
sources. The first of these was symbolism that had its origins in the literature of
antiquity, where plants were used as metaphors for virtue and vice. In classical
mythology, human beings were transformed into plants as a reward or punishment,
for example. Certain plants are also associated with deities: the laurel for
Apollo, god of the sun; corn or wheat for Ceres, goddess of agriculture and
grapes for Bacchus, god of revelry. Much of this symbolism likely found its
way into silver designs via classical texts which recorded some of the traditional
lore associated with plants, which were passed on to artists and craftsmen
Fig. 4: An illustration of
an onion in Macer Macer
Floridius’s De Viribus Herbarum,
Geneva, around 1495.
Medieval herbal texts were an
important source of floral and
animal designers from the 15th
century onward.
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during the Renaissance, a period of revived interest in the classical world. The
second category drew on the wealth of plant symbolism in religious writings:
The Bible and the Apocrypha contain many references to trees, fruits and
flowers in moralising similes and parables, usually associated with positive
qualities. A third major source for plant symbolism were medieval herbal texts,
which described the natural properties of plants and their use in cooking and
in medicine. Motifs were applied to objects in all shapes and sizes, imbuing
them with their associated qualities.
Changing Habits
Nature symbolism was particularly popular as an ornament for tea and coffee
services, following the introduction of tea and coffee drinking into Europe in
the seventeenth century. This practice provided an important impetus for the
development of new forms in silver. Services typically comprised a teapot, hot
water kettle on a stand, sugar bowl, creamer, waste bowl and a serving tray.
Dating to the mid-eighteenth century, a coffee pot of an unusually innovative
and daring design features coffee leaves that decorate the spout. Made by
Maison Odiot, the handles are decorated with scrolling foliage while classical
acanthus leaves appear on the feet (cat. 075).
Dining habits in general changed significantly in the course of the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, with similar ramifications. The French custom of
placing food on the table in tureens and platters arranged decoratively
became known as service à la française, and this style of dining, in which
one served oneself, became the standard throughout Europe, from Moscow
to London. The service à la française encouraged the development of the
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tureen, which became the dominant—and most expensive—feature of the
table. Made by French silversmith Alexandre Gueyton (1818–62), a tureen
from the Yussupov Service carved with friezes of scrolls, flowers and fruits
is a typically lavish example (cat. 076). Also intended for use on the dining
table are pair of candelabra designed and modelled by François Gilbert and
chased by Paul Diomède for Maison Odiot in 1867. Their bold, sculptural
style draws upon floral and architectural motifs from classical antiquity, with
the addition of more contemporary subject matter on the base in the form of
industrial figures holding manufacturing equipment (cat. 078).
The production of silver in Europe was understood to be the embodiment of
a country’s prosperity—an expression of stability, taste and industriousness.
Because of this significance, the forms and ornamentation of silver reveal
much about not only the character of individual makers and workshops, but
also the cultures that nurtured them. While it is impossible to discuss all of the
forms silver took across cultures, the works in this catalogue demonstrate that
while much of the significance the symbolism and designs used on silver may
be lost on audiences today—many inspired by shapes and patterns in the natural
world—at the time, this vocabulary of visual imagery was readily understood
by its audience. The resurgence of silver among contemporary collectors
demonstrates that the hidden messages and expression of thoughts and
emotions within these symbols still resonate today.

Benjamin Chiesa
Curator, Liang Yi Museum
July, 2016
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176!
Trophy
跈寳椊!
Paul Storr
London, England, 1834
Silver-gilt
Height 94.5cm
This monumental trophy in the Regency style
is adorned with scenes of battling cavalry in
repoussé—a technique wherein designs are
hammered into relief from the reverse side.
Below the scene is a pattern of Greek masks
and shells. A citizen-soldier of ancient Greece
called a hoplite sits atop the cover.
Images drawn from the classical civilisations
of Rome and Greece were common features of
the Regency style, popular in England from the
late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century. The
Regency style evolved out of the Neoclassical
style of the eighteenth century, but paid greater
attention to archaeological correctness, in
particular the civilisations of ancient Greece—
which prior to several important excavations
in mainland Greece and southern Italy in the
eighteenth century had been less well-known
than Rome.
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177!
Vase
䇪鎍颭苚
Charles Boyton
London, England, 1889
Silver
Height 64cm
Modelled after an ancient Roman marble vase
discovered at Hadrian’s Villa in Tivoli, Italy in
1771, the body of this striking vase features
imagery associated with Bacchus, the GrecoRoman god of the grape harvest, winemaking,
fertility and theatre. Figures carrying thyrsi
(staffs tipped with an ornament like a pine cone,
often carried by Bacchus and his followers) are
framed by grape and vine patterns. The vase
itself sits on a raised stand engraved with the
arms of Argentina on one side, and a personal
crest with the motto justum et tenacem (“justice
and tenacity”) on the other.
The source of the vase design, the so-called
“Warwick vase” (named for one of its owners,
George Greville, 2nd Earl of Warwick) is decorated
with Roman ornament dating back to the second
century A.D. How much of this ornamentation is
original and how much was restored by George
Hamilton (1723–98), the Scottish antiquarian
and art dealer who discovered the vase, is a
matter of debate.
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178!
Moon flask
悹桸罝
Robert Garrard
London, England, 1881
Britannia silver
Height 67 cm
Decorated with scrolling shells, cornucopia
and foliage, the form of this unusual vessel
is modelled after a Chinese moon flask
(baoyueping or bianhu in Chinese). A highly
popular ceramic design in the Ming and Qing
dynasties, the form of the Chinese moon flask
derived from earthenware “pilgrim bottles”
from the ancient Near East, which were used to
carry drinking water on long journeys.
A pair of children and turtles depicted on either
side of the shoulders combine European and
Chinese designs. Like the overall form of the
flask, the turtles may have been inspired by
Chinese art, where they are used to represent
heaven and earth. The children however (called
putti), are drawn from Renaissance and classical
iconography and are symbolic of passion.
At one point they may have held musical
instruments or bows, which have since been lost.
Such combinations were popular in eighteenth
century England, which was fascinated with
the East as a result of increased access to new
cultures through expanding trade routes.
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179!
Candelabrum
秶靰
Elkington & Co.
London, England 1873
Electro-gilt and enamel
Height 71cm
This unusual candelabrum is decorated with
scrolling foliage designs in parcel-gilt and
enamel (melted and fused glass powder in
various colours). On the base, three figures in
Greek dress carry symbols of power and victory.
It was introduced as part of a service by the firm
Elkington & Co for the International Exhibition
of 1862—a world’s fair of manufactured
objects. The service comprised thirteen pieces
including the candelabrum, wine coolers and a
centrepiece, valued at £1,400; a very large sum
in the 1860s.
It was probably made by Albert Adolph Willms,
who designed a number of other pieces in
the service and was employed by Elkington in
1857 to direct the company’s designs. Elkington
patented the process of electroplating in 1840
(the process of coating gold and silver onto
base metals), which proved cheaper and more
efficient than the earlier method of plating on
copper known as “Sheffield plate”.
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17:!
Sideboard dish
䐥茝
John Edwards

跐錪〃嶿孭髠馟

London, England, 1739

餚霽䯖觀斣䯖284: 妘

Silver-gilt
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Diameter 50cm

茻嬩 61 駡鰓

The border of this sideboard dish is cast and
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chased with alternating Venus masks and winged
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dragons, framed by foliage, scrolls, and flowers.
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The central cartouche features the monogram
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of George de Ligne Gregory (1740–1822), a
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wealthy Lincolnshire landowner who was made
High Sheriff of Nottinghamshire in 1793.
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In European art, dragons are not as unequivocally
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auspicious as in Chinese culture, but their positive

䐥茝桰䆄㔰鮪䐥錨湹跤䯖捵㱚烐佺鮪朷䐥朌懲羮︑

connotations of power and nobility made them
a popular motif in heraldry and ornament.
Beginning in the eighteenth century, dishes like
these were displayed on a sideboard with a
matching ewer during dinner services.
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181!
Trophy
跈寳椊
Charles Frederick Hancock
London, England, 1855
Silver
Height 73.5cm
In the form of a massive ewer, this trophy is
decorated on the base with a herd of horses.
The body is embossed with a scene reminiscent
of the friezes of classical antiquity, depicting
Greek cavalry and infantry in battle. A winged
angel is cast on the side and extends as the handle
of the ewer which terminates in a finial in the
form of a wild goose. The trophy was made in
the workshop of Charles Frederick Hancock, a
specialist in high-quality presentation pieces.
The sculptural friezes found on ancient Greek
and Roman architecture provided particular
inspiration in the early nineteenth century.
Friezes featured on Regency buildings and were
used as a decorative motif on a wide range of
objects, including silver.
Dibsmft!Gsfefsjdl!Ibodpdl
餚霽䯖觀斣䯖2966 妘
㶏
䗮 84/6 駡鰓
俋矇烐佺艊潎媀䯖躉呯鮪銲䓁⻒䐓艊姌姫醢︑椊
㦳艊⻒䐓抰邉徾﹕醢艊䔤滿嶗澒滿︑酽訃夝䏰錽
艊俍懲慘砏恦忲⻒䐓䯖佺訥爍曧嗴鋡艊俋䇒䯖曧
顴穪竑斊桰鏀䉙艊㝧孧︑澑椊羾䗮烐瑱㶏鷹墡慘
鯿 Dibsmft!Gsfefsjdl!Ibodpdl 熱閔︑
鮪鴛謦跫跈暆梕䯖詁壔霼嶗詁鉽䓁婠謜醢艊䇦⿷
夝夠夝衝㔰㔋䉙巃︑䇦⿷夝醭競⻒䐓鮪攦敤朌梕
艊婠謜窹醢䯖鲱夠夠慘砏⻒䐓觻麏㭘羮鮪謾呅窹
閔醢䯖瀷偧㶏鏍︑
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182!
Serving tray
怐茝
Jean-Baptiste Claude Odiot

Kfbo.Cbqujtuf!Dmbvef!Pejpu

Paris, France, 1809

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖291: 妘

Silver-gilt

㶏㹜㳟

Width 61cm

唥 72 駡鰓

Commissioned by Napoléon I (1769–1821)

詁鉚鳏絹嶗衦哣艊㹜㳟⻒䐓曧壵霽䎼樴艊竑孧䯖

during his reign as King of Italy, the dense

曧愽蕚坘䯒287:.2932 妘䯓慘砏嶯俋濕霽粀朌

gilding and classical figures of this serving tray

竑勝㔅⻲︑蹗諦詁鉚⻒䐓倀愽蕚坘艊孷覈䯖壵霽

are characteristic of the Empire style. Combining

䎼樴鲱罌愽蕚坘艊譯䉯徾嬍熱絊錨耰霽嵔㗃艊黽

classical ornament with Napoléon’s imperial

橉ⅩⅩ鼲飨倀簛㦳鳏䉳絹熱絊鮪恦忲嶗㮗熕︑跤

symbols, the Empire style also featured exotic

宆艊荋嫮孷覈㝧孧愽蕚坘慘砏嶯俋濕艊霽粀䯖嬼

motifs encountered during Napoléon’s campaigns

骼 2916 妘 6 桸 31 暀鮪貏鸐鎢餒朌璉羮䯖茻勢

in North Africa—here in the form of snakes and

2925 妘 5 桸 22 暀㬌瀕︑

sphinxes on the handles and sides. The coat of arms
at the centre are those of Napoléon as King of Italy,
used from the time of his coronation in Milan, 20th
May, 1805 until his abdication on 11th April, 1814.
In his quest to recreate the decorative splendour
of the ancient empires of Greece, Rome and
Egypt, Napoléon became a patron of several
leading French craftsmen, including Jean-Baptiste

鮪骼啛烢㳛婠壔霼︒鉽䓁︒≧倀訵詁魍壵霽艊⻒
䐓朌䯖愽蕚坘彾砏熴霽鑒熱墡鷹幹艊㠐錫鳏䯖謾
跤藥愥Kfbo.Cbqujtuf.Dmbvef!Pejpu!)2874.2961妘*︑
Pejpu 詵镾桪懲羮酽鲢㖮暺旝梪籌偧︹燆愽墴啗㧗
鮪≧倀蟨侸㳚熅㜽醣珪艊鍊唒牆鋅︺䯒愽蕚坘㧗
䆛跤艊鍊詁吪咲昺 2913 妘熱穼䯓䯖慘砏≧倀䎼
樴㔰㔋艊衝瑧︑桚跤抰邉鑫欃溚魤䯖偔蜶絹襫槉
訵嬼≧倀蜶娾嶗艎咲亊鮌㐈⻲艊黽橉︑

Claude Odiot (1763–1850). Odiot probably
used illustrated texts like the Voyage dans la Basse
et la Haute Égypte pendant les campagnes du
Général Bonaparte, published in 1802 by the
archaeologist to Napoléon’s Egyptian campaign,
as a source for his Egyptian designs. Voyage
featured drawings of palm leaves, caryatids,
and other exotica copied directly from temples
and royal tombs.
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183!
Serving tray
怐茝
Charles-Nicholas Odiot

Dibsmft.Ojdipmbt!Pejpu

Paris, France, mid- or late 19th century

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鴛謦跫跈跤靧朷梕

Silver-gilt

㶏㹜㳟

Width 68cm

唥 79 駡鰓

The border of this oval tray is cast with flowers,

㬥訃淛齬嫮怐茝艊㮗橅㽓桹颭嶗䠁䯖碼濟㔰桹恦

birds, and foliage which extends to form two

忲䯖茝䉳䇦贖桹魿髽嶗魿髽鶵︑

handles on either side. The surface of the tray
is engraved with patterns of grapes and vines

怐茝艊儂䉳贖桹熌禷嫮艊浘㔛䯖唡醢︿PEJPU!B!

within a cartouche of foliate branches.

QBSJT﹀︑愽蕚坘嬿羮㶏鷹 Kfbo.Cbqujtuf!Dmbvef!
Pejpu 艊緑厸 Dibsmft.Ojdipmbt!Pejpu䯒289:.297:

The reverse is stamped with a mark in the

妘䯓鮪 2937 妘䒫漛飨熌禷慘駡誒浘㔛︑骼扟諎

shape of a lamp and “ODIOT A PARIS”.

咲晜駡誒頌䯖桪昺觀斣艊紒唸縟 Hbssbset 麇⻲

Charles–Nicholas Odiot (1789–1869), son of

浧夊䯖嬤啗㨎魯㬾艊餚霽恖〿嶗熴霽墡鶬荁赮諦︑

Napoléon’s silversmith Jean-Baptiste Claude
Odiot, was the first to introduce the burning
lamp mark as the mark of Maison Odiot in
1826. He worked as a modeler for Garrards in
London before taking over the family workshop,
using his experience to combine advanced
English technology with French craftsmanship.
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184!
Tureen
琹㹚
Jean-Baptiste Claude Odiot

Kfbo.Cbqujtuf!Dmbvef!Pejpu

Paris, France, 1809–1819

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖291:.292: 妘

Silver

㶏

Height 35cm

䗮 46 駡鰓

Tastefully decorated with griffins, Greek masks

飨樴㳚颣䯒壔霼蜶㕴跤艊約簛約䤎艊屪籢䯓︒壔

and scrolling foliage, this tureen was probably

霼䉳錨嶗脹珒嫮魤⻒䐓䯖澑琹㹚嬟詵镾鮪茊咮醢

used to serve soup during elaborate dinners.

懲羮︑喥絹怐茝酽浫 )dbu/!183*䯖呅曧壵霽䎼樴艊

Like the serving tray (cat. 072), it is a classic

鉚矇魍 䯖茊 昺斾訃潩爳艊咞婝䯖喒謾鮪調鉽昤︑

example of the Empire style, which spread to

壵霽䎼樴鞁孭霽艊瀷孭㮎䎼樴䯖銊霽艊鏫㮳䎼樴䯖

courts across Europe, especially in Russia, where

餚霽艊攦敤䎼樴讜朌跆叅䯖呅幹艊邁讜躐麁鰍衝

it became a staple.

靕詁鉚朌魍艊⻒䐓觻麏︑

French silversmiths working in the Empire style

飨壵霽䎼樴⻲㬬㶏鏍艊熴霽㶏鷹䯖䍍逫懲羮魍

made frequent use of figures that represented

汻㚃嶗續濕艊黽嫮䯖暅鮪儂曑愽蕚坘敤滺艊㨨礃︑

fame and victory, intended to reflect the glories

琹㹚碼濟艊恦忲醢曧夝䏰錽艊鳏窹䯖嶯砏鳏樴誼

of Napoléon’s regime. The winged figures on

艊續濕䯖詵鏫嶎砏壔霼蜶㕴跤艊續濕偔蜶倈▕︑

the handles of the tureen are personifications of
victory, associated with the Greek goddess Nike.
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185!
Trophy
簬椊
Paris, France, 1863
Silver-gilt
Height 60cm
The detachable cover of this trophy is cast with
a putto distributing wreaths—symbols of victory
awarded to successful athletes in ancient Greece
and commanders in Rome. Scrolled handles
extend from the neck of the trophy to the body,
terminating in horses’ heads. Silver was traditionally
used to produce commemorative items like trophies,
and the subject matter of this work is appropriate. It
was made to celebrate the winner of the inaugural
Grand Prix de Paris in 1863, a prestigious international
horse race that takes place every July. The year
of the event and the winning horse, a British colt
called “The Ranger”, are inscribed on the body.
熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖2974 妘
㶏㹜㳟
䗮 71 駡鰓
鰌䌓㽓桹啢俍懲嶗颭繤䯖颭繤鮪詁壔霼嶗詁鉽䓁
鰓勝㝧孧籙嬱續濕艊㭘鋅潿嶗慇挃呭︑媽脹艊恦
忲酽茻嬼䍊㯵婜輩靧椊㦳䯖飨䓁䌿蹗喿︑㶏鮪結
躌醢⺖羮飨⻲慘錨跈寳屟窹鬣䯖澑簬椊曧砏幥蜵
墴䧵 2974 妘墴䧵䒫嗏魳謖霽䆬㠃䓁茊鲇俋簬㠃
艊獰㧗䯖瀯妘酴桸鞃 ︑㮰妘籙續艊餚霽䓁與謖
砏︿㙽楁潿﹀䯖⺖贖鮪簬椊醢︑
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186!
Six-piece tea and coffee service
嗎鬣倧馣䯒獫瓔䯓錨
Charles-Nicolas Odiot

Dibsmft.Ojdpmbt!Pejpu

Paris, France, 19th century

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈

Silver

㶏

Kettle height 35cm

烐佺䗮 46 駡鰓

The set comprises a kettle-on-stand, teapot, coffee

嗎鬣倧藥愥馣佺楯䯖馣佺䯖獫瓔佺䯖偘鈪䯖趈藰

pot, cream jug, sugar bowl and waste bowl.

嶗婃窹藰︑瀯酽鬣㰊贖桹荋嫮孷覈跆桹珒嫮魤⻒

Each piece is engraved with a coat of arms and

䐓鍖侳脹艊隡㢹︑魤嫮⻒䐓桭暆熱絊鮪壔霼鶬〿

stands on cast scroll and acanthus feet. One of the

跤䯖曧醭棁羠噯艊㝧孧䯖雩曧昦詁鉚踽銸跤桭砏

most enduring forms of Neoclassical ornament,

慁蹼艊⻒䐓嫮媀︑

acanthus designs first appeared in Greek
monumental art and are symbolic of enduring life.

靕馣嶗獫瓔旝誼昺鴛酴跫跈㬾駱潩爳嬤䯖㬥鲢㶏
鏍彾砏夠㒎艊羮錨䯖讜朌彾砏哱⻉䆟嘑鮪䉯澐媀

Drinking services were one of the most popular forms

蛼鲮﹕諦嗴蛵謾閔嚌艊酽袀㬠嬩︑

of presentation silver following the introduction of tea
and coffee drinking into Europe in the seventeenth
century. They provided an avenue for the wealthy to
display their good taste in informal social settings.
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187!
Tureen
琹藰
Alexandre Gueyton

Bmfyboesf!Hvfzupo

Paris, France, 1861

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖2972 妘

Silver

㶏

Height 24cm

䗮 35 駡鰓

Made by French silversmith Alexandre Gueyton

羾熴霽㶏鷹 Bmfyboesf!Hvfzupo䯒2929.2973 妘䯓

(1818–62), this tureen comes from the Russian

忞⻲䯖㬥鬣鰌藰衝靕調鉽昤喒鷡燆俓咞︑藰艊踽

Yussupov Service. The body of the tureen is

䗪贖桹脹珒嫮䐓夝︒颭嶗烐楇艊⻒䐓䯖調鉽昤旝

carved with friezes of scrolls, flowers, and fruits.

贖︿羮䃬彋䕛䅵飨㮷嵸嶯黽扟㫝倉咲艊鳏﹀︑齬

The domed cover is similarly decorated with an

鰌䌓⻒㔰孷覈︑

armorial finial.
喺詁惛〃喒鷡燆俓粀厸䯒2938.29:2 妘䯓䯖麇
Prince Nikolai Yusupov (1827–91), an adviser

鏳調鉽昤䓦墴䧵俋懲䐽艊䍹繆朌䯖僡㔚魳謖㶏鷹

at the Russian Embassy in Paris, France,

Bmfyboesf!Hvfzupo 飨調鉽昤跤跫跈⻒䐓嶗喒鷡

commissioned the well-known silversmith Alex

燆俓咲晜孷覈⻲慘酽跀燒䐥錨飨羮昺骼鏀嬐嬱ー

Gueyton to create an elaborate service decorated

艊咞瀖︑㬥倧俋矇䐥錨⺖袇砏︿昤﹊艊跡軦鲦䐥

with Russian medieval ornaments and the insignia

錨﹀䯖磢鍖⻒䐓䉙巃俋侸衝靕調鉽昤跤跫跈艊鶬

of the Yusupov family for his grand palace in St.

〿閔︑

Petersburg. The extensive service was later known
as the “Scandinavian service”, a misnomer as
the decorations mostly derived from the Russian
medieval manuscripts and vernacular sources.
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188!
Pair of tureens
簬椊酽啟!
Jean-François Guion

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Jean-François
Guion

Paris, France, 1809–1818

熴霽墴䧵䯖!291: 靧 2929 妘!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Silver

㶏!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Height 28cm

䗮 39 駡鰓

Sitting on circular openwork pedestal bases in

蠐䌿鰩靎嫮艊駡窡沷彾酽訃㻳裶媀齬嫮姌姫䯖呅

the form of four seated bulls, their horns linked

幹艊㓕飨颭嫮艊嫷夝㬯扟䯖椊鰌醢鰍桹荋嫮艊鈷

by flower festoons, the covers of these tureens

孭許覈䯒鈷孭許瀕曧詁鍈艊䔤佖許瀕䯓倀姫諢㶧︑

feature a coat of arms within the motto of the

鰌䌓曧蹙瀷竑賅雞㣰昺昲䂛艊媄頌︑椊姌㶧贖桹

Order of the Garter. Each has a cast finial in the

︿!Hvjpo!—!Qbsjt﹀!︑

form of Cupid kneeling before a broken bow.
The bases are engraved “Guion à Paris”.

㬥鲢澓鏍嘡昺醭觀緤陸駡穞儨娞馬跫!䯒2917.
2995 妘䯓︑2941 妘䯖骼⺖僡麇砏醭觀緤陸駡穞

The arms are those of William, 8th Duke

攦敤䯖醭觀緤陸㬥訃孭霽艊啢駡霽桪嘡昺骼艊爐

of Brunswick (1806–84). In 1830 he was

䂇榺穪昤䯒2915.2984 妘䯓䯖骼⺖酽銲䉺噯鍎㢛

appointed regent of the Duchy of Brunswick, a

醣粀瀕跆蕚拋鑫咞瀖︑

historical state in modern-day Germany, on behalf

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

of his older brother, Charles (1804–73), who

骼曧朷梕壵霽䎼樴艊酽瀕㳛㒄㶏鷹䯖鮪 2917 妘

had fallen from favour and whose palace was

艊墴䧵贜㓀桰醢嗴熱酽跀燒慘閔䯖跆籙嬱訅酽訵

destroyed by a mob of revolutionaries.

跼艊㶏㟰簬覈︑

An important French silversmith working in the
late Empire style, Guion exhibited a number of
works at the Paris Exposition of 1806, where he
was awarded a silver medal, first class.
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189!
Pair of candelabra
秶靰酽啟
Designed and modeled by François Gilbert,

Gsboçpjt!Hjmcfsu䯖㔰㔋跆⻲慘浧矇䯖Qbvm!

chased by Paul Diomède for Maison Odiot

Ejpnèef 砏 Pejpu 痽㽓

Paris, France, 1867

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖2978 妘

Silvered-bronze

㶔㹜㶏

Height 89cm

䗮 9: 駡鰓

Candelabra were used to illuminate large interiors.

秶靰㬦夠⺖羮慘俋矇裶䂣艊礣暺︑㬥啟秶靰蹗諦

This pair, accompanied by a centrepiece, combine

昦詁鉚踽銸嶗絊魍䎼樴艊㔰㔋䯖颭嶗魤嫮艊黽橉

neoclassical motifs with contemporary designs of

鰓辯昺齬嫮靰姫嶗諤秶靰鰓楈醢䯖靰姫醢桹碼瀕

significance to their owner. Floral and foliate patterns

翇佖忲慁㸋㽄毷艊墡錨︑㬥啟秶靰羾酽瀕熴霽㸋

on the shaped circular base and branches,

㽄墡毷咲︒㸋㽄羠羦咲!Ijqqpmzuf!Qéujo 熱㟍㔅㬬︑

which are divided into two tiers, frame two male
figures holding tools of the steel industry. They
were commissioned by Hippolyte Pétin, a French
industrialist and steel manufacturer who owned
the steel manufactory Gaudet & Cie.
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18:!
Bowl
鈪
Buccellati

Cvddfmmbuj

Italy, mid- 20th century

嶯俋濕䯖鲈鴛跫跈跤梕

Silver

㶏

Diameter 75cm

茻嬩 86 駡鰓

This oversized bowl is ornamented with two bands

㬥訃鈪飨碼檽烐瓲踾彾艊夝筄⻒䐓䯖㔰㔋衝靕詁

of tear-shaped decorations known as gadroons,

鉽䓁艊俋絔蓴䇦嶗謾呅詁魍㮇窹︑夝筄⻒䐓⺖婄

which derive from Roman sarcophagi and other

熼㭘羮鮪嶯俋濕旝鶬孈鞂朌梕䯖飨倀鴛馬跫跈艊

antiquities. Gadroons were used widely during the

詁鉚踽銸朌梕嶗鴛謦跫跈暆梕艊㔰㔋跤︑㬥訃鈪

Italian Renaissance, and in the classicising phases

艊嫮媀匭鍊詁鉚朌魍艊䆇鈪嫮媀䯖桹詵镾曧壔霼

of eighteenth and early nineteenth century design.

艊 ejopj䯒酽袀俋矇艊敀惣羮藰䯓︑

The shape of the bowl similarly references pottery
forms from classical antiquity, possibily of Greek
dinoi—a type of large mixing bowl.
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191!
Poseidon centrepiece
燆丠鷗擨㔰鬣
Ferdinando de Luca
Naples, Italy, mid-20th century
Parcel-gilt silver
Height 52cm
At the top of this centrepiece, intended for
display at the centre of a table setting, stands
Poseidon, the Greco-Roman god of the sea.
The tamer of horses in Greek mythology, he is
depicted on a shell holding a trident above a
base of leaping horses amidst waves. Made by
Ferdinando de Luca, a sculptor based in Naples
who also worked with bronze, it is finely worked,
with textural hammered finishing on the base and
gold gilding on the base and trident.
Gfsejoboep!ef!Mvdb
嶯俋濕䯖愽髕㳚䯖鲈鴛跫跈跤梕
㶏嶗㺞㳟
䗮 63 駡鰓
詁壔霼嶗詁鉽䓁艊犦蜶燆丠鷗襽鮪䌓㯵艊跤俖︑
㬥瀕壔霼蜶㕴跤艊䓉䓁夊䯖忲慁醑傴徣襽襫昺㞣
瀒醢䯖㞣瀒醣曧㣹㦕艊䔕䓁嶗燆犗踾彾艊▕姫︑
㬥鬣赗踚艊擨㔰鬣▕姫曧羮㸧斺怇鍖彾䯖▕姫鞁
犦蜶燆丠鷗忲跤艊醑傴徣㰊羮㹜㳟鎢墡䯖⻲慘㬥
鬣慘閔艊嶯俋濕愽髕㳚㶏鷹 Gfsejoboep!ef!Mvdb
鲱桰㽓㬬㶔鏍︑
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192!
Pair of candelabra
秶靰酽啟
Luigi Avolio
Naples, Italy, around 1935
Silver
Height 79cm
The branches of this pair of candelabra emerge
from fruit baskets held by a faun and nymph
standing on fluted columns. Mythological GrecoRoman nature spirits or minor deities, fauns and
nymphs are often depicted together in classical
and Renaissance art. These candelabra were
made by Luigi Avolio, an important Italian
silversmith working in the early and mid-twentieth
century who specialised in sculptural pieces
inspired by classical art.
Mvjhj!Bwpmjp
嶯俋濕䯖㮰醭寫昤䯖跐 2:46 妘
㶏
䗮 8: 駡鰓
㬥啟秶靰艊鰓敆羾㪾窷蜶䯒鉽䓁蜶㕴䯓嶗欨楁偔
蜶忞鑨魳艊烐楇豏敆搩魳䯖鍖骼幹爍襽襫鮪夝繞
洟⻒䐓艊槉嫮詬姫醢︑麊沷艊詁壔霼嶗詁鉽䓁艊
靕磢蜶䉙䯖㪾窷蜶嶗欨楁偔蜶軂夠酽㡽鮪詁鉚嶗
旝鶬孈鞂艊鶬〿嫮媀跤熱絊︑㬥啟秶靰熱靕 Mvjhj!
Bwpmjp䯖酽瀕鲈鴛跫跈暆跤梕䉯夠㳛㒄艊嶯俋濕㶏
鷹䯖骼䉯夠摾䂇䇦⿷慘閔䯖鍖㔰㔋䉙巃嬔嬔衝靕
詁鉚鶬〿︑
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193!
Tiger figure
鹲嫮擨㔰鬣
Buccellati

Cvddfmmbuj

Italy, early 20th century

嶯俋濕䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver

㶏

Length 60cm

䂇 71 駡鰓

This tiger is modelled with a great sense of movement

鍈鹲艊鋅慘嶗踚謋艊麁絔䯖偡絹䏰摡鍖衝艊巃

and detail, almost as if caught mid-leap. It was

㒽︑ 熱 靕 2:2: 妘 Nbsjp!Cvddfmmbuj 鐵 襫 昺 貏 鸐

made in the workshop of Buccellati, founded by

艊 Cvddfmmbuj 墡 慘 鯿︑Nbsjp 昺 2:14 妘 慘 砏 酽

Mario Buccellati in Milan in 1919. Mario began

訃㳟鷹吪嬫鮪貏鸐魳謖艊 Cfmusbnj!f!Cftobuj 駡

his career as an apprentice goldsmith at the

誒䂛僔骼艊鏳毷羠猌䯖鮪㮰⻖骼舿嗴酽䌖恖〿袇

prestigious firm of Beltrami e Besnati in Milan in

砏︿mbwpsb{jpof!b!qfmp﹀䯒嶯俋濕艊︿灀䘄筄墡

1903, where he developed a technique referred

鶬﹀䯓䯖詛贖橢鋅窹艊鋗灀嶗灀䘄艊踚謋︑酽訃

to as lavorazione a pelo (“hair-like workmanship”

鋅窹羮︿qfmp﹀㳛⿷䯖瀷偧梪籌曧碖扟磄旇醭讜

in Italian) to capture the details of an animal like

䂇姪嶗驟姪㶏躎艊彾楇䯖嬇慚㟬鲂靕磢艊侳㓃︑

feathers and hair. An animal reproduced “a pelo”

㬥袀昷熴㒄烢祾轓戭拠碖扟恖〿︑

like this tiger is the result of welding countless silver
filaments of varying length and thickness to give
the appearance of a natural coat. It is a demanding
method that requires a mastery of soldering techniques.
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194!
Bear figure
祙嫮擨㔰鬣
Italy, early or mid- 20th century

嶯俋濕䯖鲈鴛跫跈設跤梕

Silver

㶏

Length 80cm

䂇 91 駡鰓

Depicted realistically with silver fur in a technique

飨㫝備嶯俋濕灀䘄筄墡鶬艊㶏躎恖墣沷㬬熱唡唚

similar to lavorazione a pelo developed by Mario

艊鋅窹䯖㬥䌿祙荱㡽衝澐飨呅艊昷謭䯖轁幆鰱蠩鋅︑

Buccellati, this bear looks to its right, appears to

撠㨔䯖桹妬袀嶯俋濕艊祙桪熱絊昺鉽䓁俋灣䅳艊

move slowly in that direction. Several species of

䘻籢﹕㬾 挼䘻︑

bear are native to Italy and were used in animal
fights at the Colosseum in ancient Rome.
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195!
Pair of salt cellars
䦢鈪酽啟
Robert Kokhun

Spcfsu!Lplivo

Russia, 1874

調鉽昤䯖2985 妘

Silver

㶏

Height 20cm

䗮 31 駡鰓

Each jar is shaped in a cylindrical form.

齬槉嫮艊鈪䯖夝醑㓕嫮姌姫䯖鈪㦳桹伬颭嶗檽跜

Standing on a tricorn base, the sides of the jars

黽橉䯖鰌醢爍䇦㻳熱脹珒嫮颭願黽橉︑叄瀭踾諦

are embossed with a reeded pattern and the

︿NB﹀浘㔛鮪艎獰醣︑

cover is cast and chased with scrolling foliage.
A monogram “MA” is marked beneath the

䦢唸姫嶗䦢鈪㬦夠敡鉝鮪賓呉艊駱訥麁䯖鮪㮰

imperial crown.

羮䧜藥鸧䦢䯖

蛵啟咃鳏艊澋㫚︑䧜藥哻嶯㝖

䑧嶗秞䐟䯖啟㦳䗪嶗䉙䙙桹苩︑䦢唸姫嶗䦢鈪
Salt thrones and salt cellars were kept at the

雩曧䐥橎辯鉝艊酽㯵鰓䯖㬦夠桹酽啢⿰䧜藥䉱

entrance of houses, where they were used to

鮪䦢唸姫醢︑

dip bread in salt, which was offered to guests
as a symbol of welcome. The bread evokes
fertility and nourishment, both for the body and
the soul. They were also part of table settings,
usually with a small piece of bread leaned
against the throne or cellar.
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196!
Tureen
琹藰
Khlebnikov
Russia, 1885
Silver and enamel
Height 30cm
This tureen was made by the imperial jewellery
firm Khlebnikov, established by Ivan Khlebnikov
in 1867. Highly successful, the firm received an
Imperial Warrant and produced silverware of
the highest quality. The tureen is applied with
the monogram “WS” in blue and white enamel.
The finial on the cover is shaped as a branch
emerging from a cluster of grapes.
Tureens were a sixteenth century innovation that
reflected changing dining habits. In addition to
their obvious function as food containers that
could be placed on the dining table, they were
also an opportunity to display one’s style and
wealth. Silver tureens were created as
independent pieces, or as elements of lavish
dining services for the elite.
Limfcojlpw
調鉽昤䯖2996 妘
㶏嶗綝縀
䗮 41 駡鰓
梪鬣琹藰羾艎咲紒唸駡誒 Limfcojlpw 熱閔䯖㕵駡
誒昺 2978 妘羾 Jwbo!Limfcojlpw!鐵襫䯖飨桭䗮㟰
㳝⻲慘㶏鏍跆僉嬱艎咇㖐㙏鍖籙嬱墤俋彾嗚︑飨
鶙頥嶗艀頥綝縀踾諦旝叄︿XT﹀⻒䐓鏍㦳︑鰌䌓
飨踟筄魿髽⻒䐓︑
㬥䍰琹藰儂曑鑫鴛嗎跫跈飨衝䐥䐇鋻幇艊㚐䉺︑
亱鎢䏴閔咷鏍艊嗚镾䯖跆呏㔰鮪䐥橎醢䯖飨嗴蛵
踽鳏艊閔嚌嶗㞧哱︑籏襫⻲慘艊㶏琹藰䯖徏彾砏
醢牐蛼桰倹髠䐥䐇昷媀跤宍醭詵啨艊廬踃︑
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197!
Plaque
窅譽
Russia, 1880–90

調鉽昤䯖2991.29:1 妘

Silver and enamel

㶏嶗綝縀

Width 35cm

唥 46 駡鰓!

This silver presentation plaque features a chased

澑⿰㶏窅飨犛䇦艊忲熴抰邉鲦爳╙壈搮䓁穪鈱䯒砽

and embossed panoramic view of the central

馟勝陸昤鬢艊酽姫╙壈䯖2979 妘朌䇉嘡調霽䯓壈

Asian city of Samarkand (which fell under

跤宆︑搮䓁穪鈱曧跫翨醢桭詁鍈艊╙壈躐酽䯖曧

Russian rule in 1868). An important centre of

㳛㒄艊旝誼嶗縟毷跤宆︑

culture and trade, Samarkand is one of the
oldest continually inhabited cities in the world.

飨綝縀⻒䐓艊颭願黽橉橅媽嗴蛵熱╙壈艊鰱嫮飨

Here the surrounding terrain and characteristic

倀黥昤鸐齬䌓婠謜艊杛頥︑㬥酽奟杛頥躐醢曧㕵

domed Islamic architecture of the city are enclosed

╙艊荋嫮孷覈䯖鍖姌㯵爍曧鲮遖艊旝叄嶗窅譽㽓

by a band of enamelled floral patterns.

㬬朌䂣䯖飨踚啢艊軖椡蓴齔遫⻒䐓︑㮗橅曧飨杛
燚鶙墡鶬䯒熴㖢跤袇 dmpjtpooé䯓艊颭願黽橉⻒䐓︑

Above the scene is the city’s coat of arms,

杛燚鶙剴袇㶔鑪戶躎綝縀䯖啗忞䈑嫮筄艊忟㶔躎

while below is a monogram and the date of

㷁扟鮪㶔鑪醢䯖撠澑橢鰓鍖彾艊裶樴媽乁駱諤袀

manufacture of the plaque, surrounded by a

䍡頥艊綝絓異䯖軂碶秌彾矇︑

border of small turquoise beads. A border of
stylised florals in cloisonné (“compartments” in
French)—a technique of creating designs using
coloured-glass paste placed within enclosures
made of bronze wires—enclosed the central
panel.
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198!
Box
苵
Ivan Saltykov

Jwbo!Tbmuzlpw

Moscow, Russia, 1896

調鉽昤䯖騿昤蟨䯖29:7 妘

Silver-gilt and enamel

㶏㹜㳟嶗綝縀

Length 16cm

䂇 27 駡鰓

The surface of this box is decorated with colourful

苵艊

scrolling foliage in cloisonné, surrounded by

曧跒︒艀䯖鶙醑頥踾彾艊⻒䐓︑姌姫醢桹浘㔛

a chevron border of white, blue and red. It is

︿95﹀䯖╙壈浘㔛!!︿⒑!⒚﹀䯖⻲㬬鍎浘㔛 Jwbo!

marked on the base with a standard mark of

Tbmuzlpw︑Tbmuzlpw 曧 2995 靧 29:8 妘騿昤蟨酽

“84” zolotniks and “⒑ C”, the maker’s mark of

䂣摾䂇⻲慘綝縀嶗㶏鏍䇦贖艊墡慘鯿︑

䉳飨頥嫷邭跾艊脹魤⻒䐓䯖苵鰌艊㮗熕

Ivan Saltykov. Saltykov is known to have operated
a workshop in Moscow between 1884 and
1897, specialising in enamelled and silver
filigree works.
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199!
Set of four candelabra
秶詬酽倧蠐鬣
Christian Andreas Jantzen

Disjtujbo!Boesfbt!Kbou{fo

Russia, around 1831

調鉽昤䯖跐 2942 妘

Silver

㶏

Height 40cm

䗮 51 駡鰓

Made by imperial court silversmith Christian

羾咞婝㶏鷹 Disjtujbo!Boesfbt!Kbou{fo 忞⻲䯖瀯

Andreas Jantzen, each candelabrum from this set

鬣秶詬鰍㔰齬嫮姌姫飨脹魤⻒䐓︑禷詬桹醑訃鰓

of four (two are shown) stands on a circular base

敆䯖飨颭筄妕跜⻒䐓䯒bouifnjb䯓︑颭筄妕跜⻒

cast with foliate scrolls. The knobs and nozzles

䐓㔰㔋㬦夠曧羾酽譱饚飬魤婜輩熱衝艊黽橉䯖㬥

are engraved with patterns of anthemia. Russian

袀颭跜桭暆懲羮昺詁壔霼㳛㒄艊跈寳藨醢︑調鉽

hallmarks and the makers’ mark are stamped on

昤墡鷹艊浘㔛贖鮪瀯訃秶靰艊姌㯵︑

the base of each candelabrum.
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19:!
Vodka set
鼯竑鎢㱟錨酽倧
Russia, 1893

調鉽昤䯖29:4 妘

Parcel-gilt silver

㶏㺞㳟

Tray diameter 20cm

䐥茝茻嬩 31 駡鰓

Comprising a circular tray standing on three ball

齬嫮艊怐茝羾醑訃絑嫮㢹敆搩䯖醢䉳敡鉝調鉽昤

feet, a bratina (an early pouring vessel used in

暆梕艊酽袀⻒㱟咷鏍 csbujob 嶗嗎訃桹怸邆筄恦忲

Russia) and six small cups (charki) with handles

艊啢㱟椊 )dibslj*︑怐茝嶗㱟椊鰍飨轀遖艊艀涐涏

cast as twisted ropes. The tray and the cups are

芕跜絔⻒䐓︑㬥袀⻒䐓鮪 2: 跫跈嬤約魤艊調鉽

cast and chased to resemble woven birch bark

昤㶏鏍跤䉯夠牐 䯖㶏鷹幹㕩黽浧鏖㪾俓羮艀涐

wood. This type of decoration was popular in

涏芕轀遖艊䊜厸忞嗴絊艊䋝屟跜絔︑

Russia during the second half of the nineteenth
century as silversmiths tried to mimic the texture
of bast shoes made of woven birch bark shoes
worn by peasants.
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1:1!
Set of salt holders
䦢罝蠐鬣倧
Lyubavin

Mzvcbwjo

Russia, 1896

調鉽昤䯖29:7 妘

Silver-gilt, filigree and enamel

㶏㹜㳟䯖戶躎嶗綝縀

Diameter 3cm

茻嬩 4 駡鰓

These delicate silver-gilt salt holders are decorated

㬥鲢赗銊艊㶏㹜㳟䦢罝鏍㦳飨碼觶軖椡蓴⻒䐓䯖

with two bands of turquoise beads framing

鍖軖椡蓴躐䂣爍飨䧸︒鶙︒艀︒軖䯖䧪嶗跒頥踾

a central design of silver filigree and enamel

彾艊㶏戶躎綝縀颭願⻒䐓︑罌砏朷䐥朌䐥橎跤宆

florals in black, blue, white, green, yellow and

瀕鉝艊襫媀䦢鈪鮪懲羮醢醭昷點䯖懲嬱澑袀嫮媀

red. Containers in this form developed in the

艊䦢罝鮪鴛酴跫跈暆梕嬱飨舿嗴䯖㨎啢艊䗪袬詵

early seventeenth century as the inconvenience

飨䉱㫝䐥茝敡鉝︑鴛馬跫跈朷梕䯖夝蠐籢穒悁絑

of central standing salt cellars at dinner services

艊淛齬嫮䦢鈪飨頥嫷邭跾艊昦詁鉚踽銸䎼樴⻒䐓䯖

encouraged the development of a much smaller

䉯夠杚㭚︑

receptacle which could be placed near the
plate. In the late eighteenth century, pierced
oval shaped cellars on four ball and claw feet
and with coloured glass liners in the style of the
Neoclassical revival were common.
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1:2!
Salt thrones
䦢唸姫
Ivan Gubkin
Moscow, Russia, around 1862
Parcel-gilt silver
Height 7, 8.3, 10cm
These salt thrones take three different forms.
On each, a hinged seat sit on top of a loaf of
bread. Two rest on a napkin and tray base,
which is absent on the third. They were used
as salt containers in Russia for a relatively short
period from around 1840 to the Bolshevik
revolution of 1917, when the production of many
traditional decorative objects ceased.
Salt thrones are usually made of silver, pewter
or silver plated metal, sometimes decorated with
bright coloured cloisonné enamel. The salt was
contained in the rectangular base of the throne,
which could be flipped open. Many examples
have phrases expressing best wishes or good
fortune on the back of the throne, but the shape
of the backrests on these thrones instead mimic
the shape of a Russian isba: a small rural wooden
house.
Jwbo!Hvcljo
調鉽昤䯖騿昤蟨䯖跐 2973 妘
㶏嶗㺞㳟
鰓時䗮 8䯖9/4䯖21 駡鰓
㬥曧醑潎醭讜艊䦢唸姫䯖耾跤碼訃飽桹敡鉝䐥壂
艊怐茝▕姫︑鮪調霽䯖呅幹⺖羮慘䦢艊咷鏍俋跐
誆叅鮪昺 2951 妘靧 2:28 妘壉穪鳘軦陸䉺噯頌㬥
瀇㨎蓪艊澫諍䯖躐嬤㬥䍰結躌⻒䐓窹張匯羦︑
䦢唸姫㬦夠羮㶏⻲慘䯖䦢⺖敡鉝鮪䂇昷嫮艊唸姫
媽䯖姫䉳詵怇䂛︑㬥鲢唸姫艊嬤鑨嫮筄㬦夠飨調
鉽昤 jtcb䯒酽袀梣㟰艊㰖棡啢嗙䯓艊嫮筄薟絊䯖
夠夝桹蜵螆艊叄訶︑
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1:3!
Bread basket
䧜藥豏
Nbsjb!Mjolf
Maria Linke

調鉽昤䯖鏀嬐嬱ー䯖2999 妘

St. Petersberg, Russia, 1888

㶏

Silver

茻嬩 33 駡鰓

Diameter 22cm
齬嫮鏍㦳艊

䉳⻒䐓桹涏魤嶗颭願艊跜絔︑蠐隡

The surface of the circular bowl is textured with

㢹嬇備魿髽涏敆妠︒忲榊飨涏魤藥⻮︑梪鬣慘閔

leaves and flowers against a scale pattern

羾偔㶏鷹 Nbsjb!Mjolf ⻲慘䯖偝桪砏醖㢐艊㶏鏍

background. The legs are cast as vine branches

駡 誒 Tibolt!'!Cpmjo 墡 慘䯖 絊 袇 uif!Ipvtf!pg!

and the handle is wrapped with leaves. It was

Cpmjo/

made by Maria Linke, a female silversmith who
operated for a time out of the preeminent silver
firm Shanks & Bolin, now the House of Bolin.
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1:4!
Tea service
馣錨酽倧
Moscow, Russia, late 19th century

調鉽昤䯖騿昤蟨䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕

Silver and ivory

㶏嶗㝧窛

Tray: width 50cm

怐茝唥 61 駡鰓䯖烐佺 51 駡鰓

Kettle: height 40cm
馣錨倧⻒跤藥愥馣佺䯖禘烐佺㬯楯䯖趈鈪䯖偘鈪䯖
This set of tea service consists of a teapot, hot

婃窹鈪嶗䂇昷嫮怐茝︑怐茝嶗佺㦳艊恦忲訵㯵瀕

water kettle on a stand, sugar bowl, creamer,

飨㝧窛⻲慘䯖羮慘䆥禘︑㶏鏍飨讑跐䎼樴㔰㔋䯖

waste bowl and a shaped rectangular tray. The

鈇啨⻒䐓䯖枩蛵謾衝瑧砏調鉽昤︑騿昤蟨艊㳟鷹

handles of the vessels and tray and finial are

幹桹靕墰艊結躌恖鶬嶗躉呯潎媀䯖貶嬼鴛馬跫跈

made of ivory, used as a heat insulator. With

暆梕䂛僔䯖耾朌艊嬐嬱煛艎啗鏀嬐嬱ー慘砏調霽

its minimal design and lack of ornamentation,

艊䒫㰊䯖骼幹雩煢敒鑫㒂潩霽䆬誼艊䎼樴︑

it reveals few hints as to its Russian origin.
Muscovite goldsmiths had their own repertoire
of traditional Russian forms and techniques
but from the early eighteenth century, when
Tsar Peter the Great established St. Petersburg
as the Russian capital, they also adopted the
international styles of western Europe.
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1:5!
Kvosh
㱟椊
Moscow, Russia, late 19th or early 20th century

調鉽昤䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver, amethyst and enamel

㶏䯖踕烐杫嶗綝縀

Length 55cm

䂇 66 駡鰓

Known as a kvosh, this oval drinking vessel is

㬥訃淛齬嫮艊㱟椊飨鶙︒軖䯖跒嶗䧸艀頥綝縀⻒䐓︑

decorated with colourful enamels. A band of cut

酽踾約絑嫮賽體艊踕頥烐杫齔遫椊㦳䍊㯵⻒䐓︑

and mounted purple amethyst stones garnish the
neck of the bowl.

Lwptij䯒夝䂇榊㱟椊䯓䒫漛熱絊鮪鴛蠐跫跈跤梕
艊調鉽昤︑呅幹䎁磢慘砏棤厸䯖咷鏍嶗䐇㱟鏍

Kvoshi first appeared in Russia in the mid-fourteenth

苃懲羮︑鮪 2778 妘陸㳚働楁咞艊酽漛幥蜵撈媀

century. They were variously used as a ladle,

醢䯖煛艎艊醜嬼飨㶏䗮隇椊茊跒㱟䯥飨㳟嶗㶏艊

container or drinking vessel. At a celebration in

Lwptij 茊跒艀龓﨩㱟︑俋矇艊 Lwptij 爍慘砏㟤㟢︑

the Kremlin Palace in 1667 the lord high stewards

嬼 2761 妘飨衝䯖絊叅艊籌厸跤誆桹蠵綉呭謐嶗

of Tsar Alexis (re: 1645–76) served wine in

咅㖖敱寋煛艎調霽艊灧鵰陸䒫䌩籙嬱㭛 Lwptij 艊

silver beakers but red or white mead in gold

簬㟤䯖䇧磢鴛謦跫跈鞣磢⻲慘㬥鲢㱟椊䯖貶跆醭

and silver kovshi. Large ones were presented as

慘砏㟤㟢閔︑

rewards for service. From the 1650s it appears
from surviving examples that only profitable
tax collectors and Cossack chieftains loyal to
the Russian Empire were rewarded with kovshi,
although by the nineteenth century they were in
common circulation.
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1:6!
Purses
㸱藥
Russia, 1900s
Silver filigree and enamel
Length 8.1cm, 6.9cm, 7.2cm
These purses are decorated with scrolling
foliage in silver filigree and colourful enamels,
accented with turqouise beads. The insides are
lined with fabric and separated into different
pockets. Russian silversmiths were masters of
filigree techniques and enamelling.
調鉽昤䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕
㶏戶躎嶗綝縀
鰓勝䂇 9/2䯖!7/:䯖!8/3 駡鰓
㬥鲢啢㸱藥鰍砏㶏艊㟰鰱䯖飨珒脹魤倀頥嫷邭跾
艊綝縀︒鶙軖頥艊紒厸⻒䐓︑藥媽桹壉㑱㳚鰓䆥
妬樴︑調鉽昤㶏鷹䉯夠摾䂇昺綝縀墡鶬︑
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1:7!
Purse
㸱藥
I. D. Saltykov

J/!E/!Tbmuzlpw

Russia, late 19th century

調鉽昤䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕

Silver and enamel

㶏嶗綝縀

The purse is rectangular in shape with rounded

齬㓕䂇昷嫮㸱藥艊

corners. The surface is decorated with enamel of

嶗艀頥綝縀︑苵鰌澐跤俖㾁垷酽⿰淛齬踃㦳艊㶏

different shades of blue, red, black and white. An

椢䯖醢䉳贖桹謖叄䒫叄瀭︿Q/V/﹀)雩詵镾曧︿Q/M/﹀*䯖

oval plate at the center is inscribed with the initials

媽㯵飨鶙頥壉鰓䆥彾醑嘑︑

䉳䐓醭讜頥㗃艊鶙︒跒︒䧸

“P.U.” (or perhaps “P. L.”). The inside is lined with
fabric and is separated into different pockets.
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1:8!
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Antip Kuzmichev

Boujq!Lv{njdifw!

Russia, 1896–1908

調鉽昤䯖29:7 䯃 2:19 妘

Silver, enamel and silver-gilt

㶏䯖綝縀嶗㺞㳟

Length 8cm

䂇 9 駡鰓

Rectangular in shape with round corners, the

夝桹齬㓕艊䂇昷嫮誼傎苵䯖䐓桹跒嶗鶙頥綝縀珒

nécessaire is enameled with red and blue foliate

脹魤︑苵鰌⻒䐓跦踆跜䐓︑苵鰌跤俖桹輀婜艊颭

scrolls. The center is adorned with a stylised

跜⻒䐓䯖澑孈詁鶬〿 絊嫮媀衝瑧昺㰏黽桞鶬〿䯖

flower over a guilloché ground. Reminiscent

俋穻艊颭願㔰㔋鲱曑啑熱調鉽昤竑頥艊⻒䐓䎼樴︑

of forms used in Ottoman art, the large floral

苵媽桹碼訃夝鰌䆥䂣䯖⻃䉳藥塒酽䉳啢㻰︑

design reflects the taste for Eastern ornament
in Russia. The reverse of the cover contains a
mirror on hinges; the main body has two
compartments closed by hinged shutters.
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1:9!
Three-piece coffee set
獫瓔羮錨醑鬣倧
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, early 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver and ivory

㶏嶗㝧窛

Coffee pot: height 25cm

獫瓔佺䗮 36 駡鰓

This coffee set consists of a pear-shaped pot

㬥倧獫瓔羮錨藥愥櫉嫮佺嶗浧鏖鶵檽艊㝧窛恦

with a short spout and ivory handle intended

忲䯖櫉嫮艊偘鈪䯖夝鰌艊趈鈪嶗醑㓕嫮艊怐茝︑

to mimic rattan, a pear-shaped creamer,

羾緤鉚艊㒂樴罁穪孭㒭粀䯒2:18.3113 妘䯓㔰

covered sugar pot with triangular finials and

㔋䯖 骼 桪 昺 2:3: 妘 鮪 昤 孭 灧 穪 揦 艊 Lvohmjhb!

matching triangular tray. The set was designed

Lpotublbefnjfo 扟糴墡毷㔰㔋㔖轓︑㒂樴罁穪

by Prince Sigvard Bernadotte (1907–2002)

孭㒭粀嶗 Hfpsh!Kfotfo 昺 2:41 妘䂛僔䂇梕傖

who trained in industrial design at the Kungliga

偡諦慘䯤駡誒靪撾昺捗啛衝靕䇦⿷︒鶬〿徏婠謜

Konstakademien in Stockholm in 1929. Sigvard

訵醭讜鑨杛鍖桹俍㟬艊㔰㔋夊︑

started his long-term affiliation with Georg
Jensen in 1930: typical of the firm’s practice of
sourcing talented designers from backgrounds
as diverse as sculpture, fine art and architecture.
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1::!
Three-piece coffee set
獫瓔羮錨醑鬣倧
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Denmark, early 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver

㶏

Coffee pot: height 13cm

獫瓔佺䗮 24 駡鰓

This coffee set consists of two sugar bowls and

㬥倧獫瓔羮錨藥愥碼訃趈鈪嶗酽訃偘鈪飨倀荁㱚

a creamer with matching tray. The lids of the

艊怐茝︑鈪嶗怐茝艊㮗熕飨籾鸐颭⻒䐓︑䗪絊熱

bowls and the tray are decorated with magnolia

Hfpsh!Kfotfo 玈諦昦鶬〿踽銸嶗墡鶬銊〿㭘鋅艊

blossom finials. It features Georg Jensen’s

嫮媀︒䎼樴䯖蹗諦唞銊嶗唚羮屟詛鐵㬬窹閔䯖鞁

characteristic restrained style, a mix of forms

鴛馬︒鴛謦跫跈飨衝艊墡毷誼嶗俋㒒浧羠羦倀㔰

and motifs from Art Nouveau and the late

㔋痐牐荁鑨鍖 ︑鮪餚霽袇墡鶬銊〿㭘鋅䯖鮪熴

nineteenth-century Arts and Crafts movement, in

霽袇昦鶬〿踽銸䯖鮪孭霽袇䉣妘䎼樴䯖鮪踹䧌袇

which beauty and utility were fused to create a

昦鶬〿㭘鋅︑

whole–in opposition to the industrialisation and
mass-produced forms that had defined much

慘砏踹䧌虤軟鷹艊緑厸䯖2977 妘 Hfpsh!Kfotfo

design throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth

䯒2977.2:46 妘 * 熱 羠 昺 灧 梪 閾 樰 䅔 㫝 艊

centuries. In England it was called Arts and

Sbbewbe︑2:15 妘骼䂛㔰訅酽䂣墡慘鯿䯖鮪䂐醢

Crafts, in France Art Nouveau, in Germany

唡︿Hfpsh!Kfotfo!䇦贖咲䯖㶏鷹﹀︑靧 2:31 妘

Jugendstil and in Denmark Skonvirke.

魍䯖骼艊駡誒墱軂惼嗴勢昤孭灧穪揦︒榙楁︒墴
䧵︒跦跐嶗觀斣︑耾骼詛跫朌䯖︹跦跐魯䕛﹑︺

The son of a Danish knife grinder, Georg Jensen

袇骼砏︿㭛詛醑艁妘跤桭滬俋艊㶏鷹﹀︑

(1866–1935) was born in 1866 in Raadvad,
near Copenhagen. He opened his first workshop
in 1904 with the words “Georg Jensen Sculptor,
Silversmith“ written on the door. By the 1920s
the company had expanded worldwide to
Stockholm, Berlin, Paris, France, New York
and London. When Jensen died, the New York
Herald saluted him as “the greatest silversmith of
the last 300 years”.
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211!
Two-piece coffee set
獫瓔羮錨倧⻒
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, early 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver and ivory

㶏嶗㝧窛

Height 21cm

䗮 32 駡鰓

This set consists of a teapot, milk jug and a

㬥倧獫瓔錨藥愥獫瓔佺䯖偘鈪嶗怐茝︑獫瓔佺嶗

matching tray. Both the teapot and milk jug are

偘鈪艊恦忲飨㝧窛⻲慘䯖跆飨籾鸐颭⻒䐓䯖

cast with ivory handles and finials in the form

隇艊嫮媀︑⻒䐓廬踃曧瀷㨎鉚矇艊 Hfpsh!Kfotfo

of magnolia blossoms, standing on feet in the

媀昦鶬〿䎼樴䯖糴鋅歓窹侳㓃艊璉舿︑籾鸐颭艊

form of toads. This merging of elements was

㔰㔋僔昺 2:19 妘䯖骼鏳毷羠猌艊䂛覜︑籾鸐颭

typical of Georg Jensen’s Art Nouveau style,

颭飹艊㔰㔋糴暀梪鶬〿璉舿䯖慘砏鲕桸艊㝧孧︑

郎

which incorporated various motifs inspired by
flora and fauna. The magnolia blossom design
was created by Georg Jensen in 1908 at
the beginning of his career. It was inspired by
Japanese art, which uses the magnolia bud as a
symbol of the month of May.
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212!
Dish
藽
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, early 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver

㶏

Width 22cm

唥 33 駡鰓

Like the two-piece coffee set, this dish is also

㣥 獫 瓔 羮 錨 碼 鬣 倧 酽 浫䯖 㬥 訃 藽 䐓 桹 Hfpsh!

decorated with Jensen’s iconic magnolia-blossom

Kfotfo 浘㖏屟艊籾鸐颭黽橉︑Hfpsh!Kfotfo 酽

design. In keeping with Arts and Crafts principles,

茻〞慁墡鶬銊〿㭘鋅艊囑爍䯖飨俋靕磢慘砏䉙巃

Jensen drew inspiration from nature rather than

鍖䉯結躌艊澫諍㟍旿︑

from traditional historical sources, creating his
own stylised interpretations of fruit and flowers to
ornament his work.
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213!
Pair of chestnut vases
夝鰌罝酽啟
C. G. Hallberg

D/!H/!Ibmmcfsh

Stockholm, Sweden, 1909

緤鉚䯖昤孭灧鍖揦䯖2:1: 妘

Silver

㶏

Height 28cm

䗮 39 駡鰓

Used to serve candied chestnuts, these vases

⺖羮慘敡﨩䐳槾厸䯖罝姌姫夝絑嫮㢹跆飨醑䇌俍

have bases raised on ball-feet, decorated with three

䡹⻒䐓︑罝㦳桹簛嫮䉳錨鎢繤嫮恦忲︑鰌䌓艊桭

swans. The gadrooned body is attached with

䗮麁⻒䐓椡䩇︑⻲慘鍎 D/!H/!Ibmmcfsh 曧鑒熱艊

ring handles with lion masks. The covers are

咞婝紒唸鷹䯖䇉嘡鲈鴛跫跈暆梕緤鉚桭䌓啱艊㶏

adorned with a squirrel finial. Their maker, C.

鷹駡誒躐酽︑

G. Hallberg, was a distinguished court jeweller,
and operated one of the top silversmithing firms
in Sweden in the early twentieth century.

144
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214!
Pair of vegetable dishes
鲯骾茝
Vilhelm Christesen

Wjmifmn!Disjtuftfo

Copenhagen, Denmark, 1872

踹䧌䯖灧梪閾樰䯖2983 妘

Silver

㶏

Width 50cm

唥 61 駡鰓

These vegetable dishes stand on winged claw

鲯骾茝夝錽矇籢穒︑茝㦳㮗熕㾁垷⻒䐓艊㳧︑鰌

feet. The plain bodies of the dishes are adorned

䌓晑珒媀⻒䐓跤曧酽訃樴㳚颣︑呅曧酽袀蜶蟴艊

with studded rims. The covers are engraved with

鋅窹䯖㝧孧魳蜶鏀艊撾㳝飨倀蜶鏀艊呎㙽鍎︑

a scrollwork frieze and cast with griffin finials.
澑鬣慘閔艊⻲慘鍎 Wjmifmn!Disjtuftfo 曧酽訃侸羦
The maker of this piece, Vilhelm Christesen was

艊㶏鷹䯖鮪 29:4 妘顡鎢灧跫翨贜㓀桰醢䯖賅籏

a prolific silversmith and produced his own

⻲慘靕墰艊慘閔黽㸓䯖鍖醭曧嶗謾骼㶏鷹鰓鲶酽

catalogue for the Chicago World Exhibition in

梪黽㸓︑

1893 rather than share a catalogue with the
other silversmiths.
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215!
Vegetable bowl
鲯骾藰
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, 1925

踹䧌䯖2:36 妘

Silver

㶏

Width 25cm

唥 36 駡鰓

This bowl was designed by Georg Jensen in

㬥鬣夝鰌藰羾 Hfpsh!Kfotfo 鮪 2:36 妘㔰㔋︑

1925 with a lightly hammered surface. Raised

觶㢹姌䯖恦忲飨魿髽⻒䐓䯖鰌䌓飨魿髽䯖魤厸嶗

on a short foot with ring handles decorated with

異楇⻒䐓︑

grapes, it features a domed cover cast with a
grape, leaf and berry finial.
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216!
Vase
颭苚
Evald Nielsen

Fwbme!Ojfmtfo䯖踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Denmark, early 20th century

㶏

Silver

䗮 32 駡鰓

Height 21cm
㬥鬣慘閔藥愥碼㯵麋䯤涍踃磄髠鍖薟齬㸟筄艊藰
This piece comprises two parts, a plain tapering

嶗齬嫮姌姫︑㬥碼㯵麋飨㻳裶媀魤嫮敆楯㬯扟︑

bowl with a flaring rim and a circular base.

Ojfmtfo!298: 妘熱羠鮪灧梪閾樰䯖鴛蠐澣朌撗麇 B/!

The two parts are connected with an openwork

Gmfspo 墡慘鯿艊吪嬫︑骼昺 2:16 妘䂛㔰訅酽咲姎䯖

stem. Born in 1879 in Copenhagen, Nielsen

彾砏耾朌踹䧌㳟㶏墡鷹艊䌩啠鍎躐酽︑

was apprenticed to the workshop of A. Fleron at
the age of 14. He opened his first shop in 1905
and became one of the leading Danish gold- and
silversmiths of his time.
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217!
Covered tureen
夝鰌簬椊
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, 1919

踹䧌䯖2:2: 妘

Silver

㶏

Width 30cm

唥 41 駡鰓

Oval in shape, the tureen is fitted with two side

碼濟諤桹魤嫮恦忲艊淛齬嫮夝鰌簬椊䯖醣㔰魤嫮

handles in the shape of leaves and a conforming

脹㢹︑鏍㦳曧䛆暺艊爔詵詵䎼樴⻒䐓䯖藥愥騻

finial on the cover, the whole standing on leaf

飬 魤 嶗 D 嫮 脹︑ 桹 Hfpsh!Kfotfo 駡 誒 艊 棧 㔛

scroll feet. The body is chased with distinctive

︿HBCG﹀︑

Rococo decoration including acanthus leaf and
c-shaped scrolls. It is marked with the firm mark
of Georg Jensen as “GABF”.
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218!
Toiletry set
櫕傎羮錨倧⻒
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈

Silver

㶏

Length 15cm

䂇 26 駡鰓

The set consists of a hand mirror, an oval

㬥倧羮錨藥愥忲慁艊㻰厸䯖淛齬嫮獸嶗䂇獸︑呅

brush and a long brush. They are engraved

幹⺖䇦贖熱㣹㦕啢䦤艊黽橉︑䦤艊黽橉羾 Bsop!

with kneeling and leaping deer motifs. The

Nbmjopxtlj 㔰 㔋䯖 骼 鰓 勝 昺 2:47.2:55 妘 嶗

deer motif was designed by Arno Malinowski

2:5:.2:76 妘鮪 Hfpsh!Kfotfo 墡慘︑櫕傎羮錨

(1899–1976) who worked at Georg Jensen

夠敡鉝昺櫕傎楥䯖飽䆹酽鲢赗宆㔰㔋艊窹閔︑呅

from 1936–44 and 1949–65. Toilet sets were

幹昺鴛酴跫跈醢約魤艊熴霽咞婝熱絊䯖䆹嬤䎼䉲

used at the dressing table, with elaborate

潩爳︑

examples including significantly more pieces.
They probably appeared during the first half of
the seventeenth century in the court of France,
before spreading to the rest of Europe.
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219!
Tray
怐茝
Georg Jensen

Hfpsh!Kfotfo

Denmark, 20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈

Silver

㶏

Width 30cm

唥 41 駡鰓

Both decorative and functional, this tray was

悶錨⻒䐓嶗唚羮嗚镾艊怐茝䯖羾 Hfpsh!Kfotfo

designed by Constantin Wortmann for Georg

艊 Dpotuboujo!Xpsunboo 㔰 㔋︑Xpsunboo 鮪 孭

Jensen. Wortmann studied design in Munich

霽帩喺䧸吪鋻㔰㔋䯖跆鹾昺 2::9 妘嶗 Cfokbnjo!

and co-founded the design studio Büro für Form

Ipqg 鏫諦鐵㪲㔰㔋墡慘咇 Cüsp!güs︑骼艊㔰㔋跤

with Benjamin Hopf in 1998. His designs often

軂夠嗴絊臨䇖嫎桏艊

feature elegantly curving spirals. He received

䌖藥愥 JG 羦閔㔰㔋俋簬︑

晑嫮︑骼籙嬱嬟侸霽䆬簬

numerous international awards including the iF
Product Design Award.
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21:!
Pair of candelabra
秶靰酽啟
Anton Michelsen

Boupo!Njdifmtfo

Denmark, 1920s

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈鲈鴛妘魍

Silver

㶏

Height 40cm

䗮 51 駡鰓

Each of these Rococo-style seven-light candelabra

㬥啟爔詵詵䎼樴艊秶詬㔰桹齬嫮姌姫䯖絹犦犗鞶

stands on a circular base with foliate scrolls

艊懮魤黽橉⻒䐓︑颭罝筄艊秶詬敆槉䍊㯵輩熱嫎

resembling waves and sea foam. The branches

嫎艊鰓敆︑秶靰抴姫㔰㔋彾妕茝醢艊啢椊︑

extend from a stem in the shape of a vase,
terminating in nozzles designed to resemble
stem cups.
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221!
Compacts
貾苵
Georg Jenson and Wendel A/S

Hfpsh!Kfotpo

Denmark, mid-20th century

踹䧌䯖鲈鴛跫跈跤梕

Silver

㶏

Diameter 9.1cm, 9.1cm, 8.3cm

茻嬩鰓勝砏 :/2 駡鰓䯖:/2 駡鰓䯖9/4 駡鰓

These elegant compacts are designed with

㬥鲢臨䇖艊誼傎苵鰍㔰桹侳 儂賂嶗賂瓁艊侳瀒︑訅酽訃苵䉳醢

reflective, smooth exteriors. The first is engraved

夠⻒䐓颭︒
銆︒
䡄訵鋅歓窹䯥訅鲈訃貾苵爍䐓桹涏詎䂣㣹㦕艊啢䦤䯥

with animals and plant motifs, while the second

訅醑訃苵鰌跤俖曧酽檽㶏贖艊犦㝠囈㭺桹贖䦃艊㞣瀒︑骼幹㰊曧

features a leaping deer among foliage. The third

羾 Ibsbme!Ojfmtfo!䯒29:3.2:88 妘䯓忞㔰㔋︑

has an applied and engraved dolphin positioned
at the centre of the compact lid, surrounded by
a hand-etched shell. They were designed by
Harald Nielsen (1892–1977), credited with
creating some of Jensen’s more progressive,
modernist sterling jewelry and collectibles.
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222!
Dinner service
朷䐥䐥錨!!
Dinner service

Ibot!Csbttmfs!嶗!Fmfefs.Ijdlpl!駡誒!

Hans Brassler and Eleder-Hickok Co.

銊霽䯖跦罁陸䯖跐 2:47 妘!!!!!

Newark, America, around 1936

㶏䯖㳟嶗薴蓴!!!!!

Silver, gold and hardstones
This extensive dinner service capable of serving
twenty-five people was comissioned by Lawrence
P. Fisher (1881–1961) in 1928 and completed in
1936 at an astonishing cost of US$266,000. The
original order consisted of a pair of candelabra; oval
centrepiece (pictured); six-piece tea and coffee
service with tray; cocktail service with a shaker,
tray and twenty-five cocktail cups; and over one

!!!!!!!

㬥倧佨㓃艊朷䐥䐥錨詵飨砏鲈鴛鲕鳏抲辭朷䐥桽
綉䯖曧!Mbxsfodf!Q/!Gjtifs䯒2992.2:72 妘䯓鮪
2:39 妘醣㔅䯖昺 2:47 妘飨䕰鳏艊䗮讕鲈鴛嗎
鬶嗎轅銊㳟呝彾⻲慘︑囑梪艊㔅賅跤藥愥酽啟秶
靰䯥淛齬嫮䐥橎擨㔰䯥嗎鬣倧㬯怐茝馣徏獫瓔羮
錨䯥鲈鴛鲕鳏麋艊䇯喿㱟椊䯖㱟罝倀怐茝䯥㢋㭛
酽艁鲕鴛鬣艊俋玍茝䯖藽䯖茝䯖藰䯖怐茝嶗䦢罝︑
瀯鬣㶏鏍艊㔰㔋曧潩爳昦詁鉚踽銸嶗爔詵詵艊㶏

hundred and fifty platters, dishes, plates, bowls,

鏍䎼樴䯖銊霽⻲㬬䯖鏍㦳桹氂偡艊踚謋㽓㬬跆䇦

trays, and salt cellers. Made in America, each

贖熱夝筄䐓䯖飨㶏㹜㳟艊蹙瀷竑䯖䠁䯖睏颭䐓䯖

work draws inspiration from the Neoclassical

駡銆䌿䯖夝︿G﹀艊壔霼鳏䉳錨⻒䐓︑!

and Rococo designs of European silver, with
finely detailed cast and chased foliate strapwork

㬥 倧 䐥 錨 啟 昺 Ibot!Csbttmfs! 嶗!Fmfefs.Ijdlpl!

on the bodies accented with gold and silver-gilt

駡 誒䯖 鰍 曧 䪷 俋 艊 㔅 賅︑Ibot!Csbttmfs 鮪 墴

putti, birds, swags, ram’s heads and the initial “F”

䧵 艊 梲 濕 呏 吪 䅳 糴 㔖䯖 ⺖ 鮩 顜 喺 鏂 羮︑ 骼 嬤

beneath a Greek mask.

衝 鐵 襫 靕 墰 艊 紒 唸 駡 誒䯖 摾 䂇 熴 霽 媀 艊 䎼 樴
㔰 㔋︑Fmfefs.Ijdlpl! 駡 誒 讜 浫 鮪 鲈 鴛 跫 跈

The service would have represented a tremendous
commission for Hans Brassler and the Eleder-Hickok
Co., both of Newark. Hans Brassler (d. 1962),
trained at the Académie Julian in Paris and was
recruited by Tiffany & Co. He later established
his own jewellery firm, which was known for the
originality of its French-inspired designs. The firm of
Eleder-Hickok similarly produced many important
designs in the twentieth century; particularly trophies,
whose ornamentation informs many of the more
elaborate works in this service.

⻲ 慘 熱 㔴 侸 㳛 㒄 艊 慘 閔䯥 喒 謾 鮪 簬 椊 昷 䉳 艊
㔴 侸 ⻒ 䐓 嶗 㐈 䇭 墡 鶬 鰍 㭘 羮 鮪 梪 籌 䐥 錨 跤︑!!
Gjtifs 咲晜曧銊霽焹㧔墡毷昷䉳桭魳謖艊咲晜躐
酽︑飨調鲰調墕㘂焿陸艊酽䂣啢矇䓁㧔姎䂛僔䯖
骼幹艊鲇毷穼黽惼嗴靧姌竑嬣桭俋艊焹㧔媽䐓辭
廹縟䯖︿Cpez!cz!Gjtifs﹀嶗䓁㧔艊浘㔛熱絊鮪
瀯酽㨦㬦羮焹㧔艊㧔䂐醢︑焹㧔墡毷曧 2:31 靧
2:41 妘魍籙濕㝖驟艊 毷䯖Gjtifs 酴爐媐鮪銊霽
桹魳倹髠鍖䆗㳛艊賓呉倀羠牆訵︑梪倧䐥錨䯖曧
澫諍醢銊霽⻲㬬艊桭俋矇䐥錨躐酽䯖曧賓忞跤俋
矇媽䐓艊㳛㒄踾彾㯵鰓︑

The Fisher family were one of the most well-known
families involved in the American automobile
industry. From a small horse carriage shop in
Norwalk, Ohio, they expanded their business to
become Detroit’s largest supplier of automobile
interiors, with the ubiquitous “Body by Fisher”
carriage logo appearing on every General
Motors car door. As befitting captains of industry in
the 1920s and 30s, the seven Fisher brothers lived
grandly, with lavish residences across America. This
service, one of the largest American-made silver
dinner services in history, would have complemented
the grand interiors of such a residence.
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223!
Miniature cabinet
啢湹
Miniature cabinet

賂澐贖

Mitsuyuki

暀梪䯖29:1 䯃 2:21 妘

Japan, 1890–1910

㶏︒梣︒丄甉艊㝧窛︒糪紒瀭︒糥緛嶗粻綨

Silver, wood, and lacquer with ivory, mother-of-pearl,

䗮 46 駡鰓

coral and tortoiseshell
Height 35cm

㬥訃慘蟔鳏羮㬠艊啢湹䯒lpebotv䯓羮醭讜暀梪
結躌恖鶬嶗諤袀棞旿⻒䐓鍖彾︑呅詵镾桪軂曧酽

This miniature cabinet for personal items (kodansu)

訃︿浫閔﹀䯖嶯鮪嗴蛵閔袀侸浫艊甉嶗㶏艊⻒䐓

is decorated with a dizzying variety of materials in

恖墣︑姌㯵桹 Njutvzvlj䯒牆㦕昺 29:1.2:21 妘

different techniques. It may have been a "sample"
piece, intended to show off various types of lacquer
and silver decorating techniques. The base is
signed with the character marks for Mitsuyuki,
a silversmith known to have been active from
1890 to 1910. His works were sold for a time by
Tenshodo, a decorative arts retailer that produced
items for domestic use and export with sizeable
stores in Tokyo, Nagasaki and Yokohama.
The main body of the cabinet is formed of solid
silver designed as a bamboo frame, with a dense
background of chased foliage on the sides and
flying cranes on the top. Nine doors with silver
handles feature panels in shibayama inlay depicting
bird-and-flower scenes, ornate ikebana displays

艊㶏鷹䯓艊訃鳏浘㔛䯖骼艊慘閔昺椑鲷︒䂇坄嶗
淭盄酽訃辭霽媽㷆綈嶗熱訥㟅曀艊俋矇⻒䐓鶬〿
䈇綈縟 Ufotipep ⻖綈㟩︑
湹䗪曧羾唚宆㶏⻒䐓彾酽訃覨橅楯筄䯖鑨杛曧哣
䇗艊魤厸︑謦訃䂐捵㱚㶏忲榊嶗抰邉

茝晑鮪

頫䦾艊颭願倀骎颭睟梣跤嫮彾竑頥䯖

絊熱結躌

恖鶬顡嘪㝧垷䯒Tijcbzbnb!jombz䯓艊籏竑㾁垷忲
熴︑鴛馬跫跈梩梕訅酽訃舿暺㬥袀恖墣艊鳏鮪啢
矇艊窹鬣醢羮糥緛︒㝧窛︒㞣瀒︒籾︒㳟嘡徏籾
蓴㾁垷鮪甉徏㝧窛慘熱䗮犛䇦艊敱楇︑
甉椢鮪䂐醣昷羮 ijsbnblj.f䯒酽袀啗啨㳝㳟貾搮
鮪㮑梥妔艊甉醢磢嬤畝鎢㒉鰌詆酽嘑甉䯓艊恖〿
鮪醢約㯵鰓抰邉鑫涏楈嶗颭願︑惉嘂媽㯵㭘羮鑫

and butterflies hovering over chrysanthemum

obtijkj䯒備︿櫉芕 䉳﹀䯖醭㒒爍嫮筄艊㳟頥藣穻

shrubs. Named after the late-eighteenth century

彍鮪玜瘄徏孎䧪艊甉醢䯓︑惉嘂艊醣㯵鰓備桹骎

craftsman who first used this technique, shibayama

颭︿犛﹀鮪烐䉳醢䯖澑墡鶬誄︿鮿躗﹀
䯒ublbnblj.f䯓-

inlay uses tiny pieces of coral, ivory, shell, jade,

曧酽袀㬦㭛玈諦艊㳟貾︒甉嶗梣矹貾飨

metal or hardstone in lacquer or ivory to create a

黽橉艊︿犛䇦﹀︑

絊擾㡽

three-dimensional effect.
Lacquered panels beneath the doors on the
upper section depict branches and flowers in
hiramaki-e (a design created by sprinkling gold
dust onto still-wet lacquer which is then covered
with a further layer of lacquer). The drawer
interiors are decorated with nashiji (“pear-skin
ground’, irregularly shaped flakes of gold
suspended in clear or yellowish lacquer). Drawers
on the lower section show chrysanthemums
floating on water using yet another lacquering
technique called takamaki-e, in which a “raised”
design is created by building up patterns above
the surface through a mixture of gold powder,
lacquer and charcoal dust.
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224!
Presentation bowl
藰嫮擨㔰
Arthur & Bond

Bsuivs!'!Cpoe

Yokohama, Japan, late 19th century

暀梪䯖淭盄䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕

Parcel-gilt silver

㶏嶗㹜㳟!

Height 29cm

䗮 3: 駡鰓

The body and base of this large bowl are

㬥訃藰嫮擨㔰艊▕姫嶗鏍㦳醢䯖⻒䐓鲒荁㬉㬜艊

decorated with chased and repoussé dragons,

㹜㳟珪䪴嶗犦犗︑姌㯵浘㔛︿Bsuivs 䯐 Cpoe䯖

highlighted with gilding and separated by a

淭盄䯖Tufsmjoh﹀︑鮪暀梪嶗跤霽艊蜶㕴跤䯖䪴

stem in the form of ocean waves. The base is

⺖㟬鲂戭扡靕磢艊㓕頥䯖竑勝曧䇹︒䏅䎼嶗爥烐

stamped “Arthur & Bond, Yokohama, Sterling”.

訵靕磢㒄踃︑

In Japanese and Chinese mythology, dragons
are associated with control over the elements,

2:24 妘艊︹暀梪晈 忲銘︺桹碼檽䃬昺侳霽鳏昺

particularly water in the form of rain, typhoons

淭盄摵桹艊鶬〿閔縟姎䯤Bsuivs!'!Cpoe!嶗!Lvio!

and floods. They are often depicted among

'!Lpnps䯒嶗妬䂣偧 Tbnvsbj!Tiplbj 詁粬姎酽

waves and clouds.

㡽䯓︑俋㯵鰓曧䈇綈縟䯖㯵鰓桹靕墰艊鎢墡娿䯖
偧 Bsuivs!'!Cpoe䯖! 呅⻲慘醬錨嶗謾骼侸袀咲姲

The Handbook for Travellers in Japan of 1913

羮閔︑

lists two foreign-owned stores for Japanese
works of art in Yokohama: Arthur & Bond and
Kuhn & Komor (along with several curio shops
such as Samurai Shokai). Most were solely
retailers but some, like Arthur & Bond, were
actively engaged as manufacturers with their
own factories. Arthur & Bond appear to have
produced a wide variety of goods, including
furniture and other domestic items.
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225!
Peach vase
橁颭罝
Shoun
Tokyo, Japan, 1926–1940
Parcel-gilt silver
Height 40cm
The tall vase of hammered and cold-chiselled
silver is decorated with peach trees, the
neck with an overlapping lappet design. It is
signed Shoun-saku (“made by Shoun”) and is
accompanied by a fitted wood box (tomo-bako)
painted with the characters for Gin sei Bampo
Mon Kabin (“Silver Peach Motif Vase”). Peaches
are heavy with symbolism in Japanese culture, often
associated with fertility and immortality in folklore.
The famous tale of Momotaro (the “Peach Boy”),
features a hero thought to have fallen to Earth
inside a giant peach. The maker of the vase,
Kobayashi Shoun, exhibited similar vases at a
number of Teiten (Japan Imperial Exhibitions) and
Nitten (Japan Fine Arts Exhibitions).

礣䈃慘
暀梪䯖椑鲷䯖2:37.2:51 妘
㶏嶗㹜㳟
䗮 51 駡鰓
飨㸧嶗㾎艊昷媀鮪罝㦳⻒䐓酽欯橁涏䯖罝䍊瀕鉝
桹㳛聠艊睏䐓㔰㔋︑罝醢桹︿礣䈃慘﹀艊浘㔛䯖
魍

礣䈃砏⻲慘鍎︑囑⻒艊梣苵醢唡桹︿

橁с

颭罝﹀䯖張䐓桹橁颭艊㶏罝︑橁鮪暀梪旝誼跤鷤
塒㳛㒄艊㝧孧嶯銸䯖鮪炓䂣結㖮跤夠魍

羠鑇嶗

䂇羠︑暀梪魳謖敭鲇橁俒㯛點抰邉酽瀕餚䇕鮪
酽䍘墤橁跤熱跫︑⻲慘鍎啢楁礣䈃䯒Lpcbzbtij!
Tipvo䯖牆㦕昺曤嶗跤朷梕䯓鰓勝昺暀梪壵霽嗴
㓀嶗暀梪銊〿嗴㓀桰醢嗴熱㭛䍰備颭罝︑
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226!
Tea service
馣錨
Musashiya

澓鶜嗙⻲䯖Nvtbtijzb

Yokohama, Japan, around 1905

暀梪䯖淭盄䯖跐 2:16 妘

Silver

㶏

Tray: width 75cm

䐥茝唥 86 駡鰓

Comprising a teapot, creamer, sugar bowl and

㬥倧馣錨藥愥馣佺︒偘佺︒趈藰嶗茝䯖飨犛䇦艊

a two-handed tray, this tea service is boldly

䪴慘砏踽㒄⻒䐓︑瀯鬣馣錨鰍贖桹︿XQ﹀︑怐

chased in high relief with dragons and with

茝醢贖桹餚旝嶗暀旝䯖晄㮗飨結躌暀梪艊悈楈颭

dragon-head spouts and finials. Each piece is

願嶗醢暱跤艊俒䆎慘⻒䐓︑怐茝㮗輷鲱䐓䪴嫮黽

engraved with the initials “WP”. An inscription

橉䯖恦忲飨䪴喿沷彾︑

in English and Japanese on the tray is flanked
by floral sprigs and a rising sun—the latter a
traditional symbol for Japan. More dragons
border the tray, with tails forming the handles.
The inscription reads: “This Tea, Coffee Set and

怐茝醢艊贖潎砏 ;︿澑獫瓔馣錨嶗怐茝羾椑鲷縟鳏
Btbop!Tpjdijsp 㬍 蹸 Sjtjoh!Tvo!Qfuspmfvn!Dp/!
Mue 茙萒墡蠿夊 Xjmmjbn!Qjuut䯖飨

拃骼昺 29:4

靧 2:16 妘 23 妘䂣鮪醢㫼駡誒桽綉︑﹀

Salver Presented by Asano Soichiro Esquire
Merchant of Tokyo Japan To William Pitts Esquire

糴㒂昷嬁䌐䯖㶏鮪鲦爳鲱䂛僔彾砏⻲慘跈寳閔嶗

Superintendent Engineer for the Rising Sun

簬椊艊禘䂐棞旿䯖嬟侸朌鎬桖飨㒂昷嫮媀蹗諦椑

Petroleum Co. Ltd. On His Retirement from the

昷⻒䐓︑偧 Xjmmjbn!Qjuut 鞶鮪暀梪墡慘艊侳霽鳏

Above Company as a Token of Esteem and

輟澋澑䍰矇跈寳㶏鏍︑暀梪㶏鏍駡誒澓鶜嗙䯖羾

Respect for his Integrity after 12 Years Connection

俋䂲媗滿

in Business, 1893–1905.”

熎朌梕桭彾嗚艊駡誒︑!

嶗謾緑厸俋䂲㞤漛㯛䂛㔰䯖詵㖮曧暺

Inspired by practices in the West, silver came
to be a popular material for commemorative
items and trophies in Asia. Many took familiar
Western forms with the addition of Eastern
ornament, which foreigners living and working
in Japan like Pitts would have appreciated as
souvenirs of their time abroad. The Musashiya
Company, operated by Ozeki Yahei and his
son Sadajiro, were perhaps the most successful
purveyors of such objects in the Meiji era.
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227
Miniature helmet
䌿苸浧矇
Shigesada

㳛㞤慘

Japan, late 19th or early 20th century

暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver-gilt and enamels with a cloth tassel

㶏㺞㳟︒綝縀嶗壉㟰袹䐓

Width 10cm

唥 21 駡鰓

This miniature reproduction of a typical Japanese

㬥曧鉚矇艊鴛酴跫跈艊澓佖䌿苸㬃倉浧矇䯖袇

samurai helmet of the seventeenth century,

︿lbcvup﹀︑䌿苸飨㳟︒㶏嶗綝縀棞㟰怇㬬䯖扚

called a kabuto, is ornamented with a frontal

羮結躌艊缐欫嫮䯖澐䉳飨昦桸跜覈嶗骎颭慘⻒䐓︑

crescent crest surmounted by a chrysanthemum.

㙽䍊㱚鬣醢䐓骎颭䯖醣贖檚颭︑結躌彾倧艊澓佖

Taking the traditional shape reminiscent of a

䌿苸鮪㙽䍊㯵鰓桰桹澓佖艊孷麏︑澑䍰㬃倉穼艊

melon (akodanari), the helmet is made of cast

窹鬣㬦夠詵鮪詁粬姎㞽勢︑

silver with components in burnished gold and
enamels. The fittings on the turnbacks of the
neck guard include two more chrysanthemums,
with plum blossoms engraved below. Full-size
helmets would also include a samurai’s crest
(mon) on the turnbacks. Miniature objects like
this were often sold at curio shops for foreigners
to purchase as souvenirs. Some, like this example,
are also a form of bonbonerie (“favours” in
French) and feature an opening on the top that
allows them to be used to store confectionary.
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228
Gift boxes
螲窹苵
D. Kobayashi
Tokyo, Japan, around 1930
Parcel-gilt silver
Length 15cm
Minimally ornamented with a gold crest at the
centre, these boxes would have been used as
presentation pieces or for dispensing gifts. The
crest is the Imperial Seal of Japan, also called
the Chrysanthemum Seal (kikuman)—one of several
national seals used by the Imperial Family. First
introduced to Japan from China during the Nara
period (710–93 A.D), chrysanthemums are
associated with longevity. Like cherry blossoms,
they bloom in autumn when most other trees lose
their flowers, and are an eloquent expression of
that season and the passing of time.
The maker of the boxes, D. Kobayashi, operated
two clock and jewellery shops, both in Tokyo—one in
Kyobashi, the other in Ginza. He is known to have
produced many works for the Imperial Household
and also exhibited regularly at world expositions.
啢楁朌⻒姎䯖E/!Lpcbzbti
椑鲷䯖跐 2:41 妘
㶏㹜㳟
䂇 26 駡鰓
㬥碼鬣鰍飨㳟頥骎跜嶗䈃跜慘⻒䐓艊螲窹苵詵镾
桪⺖羮慘⻒䐓徏鰓㱚螲窹︑骎跜曧魍

暀梪艎咇

艊謾跤酽訃孷麏䯖昺倈頠朌魍䯒821Ⅸ8:4 妘䯓
嬼跤霽結駱暀梪䯖㝧孧䂇侁︑骎颭鮪謾骼歓窹䂛
僔楢鬊艊蟟叝茊䂛䯖偧滙颭鞶䯖魍

鑫叝謋嶗朌

䂣艊牐㬩︑
訅酽鬣苵厸艊⻲慘鍎!E/!Lpcbzbti 鮪椑鲷䂛㔰鑫
碼䂣朌㼧嶗紒唸姎䯖酽䂣鮪鲷涷䯖鍖詆酽䂣鮪㶏姫︑
骼飨砏暀梪艎咇⻲會㶏鏍羮閔鍖鏎謖䯖跆呯梕鮪
跫翨贜㓀桰跤嗴熱︑
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229
Round box
齬苵
Japan, late 19th or early 20th century
Parcel-gilt silver
Diameter 16cm
This large round box is lightly engraved with
floral designs on the cover and body. The finial
takes the form of a parcel-gilt (partly gilded)
chrsyanthemum. On the base is a worn and
now illegible makers mark and a jungin character
for “pure silver”.
暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕
㶏嶗㹜㳟
茻嬩 27 駡鰓
㬥鬣齬苵艊苵鰌嶗鏍㦳鰍玍䇦颭願︑鰌㴤艊斾䗪
侳㓃薟絊酽梸㶏㹜㳟艊骎颭㬬矇︑姌姫醢桹浧赹
艊⻲㬬縟浘㔛嶗︿跮㶏﹀叄廬︑
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22:
Round boxes
齬苵
Japan, late 19th or early 20th century
Parcel-gilt silver
Diameter 6cm, 7cm
Similarly ornamented with the Imperial Seal of
Japan (kikumon) and a jungin character for “pure
silver”, this small lidded box would have served
as a container for medicine or a lady’s cosmetics.
It might also have been used as a container of
seal paste, a red paste with which an artist or
collector affixed his seal on a painting or other
works of art on paper.
A second round box would have served a similar
purpose, and is decorated with a phoenix with
a sprig of blossoming peony in its talons against
a textured background. Stylised clouds border
the edges of both the box and lid. Dragons and
phoenixes in Japan have their origins in Chinese
art and retain similar cultural associations:
including as symbols of authority, the elements,
and the masculine and feminine.
暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕
㶏嶗㹜㳟
茻嬩鰓勝 7 駡鰓
㬥碼鬣齬苵鰍飨暀梪艎咇咲孷艊骎跜䯒ljlvnpo䯓
⻒䐓嶗夝桹跮㶏浘㔛︑訅酽鬣夝鰌啢苵桹詵镾⻒
鶶閔徏偔佖誼傎閔䯖鲱桹詵镾慘砏棧燊艊咷鏍︑
訅鲈鬣齬苵鲱詵镾羮慘茊⻒鶶閔徏偔佖誼傎閔︑
苵鰌醢䇦贖㝧孧暀梪艎咇艊䠏齲嶗颭䯖苵鰌㮗輷
飨䈃跜⻒䐓︑䪴嶗䠏㡽瑧昺跤霽䯖暀梪墮翽䍰備
艊旝誼㓃寳䯤滺儨艊㝧孧䯖鰓勝魍 翇屟嶗偔屟︑
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231
Document box
旝鬣苵
Japan, late 19th or early 20th century

暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Parcel-gilt silver

㶏嶗㹜㳟

Length 30cm

䂇 41 駡鰓

This rectangular document box (bunko) is decorated

㬥訃䂇昷嫮艊旝鬣苵飨玍犛䇦艊敱楇⻒䐓艁諦︒

with blooming lilies, dianthus and grasses in

蓴覨嶗馾䯖颭嶗魤艊嗁㯵踚謋飨㳟䨅軮䯖桹暺熎

niku-bori (relief chasing) against a lightly chiselled

䯒2979Ⅸ2:23 妘䯓 靧 俋 澐䯒2:23Ⅸ2:37 妘䯓

background. Expressed with the realism of the

朌梕暀梪霽耣艊䎼樴䯖鮪暀梪旝誼跤艀艁諦魍

Nihonga paintings of the Meiji (1868–1912)

跮疐嶗㞤撋︑

and Taisho (1912–26) periods, the flowers are
intricately detailed with gold highlights. Prominently

醭讜昺跤霽啗旝応蠐唸䯒訰︒仌︒跶︒薸䯓茻扟

displayed, the white lilies are associated with

敡鉝昺桚橎艊鋻幇䯖暀梪艊旝応羮閔夠㱚鉝旝錨

purity and chastity in Japanese culture.

苵衝⻒鉝旝錨︑暺熎朌梕䯖䯖䇦絽赗銊艊旝錨苵︒
旝鬣諪嶗桚橎夠昺跫翨贜㓀桰跤嗴熱︑㒂昷鳏⺖

Unlike in China where the “Four Treasures of

暀梪桚熴結躌煢媆䯖跆嬼暺熎設梕䂛僔敒鶜︑

the Study” (brushes, ink sticks, ink stones and
paper) were usually kept on the writing desk
without a box, in Japan bunko usually accompanied
writing boxes (suzuri-bako), which housed those
implements. During the Meiji period, elaborately
crafted sets of writing boxes, document boxes
and writing tables were often featured in world
expositions. Westerners were attracted to the
Japanese calligraphy traditions they were
associated with, and began collecting them in
earnest from the early Meiji period onward.
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232
Incense burner
䒮稩
Japan, late 19th or early 20th century

暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Silver

㶏

Width 17cm

唥 28 駡鰓
㬥訃䒮稩飨筶笢䯒lpnbjov䯓艊嫮媀⻲慘︑鑨㯵

This small silver incense burner takes the form of

㻳裶㯵麋詵飨怇䂛飨敡鉝䒮旿︑

a lion-dog (komainu). An openwork cover on the
back can be opened to allow for the placement

筶笢嬼跤霽騖魍䯒729Ⅸ:18 妘䯓結勢暀梪䯖㬦

of incense inside the body.

夠鉝昺蜶蛼䂐訥飨㮌㮷︑

Lion-dogs in Japan resemble Chinese guardian
lions (shisha) and were imported to Japan from
Tang dynasty China (618–907). Meant to ward
off evil spirits, they often stand at the entrances
or inner shrines of Shinto shrines.
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233
Tabacco pipes
礒旽
Japan, late 19th or early 20th century
Silver
Length 45cm, 50cm
These smoking pipes (kiseru) would have been
part of a tobacco smoking set (tabako-bon),
which included a bowl for coals and ash, a
rack for pipes and other implements. The first is
engraved with bamboo designs in a style known
as katakiri-bori, with angled cuts that replicate
the brushstrokes of a traditional Japanese ink
painting. The second is decorated in more complex
fashion, with two applied and carved dragons
coiling around the pipe towards each other,
appropriately surrounded by black clouds.
Tobacco smoking arrived in Japan around 1549
with the arrival of Portuguese merchants on
Japanese shores. By the late sixteenth century
the Spanish were selling tobacco within Japan
from tobacco farms they had developed in the
Philippines, and by the seventeenth century
smoking pipes had become fashionable accessories
for the wealthy.
暀梪䯖鴛謦跫跈朷梕徏鲈鴛跫跈設梕
㶏
鰓勝䂇 56䯖61 駡鰓
㬥 訃 礒 旽䯒ljtfsv䯖 礒 諎䯓 曧 酽 訃 煢 礒 倧 ⻒
䯒ubcblpcpo䯖礒馾苚䯓艊酽㯵鰓䯖藥愥桹酽訃
藰羮衝⻒礠嶗瞗䯖敡礒諎艊敆楯䯖倀謾骼墡錨︑
訅酽鬣礒旽艊䇦贖䎼樴袇砏穻賽䇦䯒lbubljsj 䯃
cpsj䯓䯖張昅㷡賽體艊恖〿䯖浧鏖暀梪結躌烐仌耣
艊訰㓻︑訅鲈鬣礒旽艊⻒䐓㔰㔋瀷㨎㐈䇭䯖䇦贖
碼檽荁啟梐艊䪴䯖囈齔飨郖遫獿頥䈃跜⻒䐓︑
礒馾曧羾魿髽窛縟鳏昺 265: 妘墢諢夝勢暀梪︑
鴛嗎跫跈梩䯖㒂紬窛鳏墱鮪髤嬣㟙䂛㔰礒馾駡誒
跆鮪暀梪㷆綈︑鴛酴跫跈䆹魳煢礒艊牐 䯖礒旽
彾砏鑫哱鳏艊朌啹㱚鬣︑
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From Antiquity to Today: The Evolution of
Natural Motifs in Vanities

Jewellery in History
Jewellery has been used as a form of ornamentation since the dawn of human
civilisation. Beads made out of shells and carved pieces of animal bones for
personal adornment date back to at least 98,000 B.C. in Africa. Egypt was
one of the first civilisations to establish sophisticated jewellery-making
workshops, as suggested by wall paintings and tomb murals (fig. 1). Jewellery
served a similar role as adornment and spiritual protection, as indicated by
the motifs featuring gods and sacred creatures depicted on amulets. It also
symbolised status and religious power in the society. Men and women wore
earrings, bracelets, rings, necklaces and collars made with gold and precious
stones including amethyst, turquoise and lapis lazuli in conspicuous displays of
wealth.
The ancient techniques of traditional craftsmanship and design in
jewellery-making matured over thousands of years. They have contributed
greatly to the modern-day creation of jewellery and more specifically bejewelled
vanity cases containing cosmetics.

Fig. 1: Fragment
of painted plaster
from the tomb of
Sebekhotep showing
different stages
and products of the
jeweller's craft. The
Trustees of the British
Museum. Eighteenth
Dynasty of ancient
Egypt (c.1543–1292
B.C.). Limestone. 66
x 79cm. The British
Museum, London.

Paleolithic and Neolithic ornaments discovered at different archaeological
sites show the adoption of various methods in design and production by different
cultures, combining varied materials and patterns. Out of all the patterns
discovered, floral and animal designs were the most common.
Developed from amulets, body adornments like necklaces and pendants inherited
the shapes and patterns that our ancestors believed had the magical power to
protect wearers against dangers. Small animal figurines such as scarab beetles
were adopted as amulets in ancient Egypt, who believed they were associated
with Khepri, a deity that pushed the sun across the sky (much like a scarab
beetle pushes dung along the dunes) and it became a symbol of rebirth. Other
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symbols of nature popular with the ancient Egyptians include cats, which were
sacred to the cat goddess Bast (a deity representing fertility and motherhood),
as well as numerous floral patterns—the designs drawn from the natural world
are among the most common themes in art, regardless of medium, period or
culture.
Many of the designs employed in Asia and Africa, such as floral patterns
like the palmette and lotus, and animal motifs were later introduced to Greek
artists who quickly incorporated foreign motifs and designs into new styles of
their own. These patterns continued to evolve in later centuries in Europe and
developed in accordance with different artistic periods—Ancient Egyptian
Fig. 2: Amulets in the form
of scarabs excavated in
Egypt. c. 1981–1802
B.C. Amethyst and copper.
Diameter 3 cm. The
Metropolitan Museum of
Modern Art, New York.
Fig. 3: Amulet in the form
of a head of an elephant
excavated in Egypt.
c. 3500–3300 B.C.
Serpentine and bone.
3.5 x 3.6 x 2.1 cm. The
Metropolitan Museum of
Modern Art, New York.

0300-p162-185.indd 173

and Greek designs in particular were often incorporated in emerging styles;
notably the various Neoclassic phases of the seventeenth, eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
While most modern jewellery is made of gold, white gold, platinum, palladium
and titanium; in antiquity, jewellery was made with available natural resources
like shells, stones and bones. The use of material often directly corresponded
to the social hierarchy: gold, silver and precious gems were limited to royalty
and nobility; base metals like copper and pewter were available to all but the
poorest members of society.
There are no written records of the earliest gold mining activities, but gold
objects discovered along the coast of Bulgaria from around 4700 B.C. appear
to be some of the earliest examples, suggesting that our ancestors may have
started gold mining around 7000 years ago. Silver mining appears to have
begun nearby in Anatolia, present-day Turkey, around 3000 B.C. These precious
metals bear important social and cultural significance and have symbolised
wealth and power across cultures.
Crafting techniques used to fashion jewellery developed in tandem with the
discovery of smelting techniques, to obtain precious metals from ore. One of
the earliest techniques is enamelling, used to give metal objects a colourful
coat by applying a thin layer of glass powder to the surface and firing them in
a kiln. During the medieval period (1200–1500), a range of jewellery making
techniques were further developed. Benvenuto Cellini (1500–1571), a Florentine
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goldsmith, sculptor and painter, documented the advances of jewellery making
techniques during the Renaissance period. Apart from enamelling, filigree
work and gem-cutting techniques were further developed by European artisans.
These techniques continued to be widely practiced today.
Developments in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were perhaps the most exciting periods
in design history, as a number of art movements emerged in response to one
another, reflecting developments in a rapidly changing society. Jewellery-making
responded accordingly, with forms and motifs switching to match evolving
tastes. Art Nouveau and Art Deco, both “total styles” employed across the fine
and decorative arts, had a particularly significant impact on the production of
jewellery. They also left their mark on contemporary design, with many popular
designers today referencing and reviving elements from these movements.
1890–1914: Art Nouveau
Influenced by the Arts and Crafts movement, Rococo style and the sinuous
forms of nature, Art Nouveau was a decorative art movement that developed
in response to the industrialisation and mass-production of jewellery and
decorative arts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. William Morris
(1834–96) and John Ruskin (1819–1900) had a major influence on the
movement, advocating a return to handcrafted production based on forms
found in nature. Motifs like insects, irises, orchids and lilies dominated
their works, which were also influenced by Japanese art and its Western
derivative, Japonisme. There was even a craze during the Victorian and
Edwardian eras of fastening live pets such as terrapins, beetles or fireflies to
the body with a chain.
The style received its name from La Maison de l’Art Nouveau, a store opened
by Siegfried Bing in Paris in 1896. Roughly equivalent styles developed during
the period around the world: Modernista in Spain, Wien Sezession in Austria
and Jugendstil in German all emphasising natural forms. The Arts and Crafts
Society promoted the style in Europe in the 1880s, which was prominently
featured in the Paris International Exhibition in 1900 and the 1902 Turin
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Exhibition. Art Nouveau also became the first international decorative style of
the modern age.
As Clare Rose, a historian of nineteenth century fashion noted, “the prevailing
ethos of Art Nouveau fashion was that the whole ensemble was a complete
work of art”. A symbol of the elite and the newly emerging middle classes, Art
Nouveau accessories and jewellery complemented the luxurious outfits worn
by fashionable and wealthy women. Artists such as Eugène Samuel Grasset
Fig. 4: Photograph of
women's dress fitting
at the House of Redfern
in Paris. 1910s.
Glamourdaze.

(1845–1917) and René-Jules Lalique (1860–1945) were particularly innovative
designers, creating new, original forms inspired by nature that influenced
many clothing and jewellery manufacturers. Enamelling, a technique which
allowed for both a bright, vibrant colour palette and the more subdued natural
tones favoured by Art Nouveau artists, was frequently employed on jewellery
from the period to complement scrolling floral designs and other symbols
drawn from nature.
Ancient Egypt was also of great interest to designers in the nineteenth century.
The initial Egyptian Revival started in the 1820s, featuring imagery such
as the scarab beetle, sphinxes, pharaohs and hieroglyphics. Egyptomania

Fig. 5: A butterfly brooch.
1900. Boucheron.
Aquamarine, opal,
enamel, rubies,
emeralds, diamond and
gold. The collection of
Elizabeth Taylor.

continued through Art Nouveau and well into the Art Deco period. One of the
possible causes of this surge in interest was Sarah Bernhardt’s widely-praised
performance in the role of Cleopatra in 1890. Jewellery houses including
Cartier began to design and make Egyptian-style jewels from as early as
1910 and continued the theme into the 1930s. The handbag in the form of a
scarab beetle (cat. 129) is one such example.

Fig. 6: Timeline of
women’s fashion in the
1900s. Glamourdaze.
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Jewellers who worked in the Art Nouveau style can be divided into two
camps: those who adopted the stylistic floral designs and those who chose
to work in the “garland style”. Boucheron, founded in 1858 by Frédéric
Boucheron, adopted the organic forms of Art Nouveau, combined with the
use of precious stones to create flora and fauna patterns including snakes,
dragonflies, butterflies and birds.
Cartier, on the other hand, favoured the elegant garland. It used motifs
including ribbons, bows, cobwebs and lace. Openwork was often used to
complement the floral patterns. Inspired by eighteenth century Rococo patterns,
their designs were highly symmetrical. Some Cartier pieces from the period
demonstrate strong elements of Art Nouveau design. But they were supplied
by other workshops such as Charpentier and Louis Aucoc who employed natural
motifs such as vine leaves and ivy, thistles, cornflowers and peacocks. For
Cartier, who did not completely conform to the Art Nouveau style, it was easy
to move into the more linear shapes and forms that comprised Art Deco. The
house produced some of the most convincing examples of Art Deco jewellery.
The incorporation of oriental motifs, the use of Chinese and Japanese lacquer
work, silhouettes of temples and the outline of peonies were important features
of Cartier’s Art Deco design.
1920s to 1930s: Art Deco
Art Deco can be seen as a continuation of Art Nouveau, but in a modern and
simpler form that conformed to the requirements necessary for mass production.
Geometry and symmetrical patterns were widely adopted, replacing the flowing
curves of Art Nouveau. A change of floral motifs also took place during this
period where roses and came to the fore. Animal patterns embraced by Art
Deco jewellery designers were those representing strength and speed, including
big cats, gazelles and greyhounds.
The name of the movement was derived from the 1925 Exposition Internationale
des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes. The style originated in France in
the 1920s and soon swept across the rest of Europe and America. Art Deco
artworks represented modernism and were intended to create a form of
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elegance that was associated with wealth and sophistication.
The 1920s was a decade of opulence. Flappers, fashionable young women
who rejected conventional dressing and social norms, were tastemakers during
the period. This new type of woman bobbed her hair and wore short skirts.
They brought about wide-ranging changes in fashion and design. Art Deco
jewellery was characterised by geometric, bold and mechanistic patterns.
Designers sought inspiration from ancient cultures, including African art and
forms and materials from Asia. Nature motifs such as lotus flowers, tropical
birds and animals were widely used.
In the early twentieth century, Louis Cartier and his designers experimented
with geometric styles and adopted bright colors such as blue and green as a
Fig. 7: Photograph of Fay
Wray wearing Art Deco
jewellery. Marie Claire.

result of advances in enamelling techniques. Cartier quickly became a forerunner
of the Art Deco movement. A nécessaire created by Cartier in 1920s (cat. 140)
shows this new approach, with bright enamels in blue and gold floral decoration.
As the Egyptian revival continued into the Art Deco period, Chinese and Japanese
themes were also widely adopted on jewellery and vanity cases. Chinese
motifs first appeared in haute couture in 1923, the year of the Paris Opera
Chinese Ball. This surge in interest in all things oriental developed partly as
a result of expanding trade and cultural links with Japan and China. Natural
scenes taken from Chinese and Japanese paintings became a common motif
on vanities in the 20s. Lacloche Frères, a French firm originally established in
Madrid in 1875 that rivalled Cartier and Van Cleef & Arpels (VCA) during the
20s, was known for its use of Japanese and Chinese motifs. A nécessaire (cat.
135) made with hard stone, is decorated with roses and flowers in amethysts

Figure 8: Timeline of
women's fashion in the
1920s. Glamourdaze.
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and diamonds resembling the form of flowers depicted in traditional Chinese
scholar paintings. Allard, Strauss & Meyer, a prominent Parisian workshop,
was also known for its vanity cases executed in Art Deco chinoiserie (“in the
Chinese style” in French). The firm’s atelier supplied jewellery to well-known
retailers including VCA, Cartier, Lacloche and Janesich.
1940s: Wartime Jewellery
Gjh/!:;!Qpxefs!dpnqbdu/!

With the Great Depression and the advent of World War II, vanities of the
1930s were quieter and more reserved in comparison with the previous decade.
The outbreak of the war also resulted in some difficult years for jewellery houses
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as materials were difficult to source: precious metals were often rationed, gold
became scarce, and gemstone stocks were conserved.
But while there was a short period of austerity after the war when people were
encouraged to recycle textiles and clothes with a ‘make do and mend’ attitude,
the mid-1940s saw a gradual recovery of the economy. Vanities designed in
this decade feature bolder designs and the incorporation of larger stones in
dramatic settings with themes of bows, flowers and animals, yet retaining a
sense of wartime masculinity. The vanity case owned by Baroness Geoffroy de
Waldner from the Liang Yi Collection is one example from the period (fig. 9).
Dotted with a ladybird on a black enamelled cover, this is a reflection of austerity
and resistance in the post-war period without the use of excessive stones. The
motif used on the case also appeared to be a recurring theme of de Waldner’s
life and was later adopted as her personal emblem during her role in the
French Resistance.
Under the direction of Gérard Boucheron, grandson of Frédéric Boucheron,
Boucheron experienced a revival in the early 1940s and consequently produced
pieces inspired by flowers and animals to accompany the ‘New Look’
movement of Christian Dior in 1947. The rectangular nécessaire (cat. 148)
and powder compact (cat. 149) are decorated with pierced flora and fauna
designs. The powder compact is executed with gold openwork in a beautifully
feminine design of birds and flowers accented with rubies; whereas the nécessaire
is decorated with a repetitive flower motif. The use of these repetitive patterns
reflects the fascination with mechanisation that developed significantly during
the war years.
178
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1950s to 1960s: From the Post-war Era to La Dolce Vita
The “New Look” fashion movement championed by Dior brought femininity
back in style. Together with other modernist movements during the post-war period
which promoted the industrialisation of machines and technology, a new form
of aesthetic for fashion and jewellery was developed. Many jewellers responded
to the movement by adopting new techniques and materials such as acrylic
Gjh/!21;!Fwfojoh!cbh/!

plastics. Unlike the geometric stylisation of the Art Deco period, jewellery from
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after the war sees a new emphasis on nature and elegance.
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Founded in 1896 by Alfred Van Cleef and Salomon Arpels, VCA adopted

Lpoh/!

nature as a major source of inspiration since its inception. Works of VCA in
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the post-war period celebrated femininity and luxury. VCA made numerous
contributions to the world of jewellery-making, including the invention of the
minaudière in the 1930s and the technique of invisible gemstone setting (serti
invisible) in 1933. Animals, flowers and mythological creatures were popular
motifs featured on pieces created by VCA. A collection of bird-inspired jewellery
was produced in the late 1940s, targeting a younger demographic, and
animal clips were launched in 1954 for the opening of La Boutique at 22
Place Vendôme in Paris.
In 1968, the first Alhambra necklace was created. Featuring a four-leaf clover
which symbolises love, health, fortune and luck, it quickly became the iconic
symbol of VCA and remains to this day one of its bestselling collections.
Meanwhile, with the fashionable jet set spending more time in Rome and less
time in Paris, Italian jewellery designers got their chance to shine. Houses such
as Bulgari and Buccellati took a more literal approach to using nature as a motif.
The prominent shape of 1960s Italian-made vanity cases in particular was the
ultra-feminine oval style, often made with whole tortoise shells (fig. 10).
In Denmark, vanities created by Georg Jensen A/S also demonstrated the
popularity of animal motifs in northern Europe. Founded by Georg Arthur Jensen
(1866–1953) in 1904, organic motifs like plants and animals constitute as
the major inspiration for the works of the firm. Georg Jensen hired great designers
including Arno Malinowski, who designed detailed patterns of animals such
as deer and dolphins. The compacts (cat. 110) created by Georg Jensen reflect
179
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the widespread use of animal motifs on the firm’s works.
Nature in all its glory has provided designers and jewellers with constant
inspiration since man first learned to draw. From the animal figurines of the
Neolithic period to the vanities of the twenty-first century, depictions of animals
and plants have continued to feed the human imagination.
Our obsession with the natural world shows no sign of abating. A few examples
of nature’s ever-lasting grip on designers’ imaginations: In 2010, Chopard
introduced the Chopard’s Animal World collection for its 150th anniversary;
while Cartier launched its new Panthère de Cartier collection in 2014 to
commemorate the centennial anniversary of the line. The Cosmos collection,
introduced by VCA in 2014, continues to find inspiration from flowers.
The incorporation of beautiful natural motifs and exquisite craftsmanship gives
rise to fabulous masterpieces that define opulence and various artistic styles
under influences of different art movements.

Bonnie Lau
General Manager, Liang Yi Museum
June, 2016
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234
Purse
㸱藥
1880s

鴛謦跫跈馬鴛妘魍

Gold, diamonds and garnets

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗蓴沊蓴

Bag: length 8.2cm

䂇 9/3!! 鰌 ;!䂇 5/:5!y!唥 4/3!駡鰓

Clasp: 4.94 x 3.2cm
飨㳟轀遖䯖㸱藥跤宆飨㾌蓴︒蓴沊蓴訵㾁垷熱颭願︑
The frame of this gold mesh purse is adorned
with diamonds and garnets forming a floral
pattern. The purse hangs from a chain with a

飨㳟轀遖艊忲ㆩ徏㸱藥曧鴛謦跫跈梩鲈鴛跫跈設牐
艊潎媀︑偔佖桰飨㬥鲢㸱藥攡夝訥跒︒貾苵嶗啨
㳝絊㳟︑

ring. Gold mesh bags were popular during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century, in
which women carried lipstick, compacts and a
small amount of money.

186
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235
Purse
㸱藥
1900s

跐 2:11 妘

Silver, enamel and rubies

㶏䯖綝縀嶗跒唸蓴

7.8 x 5.2 x 2.4cm

䂇 8/9!y!唥 6/3!y!䗮 3/5 駡鰓

The interior of this small silver purse is fitted with

飨㶏怇㬬艊啢㸱藥䯖怇䂛嬤桹旇訃䆥嘑︑羾綝縀

several compartments. The restrained design of

邉⻲艊臨䇖羠鋅貾頥粯縁颭棴誆鉑苵鰌醢艊酽㯵

the enamelled pink rose bouquet, which covers

鰓䯖㚙斾訃沷黽桖暈㗃︑

only a small part of the purse, gives the piece a
sense of balance.

0300-p186-195.indd 187
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236
Evening bag
朷咮忲ㆩ
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1900s

鲈鴛跫跈設梕

Gold, turquoise, rubies and diamonds

㳟䯖軖椡蓴䯖跒唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

Diameter 9.8cm

茻嬩 :/9 駡鰓

This collapsable evening bag is an early piece

澑鬣朷⻒忲ㆩㆩ訥詵輩迶俋啢䯖㔰㔋墣傉︑ㆩ訥

from Van Cleef & Arpels. The cover is decorated

飨跒唸蓴㾁彾颭梸䯖⺖軖椡蓴藥齔︑鮪櫗陸䇖唸

with a floral pattern of polished rubies surrounded

昺 29:6 妘彾襫嬤艊鴛妘媽⻲㬬䯖澑砏㕵紒唸縟

by a band of turquoise. Made within a decade

暆梕⻲慘艊慘閔︑

of the establishment of Van Cleef & Arpels in
1895, it is one of the earliest examples from
the jewellery house to survive in such pristine
condition.

188
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237
Compact with lipstick case
貾苵㬯驍隿苵
1910s

跐 2:21 妘

Gold, diamonds and rubies

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗跒唸蓴

Diameter 6.3cm x height 1.7cm

茻嬩 7/4!y!䗮 2/8 駡鰓

The compact includes a lipstick case, attached

貾苵嶗驍隿苵飨㳟㻗㬯扟䯖苵㦳飨跒唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

with a gold chain. The case is inlaid with rubies

㾁垷熱颭願嶗

蹗⻒䐓䯖茖䎁炰牋︑

and diamonds to form floral and bow patterns.

0300-p186-195.indd 189
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238
Purse
忲ㆩ
1910s

跐 2:21 妘

Gold, diamonds, rubies and sapphires

㳟䯖㾌蓴䯖跒唸蓴嶗鶙唸蓴

Width 12.6 cm

㬦唥 23/7 駡鰓

The frame of this gold mesh bag is decorated

㳟輬轀遖艊忲ㆩ䯖ㆩ訥飨跒︒鶙唸蓴嶗㾌蓴㾁垷

with a band of sapphire, ruby and diamond

⻒䐓熱颭願䯖ㆩ怬鲱飨跒鶙唸蓴踾諦䯖茖䎁銊䦾︑

flowers. A ruby and a sapphire are also fitted
on the clasp.

190
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239
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Lacloche Frères

Mbdmpdif!Gs‖sft!

Paris, France, 1910s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈酽䈇妘魍

Gold, sapphires and diamonds

㳟䯖鶙唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

8.5 x 4.9 x 1.2cm

䂇 9/6!y!唥 5/:!y!䗮 2/3 駡鰓

The cover of this nécessaire is set with sapphires

誼 傎 苵 媽 䅔 㻰 厸䯖Mbdmpdif! Gs‖sft 熱 閔︑

and diamonds in the pattern of bluebells. It was

苵鰌飨鶙唸蓴嶗㾌蓴㾁垷熱銊䦾艊㳜䎼惡厸︑

made by the French jewellery house, Lacloche

Mbdmpdif! Gs‖sft 曧 熴 霽 紒 唸 閔 窅䯖 鐵 襫 昺

Frères. Lacloche, known for its Art Deco style

2986 妘䯖 飨 ⻒ 䐓 踽 銸 䎼 樴 艊 紒 唸 鏎 謖䯖 昺

jewellery, was active from 1875 to 1935.

2:46 妘蹗棴秞毷︑
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23:
Nécessaire with internal clock
誼傎苵㬯㼧㹅
1910s

鲈鴛跫跈酽䈇妘魍

Gold, rubies and diamonds

㳟䯖跒唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

11.3 x 7.2 x 1.9cm

䂇 22/4!y!唥 8/3!y!䗮 2/: 駡鰓

Designed in the shape of a scarab beetle, this

翀 㬬矇儂曑鲈鴛跫跈設紒唸艊㬬矇嶗⻒䐓䍞棞

nécessaire reflects the dominance of natural

茊 㭘羮靕磢廬踃︑苵媽呏㔰酽訃啢矇㼧㹅䯖㔰

motifs from other cultures in early 20th century

㔋墣傉䯖讜朌雩儂曑昺䉯爳︒棧姪嶗椑鲦牐

design. The scarab was a particularly popular

妬駁廬踃鮪⻒䐓鶬〿朌梕艊茊

艊

︑

motif in Art Deco design, which was influenced
by geometric forms from Africa, India and East
Asia. A small timepiece is set inside.

192
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241
Purse
忲ㆩ
1910s

鲈鴛跫跈酽䈇妘魍

Gold, diamonds and rubies

㳟䯖跒唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

Width 15.4cm

唥 26/5 駡鰓

This purse was made using a trompe l’oeil

忲ㆩ㬬矇竑勝秞㬬㐷芺艊敱楇䯖ㆩ訥飨跒唸蓴㾁

(French for “deceive the eye”) technique that

垷彾颭鴸艊㔰㔋䯖臨䇖鍖倹髠︑

gives it the impression of three dimensionality.
Though flat, it is designed to look folded. The
clasp is elegantly set with rubies carved to
resemble flower buds.
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242
Compact
貾苵
1920s

跐 2:31 妘

Gold and enamel

㳟嶗綝縀

9 x 5 x 1.3cm

䂇 :!y!唥 6!y!䗮 2/4 駡鰓!

This Japanese-inspired compact features an

貾苵飨暀梪䎼樴艊髅䣐嶗骎⻒䐓踽䍞䯖綝縀艊頥

enamel Manchurian crane and a band of

癄䛆㝚偅茩︑
髅䣐鮪炓䂣結㖮跤桹醢轅妘艊侁噯䯖

chrysanthemums on the lid. In Japan, cranes

鮪暀梪曧䂇侁艊㝧孡︑

are a symbol of longevity and good fortune
because in folklore they are thought to have a
lifespan of a thousand years.

194
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243
Compact
貾苵
Black, Starr & Frost

Cmbdl-!Tubss!'!Gsptu!

France, 1920s

熴霽䯖跐 2:31 妘

Gold and enamel

㳟嶗綝縀

7.1 x 4.5 x 0.9cm

䂇 8/2!y!唥 5/6!y!䗮 1/: 駡鰓

Founded in 1810, Black, Starr & Frost is one of

苵鰌飨鲕訃羗錨暀梪䎼樴艊颭願黽橉嗴絊︑䇧磢

the most prominent jewellery houses in America.

鐵襫昺 2921 妘艊 Cmbdl-! Tubss! '! Gsptu! 曧銊霽

Although it is an American company, some vanities,

桭魳謖艊紒唸閔窅躐酽䯖貶嬟侸慘閔㰊曧鮪熴霽

such as this compact, were made in France.

⻲慘䯖㬥鬣貾苵曧謾跤酽訃籌厸︑

This compact is decorated with Japanese floral
panels and light blue enamel.
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244
Compact
貾苵
1920–25

2:31Ⅸ36 妘

Gold, onyx and diamonds

㳟䯖迌緺線嶗㾌蓴

8 x 6.7 x 1.7cm

䂇 9!y!唥 7/8!y!䗮 2/8 駡鰓

The diamonds set in onyx on this rectangular

䂇昷嫮貾苵飨䧪㳟怇㬬䯖苵鰌澐跤飨㾌蓴嶗迌緺

compact case are designed to resemble a

線沷彾颭願茊䂛艊銊䦾耣䉳︑

blooming flower, in the style of a brush painting.

196
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245
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Makowsky

Nblpxtlz

Circa 1925

跐 2:36 妘

Silver, enamel, semi-precious stones and

㶏䯖綝縀 - 約唸蓴嶗粻綨

tortoiseshell

䂇 :/3!y!唥 7/:!y!䗮 2/6 駡鰓

9.2 x 6.9 x 1.5cm
苵鰌艊跤宆羮跤霽垷艁唸墡鶬沷彾酽夿茊䂛窯踹
The cover of this nécessaire features a bird and

艊颭䠁耣䯖曧靕 2:31 妘跤霽鶬〿䎼樴䎼䉲潩爳

peonies in the classical Chinese bird-and-flower

艊䗪絊︑苵㦳桹 Nblpxtlz 鉣謖︑

painting style. The semi-precious stones on the
panel are set using a Chinese inlay technique
called bai bao qian (“inlay with hundreds of
treasures”), more commonly used on lacquer or
wood. Designs like this reflect the influence that
Chinese art had on European jewellers during
the 1920s. The panel on the cover is signed “M”
for Vladimir Makowsky, a Russian artist who
mastered the art of mother-of-pearl marquetry
and created some of VCA’s most impressive
vanities.
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246
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Lacloche Frères

Mbdmpdif!Gs‖sft

Paris, France, circa 1925

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖跐 2:36 妘!!!!!!!!

Amber, onyx, gold, enamel, diamonds,

綀糒䯖迌緺線䯖㳟䯖綝縀䯖㾌蓴䯖踕烐杫嶗糪紒

amethysts and pearls

䂇 8/4!y!唥 6/3!y!䗮 2/7 駡鰓

7.3 x 5.2 x 1.6cm
䧪迌緺線艊苵鰌醢飨踕烐杫︒㾌蓴訵沷彾酽夿悈
The amethysts and diamonds on this nécessaire

楈颭願艊耣䉳䯖苵怬㾁糪紒䯖曧夝桹椑昷䎼樴艊

form branches and flowers on a yellow onyx

㔰㔋︑

ground. The clasp is fitted with a pearl.

198
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247
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Ostertag

Ptufsubh

Circa 1925

跐 2:36 妘

Gold, enamel, coral, jasper, sapphires and onyx

㳟䯖綝縀䯖糥緛䯖蘊籾䯖鶙唸蓴嶗迌緺線

9.8 x 5 x 1.5cm

䂇 :/9!y!唥 6!y!䗮 2/6 駡鰓

The strap of red coral on the cover of this
nécessaire is embossed with oriental floral

犛䇦椑昷䎼樴艊颭䠁黽橉飨跒糥緛穻垷鮪苵鰌

patterns. It was made by the French jeweller,

澐跤䯖讜浫䎼樴艊颭願贖鬣爍⻒䐓昺苵㦳碼濟︑

Ostertag, which was founded in Paris in 1920

Ptufsubh 昺 2:31 妘鐵襫䯖曧 2:31 靧 2:41 妘

but went out of business after the onset of World

魍熴霽墴䧵魳謖艊紒唸鷹䯖桪熱閔嬟侸錨椑昷䎼

War II. In its prime, the firm was renowned for

樴艊紒唸䯖2:56 妘潛毷︑

its oriental-style jewellery and vanity cases.
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248
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Circa 1925

跐 2:36 妘

Gold, enamel, diamonds and semi-precious

㳟䯖綝縀䯖約唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

stones

䂇 8/9!y!唥 6!y!䗮 2/5 駡鰓

7.8 x 5 x 1.4cm
The inlaid semi-precious stones on the cover

㳟㟰苵㦳䯖䐓鶙頥綝縀︑苵鰌跤宆飨諤頥約唸蓴

of this nécessaire depict a floral pattern. The

㾁垷彾䛆颭茊䂛艊黽橉䯖頥㗃䇖靪︑苵鰌蠐㓕羮

diamonds on the corners resemble Islamic

㾌蓴㾁垷艊黽橉備黥昤鸐跜䐓䯖儂曑耾朌紒唸跤

calligraphy, reflecting the prevalence of exotic

茊 艊椑昷䎼樴︑

Eastern styles in the 1920s.
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249
Compact
貾苵
Circa 1925

跐 2:36 妘

Gold, jade, diamonds, lapis lazuli, amethysts

㳟䯖籾䯖㾌蓴䯖䉣㳟蓴䯖踕烐杫嶗綝縀

and enamel

䂇 5/8!y!唥 4/9!y!䗮 2/3 駡鰓

4.7 x 3.8 x 1.2cm
The amethysts, lapis lazuli and diamonds of this

貾苵艊苵鰌醢飨踕烐杫︒䉣㳟蓴嶗㾌蓴踾彾酽檽

small compact form a band of flowers on the lid.

颭夝䯖㔰㔋赗傉︑

The exquisitely designed clasp is set with jade to
complement the rich green marbled tone of the
enamelled body.
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24:
Compact
貾苵
Circa 1925

跐 2:36 妘

Gold, diamonds and enamel

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗綝縀

6.1 x 4.5 x 0.9cm

䂇 7/2!y!唥 5/6!y!䗮 1/: 駡鰓

The engraved scene on the cover of this compact

貾苵⻒䐓䎼樴鲱砏暀媀䯖苵鰌跤宆贖熱㳟頥艊颭

depicts a bird on a branch with red fruits. The

䠁跆㱚飨跒頥綝縀艊楇唚䯖
絽熱䨅䨅㳟貾艊敱楇︑

style references the floral sprays that appear
on Japanese lacquered boxes and decorative
objects, often surrounded by sprinkled gold.
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251
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Cartier

則鰱鲦

France, 1920s

熴霽䯖鲈鴛跫跈鲈鴛妘魍

Gold, enamel and diamonds

㳟䯖綝縀嶗㾌蓴

7.3 x 4.5 x 1cm

䂇 8/4!y!唥 5/6!y!䗮 2 駡鰓

This nécessaire was designed to emulate

苵㦳蠐㓕薟僡㓕筄䯖苵鰌㔰㔋彾諦魤筄䯖鏖甉苵

the style of Japanese lacquered boxes. The

艊會熴︑鶙鰱綝縀醢砏㳟頥啢骎颭䯖夝暀梪䎼樴︑

cover of the nécessaire is decorated with gold
chrysanthemums. In Japan, chrysanthemums
are considered an imperial symbol and also
symbolise longevity and rejuvenation.
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252
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Mauboussin

Nbvcpvttjo

France, 1920s

熴霽䯖鲈鴛跫跈鲈鴛妘魍

Platinum, coral, diamonds and onyx

艀㳟䯖糥緛䯖㾌蓴嶗迌緺線

8.8 x 5.2 x 1.5cm

䂇 9/9!y!唥 6/2!y!䗮 2/6 駡鰓

This nécessaire is attributed to the French

Nbvcpvttjo 曧熴霽紒唸閔窅䯖鐵襫昺 2938 妘︑

jewellery house, Mauboussin, founded in 1827.

澑誼傎苵擄鰓䗪絊 2:31 妘艊⻒䐓踽銸䎼樴䯖飨

In keeping with the Art Deco style, the coloured

妬駁嫮廬踃䯖㱚諦㾁甁諤頥唸蓴踾彾艊颭願︑䧸

stones are arranged in geometric floral patterns.

頥綝縀曑㑱邭跾艊諤頥颭願䯖䌤䎁羠淕︑

204
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253
Compact
貾苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

Paris, France, 1930s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖跐 2:41 妘

Gold, diamonds, turquoise, rubies and enamel

㳟䯖㾌蓴䯖軖椡蓴䯖跒唸蓴嶗綝縀

8.5 x 4.5 x 1cm

䂇 9/6!y!唥 5/6!y!䗮 2 駡鰓

The cover of this compact is decorated with
diamonds, turquoise and rubies imitating a

飨䧸頥綝縀㾁垷苵㦳︑苵鰌飨㾌蓴︒軖椡蓴︒跒

bonsai tree. The design is minimal yet elegant,

唸蓴沷彾苚杛颭願艊耣䉳︑
㔰㔋讑賅鍖濱㗃臨䇖䯖

like the Japanese and Chinese art that inspired

鷤塒椑昷樴㗃︑

it.
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254
Compact
貾苵
Strauss, Allard & Meyer

Tusbvtt!Bmmbse!'!Nfzfs

France, 1930s

鲈鴛跫跈醑鴛妘魍

Lapis lazuli, jasper, diamonds, pearls and platinum

䉣㳟蓴䯖蘊籾䯖㾌蓴䯖糪紒嶗艀㳟

8.4 x 5 x 1.8cm

䂇 9/5!y!唥 6!y!䗮 2/9 駡鰓

The French jewellery house Strauss, Allard

熴霽紒唸閔窅 Tusbvtt!Bmmbse!'!Nfzfs 昺鲈鴛跫

& Meyer produced many highly regarded

跈鲈鴛靧醑鴛妘魍⻒䐓鶬〿朌梕鐵慘鑫㔴侸漸糴

Art Deco style pieces in the 1920s and 30s.

扢圷艊慘閔䯖謾跤㬥鬣貾苵飨鶙嶗跒會熱䛆暺艊

The stark contrast between the blue and red

䍡頥啟瀷︑貾苵醢哱椑昷䎼樴艊骎颭嶗糪紒䯖曧

materials on this design, contrasted with the

㕵閔窅軂鉚艊㔰㔋廬踃︑

Orientalism of the chrysanthemum and pearl set
in the centre of the cover are classic elements of
their work.
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255
Compact
貾苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

France, 1930s

跐 2:41 妘

Gold and enamel

㳟嶗綝縀

8.4 x 6.4 x 1.2cm

䂇 9/5!y!唥 7/5!y!䗮 2/3 駡鰓

Established in 1858, Boucheron is known for

颭願曧紒唸耾跤艊㳛㒄⻒䐓踽䍞䯖鐵襫昺 2969

taking inspiration from flowers, which was an

妘艊熴霽魳謖紒唸閔窅䉯夠摾䂇鮪紒唸跤鎢駱颭

important element of 1930s design inherited

願艊廬踃︑

from the Art Nouveau period.
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256
Compact
貾苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Paris, France, 1930s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖跐 2:41 妘

Gold, silver and emeralds

㳟䯖㶏嶗軖唸蓴

5.4 x 4.4 x 1cm

䂇 6/5!y!唥 5/5!y!䗮 2 駡鰓

The cover of this compact is decorated with

梪鬣貾苵飨㳟㶏郖遫艊跜䐓⻒䐓䯖苵鰌澐跤贖熱

a pattern of interlocking gold and silver. The

䤕艊黽䯖曧愽蕚坘暆昺 2915 妘忞羮艊跜䐓︑

middle is engraved with an eagle on a staff, a
French heraldic symbol first used by Napoléon
Bonaparte in 1804.
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257
Compact
貾苵
Cartier

則鰱鲦

1940s

跐 2:51 妘

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

7.2 x 5.4 x 1.1cm

䂇 8/3!y!唥 6/5!y!䗮 2/2 駡鰓

On a simple gold base, the cover of this

涍踃艊㳟㟰苵㦳䯖鰌䉳飨㾌蓴㾁垷酽踾颭願䯖曧

compact is decorated with sets of diamonds in

2:41 靧 2:51 妘魍夠㒎艊紒唸誼傎苵⻒䐓忲熴︑

the form of flowers.
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258
Compact and lipstick case
貾苵鞁驍隿苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

Circa 1945

跐 2:56 妘

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

Compact: 8.1 x 5.7 x 1cm

䂇 9/2!y!唥 6/8!y!䗮 2 駡鰓

The carved floral pattern set on this compact

澑袀㾎贖艊颭願潎媀鮪櫗陸䇖唸艊菎侸熱閔醢鰍

and lipstick case is a recurring motif found in

詵㒎勢䯖颭颫嬔嬔㾁垷㾌蓴徏謾呅唸蓴︑

other vanities made by Van Cleef & Arpels. The
buds of the flowers are often set with diamonds
or other precious stones in an asymmetrical
arrangement.

210
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259
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Paris, France, 1940s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Platinum, gold and diamonds

艀㳟䯖㳟嶗㾌蓴

7.1 x 5.3 x 1cm

䂇 8/2!y!唥 6/4!y!䗮 2 駡鰓

This rectangular nécessaire is exquisitely made

誼傎苵會墡赗轛䯖濕羮㾎贖嶗㻳贖墡鶬蹗諦䯖苵

using a combination of engraving and pierced

鰌跤宆艊鲈鴛馬梸颭願飨㳟砏魤䯖
飨艀㳟砏颭缾䯖

openwork techniques. The cover is decorated

颭颫曧㾌蓴︑

with twenty-eight flowers, each comprising
leaves, platinum petals and a diamond bud.
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25:
Compact
貾苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Paris, France, 1940s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Silver, gold and rubies

㶏䯖㳟嶗跒唸蓴

7.1 x 5.8 x 1cm

䂇 8/2!y!唥!6/9!y!䗮 2 駡鰓!

The openwork cover of this compact features a

苵鰌墣傉鰱㻳裶⻒䐓䯖飨酽棴颭願⻒䐓䯖颭颫曧

bouquet of flowers set with rubies. Boucheron

跒唸蓴︑2:51 妘魍唸㕬䪴桪俋㳝㭘羮澑⻒䐓忲

extensively applied this decorative technique on

熴鮪紒唸忲ㆩ倀誼傎苵醢︑

handbags and vanities produced in the 1940s.
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261
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Ostertag

Ptufsubh

France, 1940s

鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Gold, silver, sapphires, beryl, rubies, diamonds

㳟䯖㶏䯖鶙唸蓴䯖軖槉蓴䯖跒唸蓴䯖㾌蓴嶗粻綨

and tortoiseshell

䂇 8!y!唥 9/2!y 䂇!2/9 駡鰓!

7 x 8.1 x 1.8cm
苵鰌飨薴梋艊茻輬⻒䐓䯖鞁耾朌翇佖礒苵艊⻒䐓
This nécessaire is decorated with a linear design

䍰備䯖貶㾁甁跒軖唸蓴艊苚颭㖮暺㬥曧偔佖艊羮

also used on men’s cigarette cases. But the use

閔︑苵媽桹怇瞐淕嶗粻綨㟰艊啢櫕䯖跆䅔桹躎㟰

of precious stones including sapphires, rubies

侳倧︑

and emeralds suggest that it was made for a
lady. The interior reveals a lighter, mechanical
clock and tortoiseshell comb, along with the
original silk pouch.
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262
Nécessaire with integral clock
誼傎苵㬯㼧㹅
Ostertag

Ptufsubh

France, 1940s

鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Gold, diamonds and yellow sapphires

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗䧪唸蓴

8 x 7.1 x 1.7cm

䂇 9!y!唥 8/2!y!䗮!2/8 駡鰓

This nécessaire is fitted with a clock, lighter and

誼傎苵媽䅔㼧㹅︒怇瞐淕嶗驍隿︑侳㓃㬬矇㔰㔋

lipstick case. The exterior is simply decorated

鲱䌨砏薴梋䯖苵鰌跤宆飨㾌蓴嶗䧪唸蓴㾁垷彾颭

with inlaid diamonds and semi-precious stones.

願︑

214
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263
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Chanteloup

Diboufmpvq

Paris, France, 1940s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Silver, gold and rubies

㶏䯖㳟嶗跒唸蓴

8.3 x 4.7 x 2.7cm

䂇 9/4!y!唥 5/8!y!䗮 3/8 駡鰓

Produced by French jeweller Chanteloup, this

熴霽紒唸閔窅 Diboufmpvq 熱閔︑苵鰌飨戹燒斾

nécessaire is decorated with thirty stylised trefoil

䩱艊醑鴛梸醑魤嫮颭願⻒䐓䯖颭颫砏跒唸蓴︑

flowers set with rubies as flower buds.
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264
Compact
貾苵
1940s

鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Gold, jade, diamonds and rubies

㳟䯖籾䯖㾌蓴嶗跒唸蓴

Diameter 8.1 cm x height 1.1cm

茻嬩 9/2!y!䗮 2/2 駡鰓

This circular powder compact of gold, jade,

㳟輬轀遖艊齬嫮貾苵䯖
浧鏖跤霽嶗暀梪艊啢齬苵︑

diamonds and rubies is is reminiscent of small

苵鰌跤宆曧㾌蓴嶗跒唸蓴㾁垷彾酽梸鱁颭䯖鍖錏

round boxes from China and Japan. The two

錎䉣齌嬇慚梒魳鱁颭㣹㦕鍖詛䯖羠淕苮磢︑

jade frogs are vividly depicted as if leaping
towards the flower at the centre.
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265
Compact
貾苵
Cartier

則鰱鲦

1940s

鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

7.4 x 1.4cm

䂇 8/5!y!䗮 2/5 駡鰓

This irregularly shaped compact is decorated

澑鬣醭㒒爍嫮筄艊貾苵䯖
苵鰌艊⻒䐓嬇備酽棴䧌䯖

with a realistically rendered bundle of

䎼樴唡唚︑雩㔴䧌袹啟昺耾朌貾苵踽鳏桹魳獿㭭

wheat. Perhaps the emblem was of personal

艊嶯銸䯖磢鍖鮪貾苵醢跆煔贖桹麇駁謖叄浘㔛︑

significance to the owner—though no name is
engraved on the interior.
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266
Compact
貾苵
Paul Flato

Qbvm!Gmbup

1940s

鲈鴛跫跈蠐鴛妘魍

Gilded metal, gold and diamonds

㳟嘡㹜㳟䯖㳟嶗㾌蓴

6.5 x 6.5 x 1cm

䂇 7/6!y!唥 7/6!y!䗮 2 駡鰓!

Paul Flato was a popular jewellery house in

Qbvm!Gmbup!曧銊霽魳謖紒唸閔窅䯖䍹咃謖賅跤桹

America. Their clients included numerous style

菎侸艊偡鬄丩暺曐偧魹䦾燚〃鈷唸︒屒墣傉䯖苵

icons, such as Greta Garbo, Rita Hayworth,

鰌鏖慚嬓桹鲕訃㶏頥艊犦

Joan Crawford, Marlene Dietrich and Katharine

妽醢䯖羠鋅鍖籏竑︑

䉭靎鮪繞擾醭妕艊犦

Hepburn. The cover of the compact is decorated
with five sea snails made with diamonds.
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267
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Paris, France, 1945–55

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖2:56Ⅸ66 妘

Gold, silver, diamonds and rubies

㳟䯖㶏䯖㾌蓴嶗跒唸蓴

13 x 8.5 x 2.2cm

䂇 24!y!唥 9/6!y!䗮 3/3 駡鰓

The openwork floral decoration of this nécessaire

澑誼傎苵艊㔰㔋嶗會墡赗傉︑㻳裶颭願⻒䐓艊苵

is brilliantly executed to resemble a brisé folding

鰌跤俖㾁垷酽恦搄忩䯖㭭梐絹厽䇑䂛嗢䯖祿祿羠

fan. Originally a Chinese invention, folding

㨨︑

fans became popular in Europe after their
introduction from East Asia in the seventeenth
century.
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268
Minaudière
誼傎苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1945–55

2:56.66 妘

Gold, rubies, diamonds and tortoiseshell

㳟䯖跒唸蓴䯖㾌蓴嶗粻綨

14 x 8 x 2cm

䂇 25!y!唥 9!y!䗮 3 駡鰓!

The cover of this minaudière is engraved with

苵鰌贖熱颭馾脹魤䯖鴛鲈梸颭願飨跒唸蓴㾁垷彾

scrolling leaves and flowers, formed of rubies

颭缾䯖颭颫㾌蓴︑苵䅔躎㟰侳倧嶗粻綨櫕︑

and diamonds. A silk pouch and comb made
with tortoiseshell accompany the minaudière.
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269
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Paris, France, 1950s

熴霽䯖墴䧵䯖鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

13 x 8.5 x 1.8cm

䂇 24!y!唥 9/6!y!䗮 2/9 駡鰓

This rectangular nécessaire is made with

飨㻳裶颭願艊侳瀒⻒䐓䯖
苵鰌飨酴梸俒䆎颭⻒䐓䯖

gold and diamonds. The frame of the cover is

颭颫㾁㾌蓴︑

engraved with a scrolling foliage pattern, while
the centre is decorated with seven sunflowers set
with diamonds as the buds.
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26:
Compact
貾苵
Tiffany & Co.

鮩顜喺

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

8.8 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

䂇 9/9!y!唥 8/6!y!䗮 2/8 駡鰓

This Tiffany & Co. compact case is decorated

澑貾苵苵鰌㻳贖熱颭馾䯖颭颫㾁㾌蓴︑

with a floral pattern with diamonds set as flower
buds.
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271
Pillbox
齬苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, rubies and diamonds

㳟䯖跒唸蓴嶗㾌蓴

Diameter 2.7 cm

茻嬩 3/8 駡鰓

This three-tiered circular pillbox is engraved

齬苵桹醑嘑䯖苵鰌㾎贖熱颭︒魤艊輬檽䯖飨跒唸

with leaf patterns. Rubies form the petals of the

蓴㾁熱颭缾䯖颭颫㾁㾌蓴︑

flowers, with diamonds for buds.
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272
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Schlumberger for Tiffany & Co.

昤觀㞣㘣砏鮩顜喺⻲慘

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, enamel and diamonds

㳟䯖綝縀嶗㾌蓴

8.1 x 4.3 x 2cm

䂇 9/2!y!唥 5/4!y!䗮 3 駡鰓

Jean Schlumberger (1907–87) was a prominent

昤觀㞣㘣曧魳謖艊紒唸㔰㔋夊䯖鲱曧鮩顜喺竑㔴

French jewellery designer who worked for

詵昺慘閔鉣謖艊㔰㔋夊︑澑鬣誼傎苵艊㔰㔋嶗⻲

Tiffany & Co. He was one of only four jewellers

慘鴛鰓赗墣䯖苵㦳飨㳟輬轀遖⻒䐓䯒曧酽袀䉯夠

that Tiffany & Co. allowed to sign their name to

赗瑱︒㐈䇭嶗㳛㐈艊淕櫑浧媀䯓䯖苵鰌醢飨鶙頥

their works.

綝縀㾁垷彾颭願䯖颭颫㾁㾌蓴︑

The body of this rectangular compact is
executed in a woven yellow and white guilloché
design (a precise, intricate and repetitive pattern
mechanically engraved into the underlying
material via engine turning). Eleven blue enamel
and diamond flowers are set in the cover.
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273
Minaudière
誼傎苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

14.7 x 9.1 x 2.6cm

䂇 25/8!y!唥 :/2!y!䗮 3/7 駡鰓

Mounted with diamonds on the cover lid, both

誼傎苵艊侳瀒嶗媽⻖鰍㾎贖颭願䯖侳瀒艊颭願垷

interior and exterior of this minaudière are

唸蓴︑誼傎苵媽鰓䆥彾蠐樴敡鉝誼傎閔︑

engraved with floral patterns. The inside of the
minaudière is divided into four compartments for
powder and lipstick.
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274
Compact and lipstick case
貾苵嶗驍隿苵
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

8.1 x 7.6 x 1.1cm

貾苵䂇 9/2!y!唥 8/7!y!䗮 2/2 駡鰓

This compact features a floral decorative pattern

苵䉳⻒䐓艊颭願潎媀夠㒎昺 2:61 妘魍熱閔艊櫗

commonly found on vanities produced in the

陸䇖唸紒唸誼傎苵醢䯖颭颫㾁垷㾌蓴︑

1940s and 1950s by Van Cleef & Arpels.
Diamonds are mounted as flower buds.
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275
Minaudière
朷⻒忲ㆩ
Van Cleef & Arpels

櫗陸䇖唸

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, silver, rubies and enamel

㳟䯖㶏䯖跒唸蓴嶗綝縀

10.2 x 9.8 x 3.2cm

䂇 21/3!y!唥 :/9!y!䗮 4/3 駡鰓

This unique minaudière is decorated with black

澑鬣籏酽磄鲈艊颭矇朷⻒忲ㆩ⻲慘赗墣䯖苵㦳砏

enamel and gold flowers. A gold chain and

䧸頥綝縀㱚㳟頥颭願︑鞁ㆩ㻗荁扟麁鲱墣傉鰱㔰

tassel are attached on one side. The interior is

㔋砏颭願嫮筄䯖㱚諦㳟㟰牐鷡︑苵媽䅔誼傎㻰︒

fitted with a mirror, comb and lipstick case. The

櫕厸︒驍隿苵︑苵㦳㔰㔋䉙巃衝瑧昺跤霽結躌

inspiration for the overall shape appears to be

諮蝁䈃跜徏䉙顡艊黽橉︑竑勝鮪暺梒䯒2479 䯃

a cloud or lingzhi mushroom. Admired for their

2755 妘䯓嬤艊鶬〿閔跤夠㒎夝桹鶶羮讕過艊䉙

medicinal purposes, designs of lingzhi have

顡跜︑

been used in Chinese art for thousands of years,
and were particularly common in the Ming
dynasty.
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276
Compact
貾苵
Verdura

Wfsevsb

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, turquoise and diamonds

㳟䯖軖椡蓴嶗㾌蓴

Diameter 7.9cm x height 2.3cm

茻嬩 8/:!y!䗮 3/4 駡鰓

Produced by Verdura, a New York jewellery

Wfsevsb 紒唸閔窅昺 2:4: 妘鮪銊霽跦跐鐵襫䯖

house founded in 1939, this powder compact

耾朌獿糴偡鬄丩暺曐偧魹䦾燚〃鈷唸嶗驅緥綕〃䈞

is decorated with a turquoise dove flying amidst

䌤〃㡱梪艊輟嶿︑苵鰌跤宆曧軖椡蓴㾁垷艊䡛厸䯖

diamond stars. Verdura was highly sought-

⺖曐曐嶗㾌蓴㾁垷艊嗎㓕曐藥齔䯖嬇慚䏰䡛鮪曐

after by Hollywood stars like Greta Garbo and

裶跤錬鋾︑

Katharine Hepburn.

228
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277
Compact
貾苵
Schlumberger for Tiffany & Co.

昤觀㞣㘣砏鮩顜喺⻲慘

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, peridots and turquoise

㳟䯖涬漋蓴嶗軖椡蓴

Diameter 5.4cm

茻嬩 6/5 駡鰓

One of only five examples produced by Tiffany

澑潎絑嫮貾苵鮩顜喺誆熱閔鲕訃䯖㔰㔋嶗⻲慘赗

& Co., this extraordinary ball-shaped compact

傉蹝觀䯖髠䦾䉯欽︑

is made with gold and set with turquoise and
peridots.
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278
Compact
貾苵
Cartier

則鰱鲦

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold and diamonds

㳟嶗㾌蓴

6.6 x 6.7 x 1.2cm

䂇 7/7!y!唥 7/8!y!䗮 2/3 駡鰓

This square compact case is elegantly decorated

苵鰌跤宆曧㾌蓴㾁垷艊颭願䯖苵䉳齔遫邉耣絽熱

with a radial guilloché pattern. The centre of the

敡啑筄跜絔䯖㔰㔋讑跐鍖䗮䇖︑

cover is mounted with diamonds in the shape of
a flower.
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279
Nécessaire
誼傎苵
Sterlé

Tufsm…

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, mother-of-pearl and diamonds

㳟䯖糪紒瀭嶗㾌蓴

Length 15.1cm

䂇 26/2 駡鰓

The main body of this compact is made with

誼傎苵飨俍磢艊㞣瀒慘砏苵㦳䯖蹗諦㳟︒㾌蓴訵

mother-of-pearl. The sophisticated carving of the

棞㟰䯖抧嶗㞣瀒俍磢㟰巃鞁紒唸倹髠艊巃㒽䯖㔰

gold almost gives it the appearance of growing

㔋 沷 屒 鞁 ⻲ 慘 鰍 赗 傉 磄 瀷︑Tufsm… 曧 2:51 靧

naturally on the shell. It was created by the

2:61 妘魍熴霽魳謖艊紒唸縟䯖摾䂇飨鋅窹︒鋗

French jeweller Pierre Sterlé, who was known for

灀︒蟌䠁訵踽䍞㔰㔋⻒䐓紒唸︑

using animal and bird motifs, along with exotic
natural materials like shells and feathers.
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27:
Clutch, compact and pillbox
忲ㆩ︒貾苵嶗齬苵
Meister

Nfjtufs

1950s

鲈鴛跫跈鲕鴛妘魍

Gold, platinum, diamonds and rubies

㳟䯖艀㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗跒唸蓴

19.4 x 9.1 x 5.7cm

忲ㆩ娿 2:/5!y!唥 :/2!y!䗮 6/8 駡鰓

Consisting of a powder compact, a pillbox

酽倧醑鬣艊忲ㆩ︒貾苵嶗齬苵⻒䐓逫迍髠䦾䯖㳟︒

and a velvet-lined clutch, this collection is

艀㳟嶗㾌蓴㾁垷熱颭棴嶗

蹗訵︑

elaborately decorated with bouquets and bows
in gold, platinum and diamonds. Meister was
founded in 1881 by Swiss goldsmith, Emil
Meister.

232
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281
Compact
貾苵
1960s

跐 2:71 妘

Silver, gold, diamonds, rubies and sapphires

㶏䯖㳟䯖㾌蓴䯖跒唸蓴嶗鶙唸蓴

Diameter 7.5cm x height 1.8 cm

茻嬩 8/6!y!䗮 2/9 駡鰓

The covers of these circular powder compacts
are engraved with small leaves. Each features a

苵鰌醢絽熱跜絔䯖跆飨跒鶙唸蓴︒㾌蓴訵㾁垷酽

golden branch wrapped with a knotted ribbon

颭棴︑

set with diamonds. The flowers are set in rubies,
sapphires and diamonds.
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282
Compact
貾苵
1960s

跐 2:71 妘

Gold, silver, diamonds, rubies and sapphires

㳟䯖㶏䯖㾌蓴䯖跒唸蓴嶗鶙唸蓴

Diameter 7.5cm x height 1.8cm

茻嬩 8/6!y!䗮 2/9 駡鰓!!

This compact is of a similar design to that on the
previous page; apart from the base material,

鞁頌籌艊㔰㔋鞁⻒䐓荁讜䯖䅵鑫㟰鰱砏㳟︑

which is gold.

234
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283
Clutch bag
朷咮忲ㆩ
Cartier

則鰱鲦

1960s

跐 2:71 妘

Gold, silver, white jade, rubies and plexiglass

㳟䯖㶏䯖艀籾䯖跒唸蓴嶗桹淕糋縚

15.9 x 11.5 x 3.4cm

䂇 26/:!y!唥 22/6!y!䗮 4/5 駡鰓

This clutch is unique in its design and material
choice. The cover is decorated with weaved

㔰㔋嶗羮棞籏竑䯖苵鰌飨㳟㶏輬轀遖薟絊鶵轀艊

gold and silver threads, with a jade panel

跜絔䎼樴䯖鞁跤宆夝椑昷䎼樴艊艀籾贖鬣囁廹︑

depicting a goose in the style of sixteenth

苵㦳爍曧耾朌啹梥杚倀艊桹淕糋縚棞㟰䯖慘砏㞺

century Mughal art. Curiously, the body of the

㳛艊棞旿嶗紒唸捵㱚䯖儂曑鑫朌魍艊㚐㮄︑

clutch (which is large enough to have been used
as a cigar box) is made of plexiglass.
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284
Compact
貾苵
Buccellati

Cvddfmmbuj

Italy, 1960s

嶯俋濕䯖跐 2:71 妘

Silver

㶏

8.1 x 6.9 x 1.4cm

䂇 9/2!y!唥 7/:!y!䗮 2/5 駡鰓

This shell-shaped powder compact was made

澑鬣貾苵飨鏖㞣瀒艊㬬矇㔰㔋嶗⻲慘︑鴛馬跫

by Buccellati, an Italian jewellery firm founded

跈跤魤嶯俋濕艊 Cvddfmmbuj 咲晜墱軂㬾駱紒唸

in Milan in 1919. It is engraved on both sides

毷䯖飨摾䂇麁絔㳟嶗㶏艊轀遖跜絔鏎謖︑2:2:

to represent the valves of a scallop shell.

妘䯖閔窅 Cvddfmmbuj 澐媀鐵襫昺貏鸐︑
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285
Compact
貾苵
Boucheron

唸㕬䪴

Circa 1964

跐 2:75 妘

Gold and enamel

㳟嶗綝縀

8 x 5.6 x 1.18cm

䂇 9!y!唥 6/7!y!䗮 2/29 駡鰓

Edged with strips of textured gold on the cover

苵鰌跤宆艊軖頥綝縀颭願曑㑱㳟頥艊侳橅䯖鰓侳

lid, this compact features a blue enamel panel at

偅茩︑

the centre with green and gold flowers.
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286
Compact
貾苵
Verdura

Wfsevsb

1960s

鲈鴛跫跈嗎鴛妘魍

Gold

㳟

7.7 x 7.2 x 1.4cm

䂇 8/8!y!唥 8/3!y!䗮 2/5 駡鰓

The cover of this square compact is uniquely

㬥訃貾苵飨擾跜恖〿浧鏖㞣瀒㔰㔋䯖䉯夠籏竑︑

designed to imitate the texture of a sea shell

擾跜曧酽訃㳟嘡鎢墡恖〿䯖鮪㳟嘡鑨䉳飨㸧撆鐵

using repoussé, a metalworking technique that

慘熱犛䇦黽橉倀嫮筄︑

involves hammering metal from the reverse to
create patterns in low relief.
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287
Compact
貾苵
Nardi

Obsej

Venice, Italy, 1960s

嶯俋濕䯖儨喺昤䯖鲈鴛跫跈嗎鴛妘魍

Gold, jade and diamonds

㳟䯖籾嶗㾌蓴

8.6 x 6.2 x 1.6cm

䂇 9/7!y!唥 7/3!y!䗮 2/7 駡鰓

The textured cover of this powder compact is

貾苵苵㦳贖熱燆犗嫮跜絔䯖苵鰌跤宆飨椑昷䎼

decorated with a butterfly of carved jade, in

樴艊錏錎

a manner reminiscent of butterflies on Chinese

Obsej 鮪 31 妘魍昺嶯俋濕儨喺昤鐵襫︑紒唸艊

art. It was produced by Italian jeweller Nardi,

䉙巃衝瑧砏儨喺昤艊諤浘㖏䯖藥愥 npsfuup䯒飨

founded by Guilio Nardi in Venice in the 1920s.

䉯爳鳏慘踽䍞艊睏䐓䯓︑Obsej 艊咃鳏藥愥魹䦾

贖 鬣 㾁 垷 ⻒ 䐓︑Obsej 羾 Hvjmjp!

躎〃顴験︒瀷濕朌粀謚墮惛䯖飨倀㒂紬窛嶗壔霼
Nardi’s jewellery pieces were inspired by the

艊艎咇彾潿︑

icons of Venice. Patrons of Nardi included
Grace Kelly, Queen Paola of Belgium, to the
royal families of Spain and Greece.
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288
Deer-shaped compact
䦤嫮貾苵
Cartier

則鰱鲦

1960s

鲈鴛跫跈嗎鴛妘魍

Gold, diamonds and sapphires

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗鶙唸蓴

6.8 x 4.8 x 2.5cm

䂇 7/9!y!唥 5/93!y!䗮 3/6 駡鰓

This powder takes the form of a reclining deer.

䦤嫮貾苵艊苵鰌侳㓃曧酽䇌璑䌗艊啢䦤䯖紒唸墡

The coat of the animal has been painstakingly

鷹飨䗮㢋踚轛艊墡鶬嗴絊啢䦤艊灀䘄跜絔䯖䍟䌿

rendered to imitate fur. The forehead and

嶗穒厸鰓勝飨㾌蓴嶗鶙唸蓴䨅軮䯖唡唚羠鋅鍖髠

hooves of the deer are set with diamonds and

䦾︑

sapphires.
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289
Evening bag
朷咮忲ㆩ
Chaumet

啹銊

France, 1970s

熴霽䯖跐 2:81 妘

Gold, sapphires, diamonds and silk cord

㳟䯖鶙唸蓴䯖㾌蓴嶗躎

14.5 x 8.8 x 5.6cm

䂇 25/6!y!唥 9/9!y!䗮 6/7 駡鰓

This oval-shaped evening bag is decorated

鐵襫昺 2891 妘艊熴霽魳謖紒唸閔窅啹銊桪摵桹

with sapphires against a background of

㔴侸艎咇咃忈䯖偧緺䦾呏椑喺偁艎謚嶗愽蕚坘咲

radiating curved patterns, with a matching blue

晜︑苵鰌飨鶙唸蓴颭願砏跤宆䯖㻳熱敡啑筄艊跜

tassel. It was made by the French jewellery

絔䯖捵㱚鶙頥躎㟰牐鷡䯖祿祿羠㨨︑

house Chaumet, founded in 1780. Chaumet
had numerous royal patrons including Marie
Antoinette (1755–93) and Napoléon I.
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28:
Compact
貾苵
1970s

跐 2:81 妘

Silver, gold and rubies

㶏䯖㳟嶗跒唸蓴

7.6 x 7.5 x 1.cm

䂇 8/7!y!唥 8/6!y!䗮 2/13 駡鰓

This square compact is decorated with a

苵鰌擄甁俋靕磢炰峗䯖㼺贖熱欃溚涏嶗髅鳏戭䯖

plethora of natural motifs. The cover is engraved

㳟頥艊銊爳㝿鮪謾跤褀櫎︑

with a jaguar among palm trees and cacti.
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291
Evening bag
朷咮忲ㆩ
Marina B.

Nbsjob!C

1970s

鲈鴛跫跈酴鴛妘魍

Gold, diamonds and silk cord

㳟䯖㾌蓴嶗躎

15.5 x 10 x 5.1cm

䂇 26/6!y!唥 21!y!䗮 6/2 駡鰓

This oval-shaped evening bag is engraved with

㬥鬣淛齬嫮㬬矇艊誼傎苵飨䗮㢋墡鶬

a realistic depiction of lotus flowers and leaves.

艊駻颭嶗駻魤︑嶯俋濕紒唸閔窅 Nbsjob! C! 羾唸

It was produced by Italian jeweller Marina

樴䦾咲晜艊 Nbsjob! Cvmhbsj! 鐵襫䯖飨俋霘鐵昦

Bulgari, who was known for her bold and

嶗㝖哱侸嫷艊䍡頥鏎謖︑

絊熱唡唚

colourful floral designs.
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